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Managing forest ecosystemor sustainable, multiple use requires forest resource

managers to understand how species composition and distribution vary across

environmental gradients and respond to landscape scale disturbance. A number of

statistical modeling tools are available to construct predictive models and maps from

response data, a set of predictor variables, and a predefined statistical distribution. Non-

Parametric Multiplicative Regression (NPMR) is a probability modeling system that

finds the best multiplicative set of predictor variables. The best set maximizes the Bayes

Factor value which is a ratio based on modeled estimates and a species' average

frequency of occurrence. This study demonstrates predictive vegetation modeling and

mapping using NPMR and species presence/absence data collected from 610 plots

located across an industrial managed forest landscape in Northeast Oregon. Plots were

stratified with a random sampling design. Four modeling approaches were taken to

compare the predictive power of spatial coordinates in combination with a set of

topographically-derived and stand structural predictor variables. Spatial coordinates

were often the most powerflul predictors and the modeling approach with physiographic

and stand structural variables together was frequently the most improved relative to the

average frequency of occurrence. Comparisons between Logistic Regression (LR) and

NPMR models were conducted for the species Clintonia unflora (CLUN) and Pinus

ponderosa (PIPO). NPMR performed better for CLUN when the best predictor

variables selected by NPMR were used to construct a LR model. For PIPO, the

performance of NPMR was comparable to LR when the set of predictor variables used

to build the LR model was based on whether the response in probability to each variable



was monotonic. Species-level GIS probability maps were produced with the application

of the physiographic models and a corresponding set of GIS raster files. GIS overlays

of indicator species maps were used to construct plant association group (PAG) maps.

Intersections of PAG layers resulted in quantitative mapping of intergrade between

types. PAG layers were often significant predictor variables in probability models for

70 understory and five conifer species produced with Logistic Regression (LR) using a

forward step-wise process. Potential applications of both NPMR and LR models with

the Forest Vegetation Simulator are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Forest ecosystems of northeast Oregon are highly valued for timber, wildlife,

water, cattle grazing, recreation, biological diversity, and esthetics. Management of
multiple resources such as these often involves manipulation of conifers through timber

harvests and thinning, natural and artificial regeneration, site preparation, and control of

insects, diseases and wildfire. Land managers need to predict how these actions affect

the course of secondary succession and the subsequent effects on noncommodity

resources. Moreover, federal mandates such as the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act

(United Forest Service [USFS] 1983), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (Enk

1973), Endangered Species Act of 1973, and the Forest and Rangeland Renewable

Resources Planning Act (U.S. Code Title 16, Chapter 36), require federal, state, and

private resource managers to incorporate noncommodity resources in their management

programs (Rohweder et al. 2000). Consideration of wildlife habitat is also necessary for

forest landowners who seek certification or compliance with the Forest Stewardship

Council or the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (Roloffet al. 1999).

Managing components of ecological systems for sustainable use requires

managers to thoroughly understand how the type and intensity of resource extraction

influences other system components. If a sustainable ecosystem is best defined by one

that continuously provides the wants and needs ofa current generation and all future

generations (Vavra 1996) then ecosystem managers in each generation are obligated to

know and understand how an ecosystem is responding to previous and current

extraction disturbances and its effect on long-term resiliency. Understanding how

different silviculture prescriptions affect future understory vegetation composition,

abundance, and forage quality is essential to forest managers concerned with sustainable

wood, livestock and wild ungulate production. Quantifying current forest understory

vegetation composition and distribution is a principle first-step in predicting future

vegetation composition as well as predictively mapping variation in nutritional quality

and quantity upon which carrying capacity depends.
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Since the classic studies of Whittaker (1956) and Bray and Curtis (1957), plant

ecologists have sought to quantify the distribution of plant species along complex

environmental gradients. In forested ecosystems, plant species composition is related to

the availability of moisture, temperature, nutrients, and light, which are in turn related

to topography, bedrock geology, soil characteristics, overstory structure, and land-use

history (Hutchinson et al. 1999). Daubenmire (1976) advanced the idea that vegetative

indicators are as useful for predicting optimal silviculture or forage production as for

wood production. The reliability of such a concept could be established by producing

quantitative spatial distributions of these vegetative indicators. These vegetation

distributions could then be compared with actual growth rates of tree species or biomass

production across the study area. Spatial distributions of individual species or groups

might also be used to predict and quantify a wildlife habitat complex. Moreover, the

spatial prediction of species distributions from survey data has recently been recognized

as a significant component of conservation planning (Austin 2002) and can serve as

tools capable of providing fundamental information for meeting federal natural resource

policy mandates.

The evolution of computer technology in the latter half of the 20 Century

produced statistical analysis tools, forest growth simulators, and quantitative mapping

software capable of estimating probability ofoccurrence of individual plant species

across particular landscapes and simulating the future growth of conifers and other tree

species from sample survey data. This study describes a process of integrating

computer technology and topographically derived predictor variables with vegetation

sampling data to produce models that predict the probability of occurrence for

individual species. This habitat modeling system is known as Non-Parametric

Multiplicative Regression (NPMR) (McCune 2004) and is used in this study to also

produce quantitative maps for individual vegetation species across an industrially

managed forest landscape in Northeast Oregon. Overlays and intersections of these

species-specific vegetation maps are used in combination with an existing plant

association guide to show how quantitative spatial distributions of the regional plant

association groups (PAG) can be continuously mapped across the landscape. Finally,



this study then uses these PAG information layers as predictor variables in Logistic

Regression (LR).

modeling.

Objective 2) Introduce information from studies of understory response to timber

harvest, the effects of herbivory on forest vegetation, and the effects of

fire on forest composition.

Chapter 2:

Objective 3)

Objective 4)

Objective 5)

Objective 6)

Chapter 3:

Objective 7)

Objective 8)

Test the capability of NPMR to model probability ofoccurrence of

understory plant species from sampling data.

Test the potential of using spatial coordinates as predictor variables with

NPMR to model probability of occurrence for understory species.

Compare results of NPMR models to Logistic Regression.

Apply NPMR models built from physiographic predictor variables to

GIS raster files to produce probability maps for individual plant species.

Integrate individual species GIS probability maps to produce plant

association group (PAG) maps of the study area.

Integrate PAG GIS maps to identify areas of intergrade between PAG's.

Chapter 4:

Objective 9) Use Logistic Regression (LR) to build probability of occurrence models

for individual plant species.

3

OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this study were:

Chapter 1:

Objective 1) Introduce recent studies of predictive vegetation mapping and probability



Chapter 5:

Objective 10) Describe the potential applications of NPMR and LR models

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Literature Review section introduces recent studies of predictive vegetation

mapping, probability modeling and concludes with background information from

studies of understory response to timber harvest and the effects of herbivory on forest

vegetation. Specific objectives for each chapter are presented at the end of the

Literature Review. The specific objectives of the Literature Review are:

Objective 1) Introduce recent studies of predictive vegetation mapping and probability

modeling.

Objective 2) Introduce information from studies of understory response to timber

harvest, the effects of herbivory on forest vegetation, and the effects of

fire on forest composition.

Predictive vegetation mapping

Franklin (1995) reviewed the history and methods for predictively mapping

vegetation and species distributions. These methods involve producing inductive

models that are used to produce digital spatial distribution maps for particular species or

groups. She defined predictive vegetation mapping as "predicting the vegetation

composition across a landscape from mapped environmental variables." The process of

predictively mapping vegetation was described as starting with the development of

some type of model, followed by the application of that model to a geographic database

to produce the predictive map, which is considered a realization of the model. She

explained that predictive vegetation mapping is founded in ecological niche theory and

vegetation gradient analysis and rests on the premise that vegetation distributions can be

predicted from the spatial distributions of environmental variables that correlate with or

control plant distributions.

4



In an attempt at a formal analysis of niche theory Hutchinson (1957) described

an n-dimensional hypervolume as an area bounded by the limiting values ofx

environmental variables that permit a speces S to survive. Each point of the

hypervolume corresponds to a possible environmental state permitting a species S to

exist indefinitely. He called this hypervolume for S the fundamental niche of S. When

all X,, variables, both physical and biological are considered, the fundamental niche of

any species will completely define its ecological properties as reflected in the Xn

variables. The fundamental niche is an abstract formalization of a species ecological

niche. He proposed a separate niche dimension not only for each important

environmental condition, but also for each of the resources that an organism requires.

Provided a location is characterized by conditions within acceptable limits for a given

species with all necessary resources available, that species can potentially occur and

persist at that location. Whether or not it does depends on ability to reach the location

(powers of colonization and site remoteness) and the actions of individuals of other

species which compete or prey. The realized niche was described as the limited

spectrum of conditions and resources which allow a species to occur and persist in the

presence of competitors and predators.

Whittaker (1967) defined gradient analysis as a research approach for the study

of spatial patterns of vegetation. The research approach attempts to describe and

understand the distribution of vegetation in response to one or more environmental,

resource, and/or temporal gradients. He concluded that populations of species along

continuous environmental gradients typically form bell-shaped, binomial curves, with

densities declining gradually to scarcity and absence on each side of a central peak.

Oksanen and Minchin (2002) however, argued that this canonized view in vegetation

ecology, that species have symmetric, unimodal responses to ecological gradients, is

unfounded and based on scanty evidence. They maintained theory predicts that

response shapes should differ among gradient types or gradient locations and species

interactions may change the response shape even if the fundamental response were

symmetric. In their study comparing species responses along ecological gradients they



found that the large number of non-Gaussian distributions made it impossible to

conclude that the Gaussian distribution is universal.

Franklin (1995) listed the spatial hierarchy of environmental controls on

vegetation distributions. She reasoned that climatic variables correspond to vegetation

patterns at the broadest scales, followed by geology (effect on soil chemistry and

nutrient availability) and topography, which moderates many of the macroclimatic

regimes. Digital topographic data can be used to model, by simulation, direct gradients

such as potential solar radiation to construct indices related to direct gradients such as

topographic moisture and simple topographic attributes such as elevation, slope, and

aspect. The latter three can be used as indirect gradients for model development.

Predictive Modeling

Advancements in regression analysis tools within the past 30 years include

generalized linear models (GLM) and generalized additive models (GAM) (Guisan et

al. 2002). Both approaches have been extensively applied in ecological research, and

vegetation mapping as evidenced by the growing number of published papers

incorporating these modern regression tools. GLM's, such as logistic regression, are

mathematical extensions of linear models that allow the response to have any

exponential family distribution and for a non-constant variance structures in the data.

They are based on an assumed relationship, a "link" function, between the mean of the

response variable and the linear combination of explanatory variables (McCullagh and

Nelder 1983, Kleinbaum 1996). When data are assumed to be from the binomial

"family" of probability models the nonlinear logit is often used as the link function to

generate a probability value between 0 and 1 for a dependent variable and particular

values of one or more independent variables.

GAM's (Hastie and Tibshirani 1986) are semi-parametric extensions of GLM's

with the underlying assumption that the functions are additive and the components are

smooth. A "link" function is used to establish a relationship between the mean of the

response variable and a smoothed function of the explanatory variable(s). The strength
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of GAM's is their ability to deal with highly non-linear and non-monotonic relationships

between a response and predictors. GAM's are sometimes referred to as data-driven

rather than model driven because the data determine the nature of the relationship

between the response and the set of explanatory variables.

GLMs and GAMs effectively model actual or realized rather than fundamental

niches due to their intrinsic empirical nature. Thus, they implicitly incorporate biotic

interactions and negative stochastic effects that can change from one region to another.

This can make models fitted for the same species, but in different areas and/or at

different resolutions difficult to compare (Guisan Ct al 2002).

Franklin (1998) used the logistic link function and binomial error term with

GAM and GLM to model the probability of occurrence for 20 common, vegetation type

indicator shrub species in southern California. She used mapped bioclimatic (average

annual precipitation, average daily December minimum and July maximum

temperatures), topographic (spring and winter potential solar radiation, slope), and

spatial variables (UTM northing and easting) as model predictors and suggested that if

there is spatial structure in the species data that is not shared by the environmental data,

it may reflect biotic processes such as dispersal, predation, and competition. GAMs

were first parameterized using all environmental and spatial variables, and smoothing

splines, to assess the validity of the linear model for each bivariate relationship, and to

explore the shape of the response curve and strength of the relationship between each

species and explanatory variable. Then, GLMs were parameterized using all variables

and using response functions suggested by the GAM. All response functions were

modeled as either linear, quadratic, or a higher-order polynomial. Interactions, although

occasionally significant were not included in the models. Model fit and predictor

variable significance was evaluated using the residual deviance, X2-test, and the same

data used to develop the models. When GAMs developed using all (eight) predictor

variables were compared to the GLMs that only retained significant predictors the

GAMs were almost always significantly better models. Both modeling approaches

explained a modest proportion of the deviance but the proportion of observations

incorrectly predicted present and absent ranged from 2% to 27% for the GAMs and 5%
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to 30% for the GLMs. Prediction accuracy was generally higher for those species that

were relatively rare in the sample and which tended to be restricted to certain portions

of the environmental gradients.

Multivariate statistics have also been used to predictively map vegetation.

Ohmann and Gregory (2002) developed a GIS-based model to integrate field plot,

remotely sensed, and mapped environmental data to map current vegetation in the

Oregon coastal province (3 X 106 ha). They combined vegetation data from the Natural

Resource Inventory (NRI) of the Bureau of Land Management, the Current Vegetation

Survey (CVS) of the USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Region, the Forest

Inventory and Analysis (FIA) of the USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research

Station, and the Old Growth Study (OGS) of the USDA Forest Service, Pacific

Northwest Research Station into a consistent format to create response variables for

basal area (m2/ha) by species and size classes. Their method of predictive vegetation

mapping, which they referred to as gradient nearest neighbor (GNN), was a four-step

process: (1) conduct gradient analysis using stepwise canonical correspondence

analysis (CCA) to develop a model that quantifies relations between response data and

mapped explanatory data, (2) predict scores for each 25 m mapped pixel with the first

eight CCA axes by applying coefficients from the model developed in step 1 to the

mapped values for the explanatory variables, (3) for each mapped pixel identify the

single plot that is nearest in eight dimensional gradient space and identify the second-

nearest plot for accuracy-assessment purposes and (4) Impute the ground attributes of
the nearest neighbor plot to the mapped pixel.

Explanatory variables were added to the CCA models in a stepwise process and

retained if they were significant based on a Monte Carlo permutation test using 99

permutations. Mapped explanatory variables included one ownership, five

topographical, five geological, eight climatic, 13 Landsat TM, and two location

variables. The location variables, Latitude and longitude, were omitted from the

stepwise procedure but added to the final model so that geographic location would be

considered in the selection of nearest-neighbor plots.

Accuracy assessments were performed with a second-nearest-neighbor analysis
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which was expected to be effectively the same as a leave-one-out strategy but more

computationally efficient (Ohmann and Gregory 2002). They also used the kappa

coefficient of agreement to compare predicted to observed values for vegetation classes

and species occurrence. Comparisons of predictions from the GNN method to ground

observations on n = 823 field plots produced a correlation coefficient of 0.66 for total

basal area, 0.68 for the proportion of total tree basal area that was broadleaf, 0.80 for

quadratic mean diameter of all dominant and codominant trees, 0.63 for tree density,

0.71 for mean age of dominant and codominant trees, and 0.53 for tree species richness.

Prediction accuracy for vegetation classes range from 0% for the "mixed, very large"

category to 61% for the "conifer, medium" category.

One disadvantage of GNN is the use of the Gaussian (unimodal) response curves

of species to environmental variables. However, the authors argue that it was necessary

to use a model that assumes a single type of response for all species because if all

individual species distributions were predicted independently and then assembled into

communities, unrealistic collections of species would result. This might be true under

the assumptions of the assembly process they used or had in mind.

An alternative, non-parametric probability modeling method was presented by

McCune et al. (2003). They modeled lichen species responses to alternative forest

management plans and evaluated the persistence of lichen species in the landscape.

Their modeling goal was to present a test case for a form of nonparametric regression

based on a smoothing technique. The technique was first implemented by Peterson

(2000) under the name "SpOcc" for "Species Occurrence Modeler." Their interest in

the SpOcc method for predictively mapping lichen species was based on the flexibility

for modeling complex, multidimensional probability response surfaces without

assuming particular mathematical forms, such as linear, Gaussian, or sigmoid. They

contrasted SpOcc with logistic regression. Data for their study was collected by

Berryman (2002) who sampled lichen communities using 117, 0.38-ha plots stratified

on forested stands managed for overstory retention of remnant trees, young cohort age,

and stream position. The U.S. Forest Health Monitoring (FHM) lichen community

sampling plot methodology was used for the field plots. This method determines the
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presence and abundance of macrolichen species on all standing woody plants in a large

circular plot.

The basic logistic regression (LR) model used an intercept and the variable

elevation. A second LR model fit one coefficient for elevation and a separate intercept

for different strata related to three ages of even-aged forests and three retention levels in

recent cuts. The third modeling effort fit elevation, a different coefficient for each

stratum with a constant intercept. The SpOcc modeling tool is a "local estimator" and

uses the proportion of a species' occurrence in an ecological neighborhood to estimate

the likelihood of the species occurring at a target site. The ecological neighborhood

consists of sites with values for predictor variables that are close in magnitude. In other

words, to estimate the probability of occurrence for a particular species, the model

applies data from sites that lie close to the target site in the n-dimensional ecological

space. SpOcc does not assume a specific shape to the relationship between probability

of occurrence and explanatory variables. This type of "neighborhood model" does not

yield an equation with coefficients; rather the model is completely specified by the

species and environmental data sets used in the calibration phase, a list of one or more

continuous or categorical predictor variables, and a tolerance range for each continuous

predictor variable. SpOcc treats multiple predictor variables multiplicatively rather than

additive first. McCune et al. varied the neighborhood size for elevation then chose a

constant tolerance of 203 m (a band 406 m wide around a specific value for elevation)

based on optimal fit at a tolerance range of 20% of the observed range in elevations.

They used Bayes factors, to calculate the quality ofa constructed model relative to the

average frequency of occurrence of the species"presence plots" in the response matrix.

They also fit SpOcc models for 71 other lichen species that occurred in six or more

plots. Each species was modeled using elevation alone, stratum alone, and elevation

and stratum combined.

Both LR and SpOcc were successful in estimating the occurrence of L. oregana

with the sigmoid function fitting the data well as L. oregana, decreased in high elevation

plots. They found that for each 1 m increase in elevation the odds of L. oregana

decreased by approximately 1%. The model was further improved by fitting a separate
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intercept to each stratum, yielding a Bayes factor value of 25.7. With the SpOcc

modeler and elevation and stratum as predictors the Bayes factor value was 25.2.

Probability response profiles plotted as a function of the range of sampled elevation

were remarkably similar between the two modeling approaches, both sigmoid in shape,

except the descent from high to low probability as elevation increased was shallower for

the SpOcc response.

McCune et al. demonstrated the predictive mapping capabilities ofthe SpOcc

modeler for a particular lichen species under different forest management alternatives.

Their discussion of the advantages of the non-parametric approach over LR included the

simplest possible specification ofa window into a multidimensional ecological

neighborhood, the Bayesian statistic for comparing model performance to a naïve model

giving a common basis for evaluating estimates, and the leave-one-out strategy for

estimation minimizes overfitting. One concern they drew attention to however, was that

estimates for sample points near the ends of gradients are weakened by the absence of

data for the ecological neighborhood that lies just beyond the end of the gradient. This

decreases the accuracy of the model near the ends of the gradient. For this reason,

estimates near the ends of the gradient are somewhat biased toward the overall mean.

Recently, McCune (2004) created a data set in which species abundance

responded perfectly to two ecological factors, elevation and stand age. He inserted

parameters to make biomass respond to elevation with a sigmoid function and stand age

to a Gaussian. The data from the product of the two functions were sampled at random

with 200 points and then predictive models were built with least squares regression and

non-parametric multiplicative regression (NPIMIR) using a local mean estimator. The

final least squares model contained two interaction terms with one being quadratic.

This model produced an R2 of 0.43 and barely resembled the original surface and

residuals deviated widely from normality. The NPMR model easily captured almost all

of the variation in the response variable using the two predictors (R2 = 0.975). The

fitted response essentially reproduced the original surface and the residuals showed

liule deviation from assumptions.
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A variety of predictive vegetation mapping tools have been developed over the

past 30 years and employed for a variety of species and biomes. Landscape ecologists

have used and compared the predictive qualities of GLM's and GAMS (Franldin 1998)

for shrubs in Southern California, multivariate CCA and GNN attribute imputation for

conifer species of Oregons Coast Range, and non-parametric SpOcc ecological

neighborhood model for lichen species in Pacific Northwest forests. The most recent

development is a non-parametric approach to predictive vegetation mapping that uses a

local, rather than global, Gaussian distribution to model a species response to multiple

predictor variables (McCune 2004). This last modeling technique is called Non-

Parametric Multiplicative Regression (NPMR) and is the major focus of the analyses

that follow.

Understory Vegetation Response to Timber Harvest

This section of the literature review provides a background on previous research

conducted to understand succession and dynamics of understory plant species as a

function of forest canopy, logging, and site preparation. Studies carried out in the Blue

Mountains ecoregion are emphasized; however, relevant studies from other regions also

provide insightful information.

Many researchers have found that shade intolerant early successional plant

species become established and dominate forest understories following commercial

timber harvest (Bormann et al. 1977; Norse et al. 1986; Pase 1958; Young et al. 1967;

Schoonmaker and McKee 1988). Early successional species then become scarce or

absent as competition for resources (e.g. light, nutrients) increases during and after

canopy closure. Shade tolerant species may persist throughout stand development while

early seral species remain scarce until tree mortality in mature stands creates gaps

allowing reestablishment to occur (Oliver 1981).

Young et al. (1967) used randomly located circular macroplots (1/100 acre) and

smaller subplots to determine the ecological relationship of overstory cover with

herbage and browse production and evaluate the influence of sanitation logging on these

same variables in a mixed coniferous forest in the foothills of the Wallowa Mountains
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of northeastern Oregon. They found the peak in current annual growth ofshrubs, as a

percent of total production, occurs when canopy overstory crown cover is

approximately 2 1-35 percent whereas the peak in total shrub weight occurred between

36-50 percent. Approximately 100 pounds of woody material was present for each

pound of current annual twig growth on shrubs. Average total shrub weight and current

annual growth (lbs./acre) in stands with open canopies (6900 ± 1600; 75 ± 19) and

heavy shade (5700 ± 1800; 60 ±24) was nearly half that of moderate shade (12,500 ±

3100; 140 ± 41). They found a negative relationship between tree crown cover, basal

area, stems per plot, and herbage cover and yield. Open canopy areas produced more

herbage than moderate and heavily shaded areas. Herbage production was higher after

sanitation logging where old canopy openings were enlarged or new ones created.

However, some areas were taken out of production by heavy soil disturbance and slash

accumulations.

Herbage production was more variable in logged vs. unlogged stands and yields

(lbs/acre) decreased as the level of shading increased. When comparing logged stands

to unlogged stands herbage production was 33 percent higher in open stands, 13 percent

higher in moderately shaded stands, and 25 percent higher in heavily shaded stands.

Higher shrub cover in moderately shaded stands may have inhibited a larger percentage

increase in herbage production in logged stands. Crude protein concentration for both

Calamagrostis rubescens (CARU) and other species decreased as the level of stand

shading increased. Protein yield was generally lower for CARU in unlogged stands but

less of a difference was noticeable for other species. However, the extent to which

crude protein overstimates metabolizable energy varies with lignin content and amount

of digestable matter in the forage.

Revegetation was slow in areas heavily disturbed by logging and became

dominated by low quality forage bull thistle (Cirsium lanceolatum) and annual hairgrass

(Deschampsia danthonioides). Significant increases in current annual shrub growth

(lbs/acre) of ninebark (Physocarpus malvaceus) and ocean spray (Holodiscus discolor)

occurred in a cattle exclosure of the logged area. This study demonstrated a negative

relationship between overstory crown cover and herbage production but also illustrated
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apparent differences in the response function between shrubs and herbs under particular

experimental circumstances of the study. Transitory periods of high browse and

herbage production from timber harvestings thus has potential to increase the

production of wild ungulate populations.

Overstory closure reduced forage biomass values of digestible dry matter in

xeric seral understories on forestland near Mt Ranier National Park in western

Washington (Jenkins and Starkey 1996). However, forage values remained high in 20-

to 40-year old red alder and grass-sedge communities in a mesic sere. Their simulated

thinning activities had negligible influence on forage values reflecting the narrow

differences in actual forage values between thinned versus unthinned stands.

Nonetheless, these researchers suggest that silvicultural prescriptions incorporating

early precommercial thinnings and more frequent or intensive commercial thinnings

may reduce slash and increase forage production in regenerating Douglas fir stands.

Schoonmaker and McKee (1988) studied species diversity and community

composition in western Oregon by sampling vegetation on 20 sites that were clearcut,

broadcast burned, and planted with Douglas fir. After logging and burning, the total

percentage of vegetative cover increased rapidly up to 15 years, thereafter the rate of

increase slowed. Total herb cover was nearly 70% at five years followed by concurrent

increases of invading and residual shrubs. Conifers and residual shrubs closed the

canopy at 20 to 30 years while invading shrub and herb cover continued to decline.

After 40 years conifer cover was 82%, shrub cover was 57%, and herb cover was 53%.

Heterogeneity and species richness increased slightly to peak at 15 and 20 years

respectively then declined to low values at 40 years. Higher community coefficients

(Sorenson's index, species turnover) at 30 and 40 years suggested that species

composition is most dynamic during the first 30 years of succession.

Zamora (1982) described the early successional pattern ofunderstory

development in a fire-induced sere of the Abies grandis/Pachistima myrsinites habitat

type of northcentral Idaho and proposed a hypothesis of succession for understory

development in coniferous forests of the inland northwest. Total species diversity

reached stability eight years after disturbance with all life forms attaining maximum
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diversity. However, composition of life form groups continued to change as the number

of opportunistic species declined and climax species increased. Between years eight

and 12, dominance shifted from herbs to shrubs but was highly variable among stands.

By year 16 coniferous trees became a major influence and shade-intolerant herb and

shrub species experienced high mortality. An influx of opportunistic species occurred

in macroplots thinned at 23 years after initial disturbance accounting for an increase in

species diversity at age 27. When conifers established dominance and reduced light

penetration understory development became a function of overstory structure

throughout the remaining successional period.

In western Washington Long and Turner (1975) found aboveground biomass of

all tree components to increase with stand age while total understory biomass

decreased. However, understory diversity and evenness increased with stand age. The

increase in understory complexity was accompanied by a decrease in dominance of salal

(Gaultheria shallon) and continued colonization by new species. By combining

information from three other investigations the relationship between salal aboveground

biomass and weight of overstory foliage was found to be curvilinear negative.

In the Black Hills and Bear Lodge Mountains of northeastern Wyoming Pase

(1958) found increases in grass, forb, and shrub species as crown cover decreased.

Biomass of grass species responded greater to canopy cover than did forbs and shrubs

responded the least. Individual species however, responded differently to changes in

crown canopy. While some grass species persisted under dense canopies few forb

species persisted under moderately dense canopies. While conifer basal area ranged up

to a maximum of 215 ft2/acre, the maximum conifer crown cover of 71% occurred

between 150 and 180 ft2/acre basal area.

Similarly, Jameson (1967) used the 5-parameter transition sigmoid growth curve

(Grosenbaugh 1952) as a general model for the effect of increasing basal area or percent

canopy cover on the biomass of understory vegetation. This model performed well for

herbage production data from three separate studies. The growth curve is given by:

Y = H + A(1 - e_B_)M+l where X is the independent variable, Y is the estimated

value of the dependent variable, and H and A are the upper and lower asymptotes,



respectively. B provides curvature, M adjusts the inflection point, and G adjusts the

value of X so that X - G =0 when Y H (the dependent variable equals the upper

asymptote).

Effects of Herbivory on Forest Understoiy Vegetation

This section of the review provides research information concerning effects of

herbivory on forest understory vegetation dynamics in northeast Oregon. This

information is relevant to the current study given the fact that wild and domestic

ungulate grazing has been and continues to influence forest vegetation dynamics.

Krueger and Winward (1974) compared understory vegetation growth in a

mature Douglas-fir-ponderosa pine community and a selectively cut grand fir (Abies

grandis) community with three grazing treatments: 1) areas heavily grazed by cattle and

wild ungulates, 2) areas grazed only by wild ungulates and 3) nongrazed exclosures.

After 14 years of herbivore exclusion they found decreases in grasses and increases in

forbs under heavy dual grazing. Shrub cover inside exclosures was up to 18 times

greater than outside. Percent cover of snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) and

snowbush (Ceanothus velutinus) in grazed areas was successively lower than in

exclosures.

Holecheck et al. (1982) studied the diets of fistulated cattle restricted to forest

ranges in the Blue Mountains of Oregon. Cattle ate Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis)

and snowberry in proportion to occurrence but showed preference for elk sedge (Carex

geyeri). These three species constituted almost half of cattle diets. Bluebunch

wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum), pinegrass (Calamogrostis rubescens), western fescue

(Festuca occidentalis), and Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis) periodically contributed

five percent or more to overall diets. Forb consumption (31 species) comprised one

percent or more of cattle diets but was limited by short periods of palatability,

distribution, and production. During dry periods shrubs comprised 47% of diets. Other

researchers (Rosiere et al. 1975, Lesperance et al. 1970) reported increased shrub

consumption when green grass was unavailable.

16
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In a clearcut grand fir community Edgerton (1987) found shrub cover was four

times higher 11 years after exclusion of ungulate grazing. Grass cover was four times

higher where grazing occurred but remained constant where it was excluded. After 30

years of ungulate exclusion in a Douglas fir clearcut near Wenatchee Washington

Tiedemann and Berndt (1972) found average shrub cover was five times higher than

grazed areas. These studies show that forest communities in the Blue Mountains can

show a measurable response to grazing exclusion within a decade (Irwin et al. 1994).

Riggs et al. (2000) studied vegetation growth response to long-term exciosures

in three separate study sites in northeastern Oregon. They found forb and graminoid

biomass accumulations inside ungulate exciosures were similar to those outside. Shrub

biomass across all sites, however, averaged 2.7 times greater inside exclosures than

outside. The effect of herbivory was generally greatest in clearcuts probably reflecting

higher forage production than in selectively cut our uncut stands. Their results

demonstrated that herbivores strongly influenced the accumulation of forest biomass.

The studies introduced in this section of the Literature Review show that

herbivory can have a measurable effect on species composition and biomass. The

intensity and extent of herbivory's effects on the plant community is certainly also a

function of ungulate population size. Measuring and evaluating the combined effect of

logging and chronic herbivory is difficult in forested ecosystems and requires a long-

term commitment in data collection and maintenance of multiple exciosures.

Considering the historical influence of periodic fire or its elimination in forested

ecosystems along with logging and herbivory further complicates the study of forest

vegetation dynamics.

Effrcts of Fire

Forests in eastern Oregon and Washington in the late 19th and early

centuries commonly contained open, parklike structures at low elevations (Hall 1976).

Prior to the 1930's frequent ground fires, often lightning-caused (Johnson 1998),

maintained openness by burning most regeneration. Large trees were primarily fire-
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resistant ponderosa pine at the lower elevations, Douglas- fir and western larch at

middle, and true firs at the higher elevations. Oliver et al. (1994) described the

occurrence of fire in forests of this region as small but frequent. On cooler sites and at

higher elevations fires were less frequent. However, where they burned, all or nearly all

of the trees were destroyed. Shade-tolerant true firs grew into stands and formed a

dense understory where fire did not eliminate them. Forests in this period were a

mosaic of many structures with open, recently burned areas and areas with dense stands

in various conditions of regrowth after fire. Pure or mixed species emerged after fires

creating a variety of layered or single-canopy forests. In various locations refugia of

old stands were left in burned areas and refugia of open areas within regrown stands

(Oliver et al. 1994).

The vegetation of the Blue Mountains is highly adapted to periodic fire.

Quantitatively, fire-scar studies have shown that low-intensity fires occurred frequently

in ponderosa pine forests of pre-European settlement with an average return interval of

5-12 years throughout the West (Peet 1988). Johnson (1998) monitored vegetation

response following a variety of fires that occurred across a wide area of the Blue and

Wallowa Mountains in 1986. His observations showed that understory composition can

be remarkably different within five years after a fire. For example, in an area he

described as a ponderosa pine/pinegrass plant association, a severe burn, all overstory

killed, provided mineral soil for colonization by snowbrush ceanothus, annual bromes,

yarrow, and tall annual willoweed. In a lightly burned area these species did not

emerge but pinegrass more than doubled in percent cover. An area described as a

Douglas-fir/ninebark plant association experienced a severe burn with all overstory

trees killed, elk sedge abundance declined from damage to rhizomes but pinegrass was

resilient and rapid in resprouting and reseeding. Heartleafarnica also rapidly emerged

where shrubs had previously dominated. In an area characterized as a cool grand

fir/beadlilly plant association a severe fire killed all over-and understory trees. Five

years later lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir seedlings covered the plot with 486 trees

per/acre. More dramatic was the understory succession of prickly lettuce, miners
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lettuce, bigleaf sandworts, fireweeds, and liverworts that pioneered the burned areas to

over 12 different shrub species and a vibrant herbaceous layer.

Fire prevention efforts became more intensive after 1930 and the proportion of

the total forest area burned between 1946 and 1986 was much less than historical fire

return intervals (Agee 1993). The result has often been fires of larger size burning at

higher intensities than had occurred previously in the century in northeastern Oregon

(Johnson 1998). In the warmer, drier Blue Mountains forests, the tree composition has

changed from domination of fire-dependent species to dense undergrowth of fire-

susceptible species (Douglas fir and grand fir). The combination of decreased low-

intensity surface fires, increased stand-replacing fires, and fire-exclusion has resulted in

a high percentage of plant communities vulnerable to crown fires. This gives high

probability of fires burning with a severity and pattern not previously experienced by

vegetation and may result in different succussional pathways (Arno et al. 1985).

How much of the reduced fire frequency can be directly attributed to fire

fighting efforts, and how much is the result of previous decades of large fires and

grazing reduction to fuels is difficult to determine. The settlement of the west altered

forest ecosystem processes resulting in sharp increases in tree density thus reducing

productivity and nutrient cycling. Forests with higher tree densities have experienced

widespread insect infestations, greater tree mortality, increased fuel buildup, and

increased fire intensity (Belsky and Blumenthal 1997). Post-European settlement of the

West also brought unprecedented domestic ungulate grazing intensities. As the number

of livestock increased, the biomass and vigor of grasses and sedges they grazed declined

(Painter and Belsky 1993). Livestock consumption of herbaceous vegetation, which

otherwise would have dried into fine fuels, has been a significant force in reducing the

frequency of surface fires.



CHAPTER 2. A PARSIMONIUS PLOT-TO-RASTER VEGETATION

ANALYSIS AND PROBABILITY MODELING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Forest ecosystems of Northeast Oregon are highly valued for timber, wildlife,

water, cattle grazing, recreation, biological diversity, and esthetics. Management of

these resources often involves manipulation of conifers through timber harvests and

thinning, natural and artificial regeneration, site preparation, and control of insects,

diseases and wildfire. For society to understand the full implications of forest

management, land managers need to predict how these actions affect the course of

secondary succession and the subsequent effects on noncommodity resources. Federal

mandates such as the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act (United Forest Service [USFS]

1983), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (Enk 1973), Endangered Species

Act of 1973, and the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act (U.S.

Code Title 16, Chapter 36), require federal, state, and private resource managers to

incorporate noncommodity resources in their management programs (Rohweder et al.

2000). Consideration of wildlife habitat is a necessity for forest landowners who seek

certification or compliance with the Forest Stewardship Council or the Sustainable

Forestry Initiative (Roloff et al. 1999).

Managing components of ecological systems for sustainable use requires

managers to thoroughly understand how the type and intensity of resource extraction

influences other system components. If a sustainable ecosystem is best defined by one

that continuously provides the wants and needs ofa current generation and all future

generations (see Vavra 1996) then ecosystem managers in each generation are obligated

to know how an ecosystem is responding to current extraction disturbances and the

effect on long-term resilience. Understanding how repeated silviculture treatments and

grazing affect the current and future understory vegetation composition, abundance, and

forage quality is essential to forest managers concerned with sustainable wood,

livestock and wild ungulate production.

20
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In the absence of large spatial scale, long-term monitoring data, and in light of

research concerning the effects of timber harvest on forest understory dynamics

(Bormann et al. 1977; Oliver 1981; Pase 1958; Schoonmaker and McKee 1988)

particularly in northeast Oregon (Sheehy et al. 1999; Young et al. 1967), there is a high

level of uncertainty that accompanies the exact nature of these relationships. Research

designed to model secondary succession in forests affected by multiple disturbance

agents (silviculture, grazing) is rare (Riggs et al. 2000). Furthermore, predictive models

capable of estimating the probability of occurrence of understory vegetation as a

function of overstory structure and physiography across space and time in these forests

are inadequate or non-existent.

There is need for development of an analysis system that is capable of predicting

where and when species are likely to occur taking into account physiographic,

historical, and forest structural factors. Incorporating physiographic variables such as

slope, aspect, and elevation into a predictive vegetation modeling and analysis system is

important because vegetation responds to climatic variables at the broadest scales,

followed by geology (effect on soil chemistry and nutrient availability) and topography,

which moderates many of the macroclimatic regimes (Franklin 1995). Digital

topographic data can be used to model, by simulation, direct gradients such as potential

solar radiation, indices related to direct gradients such as topographic moisture, and

simple topographic attributes such as elevation, slope, and aspect. The latter three can

be used as indirect gradients for model development. Although digital topographic data

are likely to experience future accuracy improvements, thus affecting previously

constructed models, digitally derived variables are relatively constant and provide

useful predictive information.

Compiling a detailed history of management actions and study of the consequent

changes in vegetation attributes is an essential step in the development ofan understory

predictive analysis system. Extrapolation ofa temporal trend from a series of different-

aged samples is a common technique in studies of secondary succession in forest

ecosystems (Pickett 1989). The primary assumption intrinsic to these space-for-time

(SF1) studies is a commonality between sequences of spatial zones and temporal
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sequences (Drury and Nisbet 1973) or that important events and processes are

independent of space and time (Strayer et al. 1986).

The use of SFT sampling as a surrogate for long-term monitoring and the

determination of the effects of management history on vegetation dynamics must be

viewed with caution. Patterns of species occurrence have been found to be

individualistic with all species present throughout a 20 year span with changing

dominance from studies conducted at the Hutcheson Memorial Forest (Pickett, 1989).

McCune and Allen (1984) found that much of the compositional variation in the

Bitterroot canyons of Montana arises at stand establishment (initial fioristic

composition) rather than through a replacement process (relay floristics). Sympatric

species are likely to respond differently to overstory conditions and management

between areas of high and low correlation. Finally, the quality of a landscape-level

historical reconstruction of stand management can be compromised if data are

incomplete, missing, or of questionable accuracy. Nonetheless, a spatially explicit

stand management history and subsequent SFT analysis is an important component in

building predictive model prototypes. At the very least, analyses of species response to

a SFT predictor variable can serve as a means of generating hypotheses for further

testing and directing future sampling and monitoring efforts.

Several predictive modeling tools are available that fit a parameterized statistical

distribution through a set of sampling data such as the sigmoid shape of logistic

regression (LR), one of a set of generalized linear models, or the normal distribution of

multivariate canononical correspondence analysis. Fitting one statistical distribution for

multiple species is problemetic however since many species may not conform well to

that particular distribution. It may be unrealistic for one statistical distribution to

readily accommodate complex multiplicative combinations of nonlinear responses.

Looking to overcome these important modeling issues McCune (2004) recently created

a data set jn which species abundance responded perfectly to two ecological factors,

elevation and stand age. He inserted parameters to make biomass respond to elevation

with a sigmoid function and stand age to a Gaussian. The data from the product of the

two functions were sampled at random with 200 points and then predictive models were
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built with non-parametric multiplicative regression (NPMR) using a local mean

estimator. A local model is the weighted relationship of each data point relative to a

target point according to their distance from the target point. By contrast, a global

model is a relationship that applies throughout the complete data set whereas a local

model applies to a particular region of the data set and can vary in different regions of

the sample space (McCune 2004). Isaaks and Srivastave (1989) describe a global as

estimation over a large area within which we have many samples. In local estimation

we are considering a smaller area, one in which there are few samples; in such

situations we often use nearby samples located outside the area being estimated. The

NPMR model easily captured almost all of the variation in the response variable using

the two predictors (R2 0.975). The fitted response essentially reproduced the original

surface and the residuals showed little deviation from assumptions.

This study utulizes the predictive capabilities of NPMR with sampled vegetation

data and a set of predictor variables to achieve the following objectives:

Objective 3) Test the capability of NPMR to model probability of occurrence of

understory plant species from sampling data.

Objective 4) Test the potential of using spatial coordinates as predictor variables with

NPMR to model probability of occurrence for understory species.

Objective 5) Compare results of NPMR models to Logistic Regression.

Objective 6) Apply NPMR models built from physiographic predictor variables to

GIS raster files to produce probability maps for individual plant species.

There are three major steps involved with NPMR modeling: 1) collect species-

level vegetation data, 2) data digitization and model building, and 3) application of the

models to forecast probability of each species occurrence for unsampled areas. The

following analysis describes this three-step process for vegetation data collected in an

industrially-owned, forested landscape in northeast Oregon.
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METHODS

Study Area

The study area lies within the Wallowa-Snake River province (Johnson and

Simon 1987) on forestland owned by Boise Cascade Corporation (BCC) in Wallowa

County of Northeast Oregon (Figure 1). This physiographic province is comprised of

the Wallowa Mountains and Seven Devils uplifts, the dissected basalt plateau, and

canyonlands of the Snake, Grande Ronde, and Imnaha Rivers.

012 4 6 8

Figure 1. Map of study area and location within Oregon
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The Cascade Mountains nearly 200 miles to the west form a barrier against the

modifying effects of winds moistened from moving across the Pacific Ocean creating a

continental and dry provincial climate. Precipitation is highly variable occurring mostly

as winter snowfall and spring rains with monthly averages for nearby Wallowa Oregon

ranging from 21.5 mm to 50.8 mm. Summer rainfall commonlyoccurs with

convectional storms promoted by strong insolation and masses of cool air that cross the

Cascades and spread over the Province at high elevations. The associated lightning

storms are an important factor in the inception of forest fires. Lightning events are

more frequent in the Province when summer high pressure systems are associated with

moisture from southwesterly flows of air.

The study area is approximately 36,245 ha (89,563 acres) and is situated at mid-

elevation within the Province. This area is conditioned by warm summers and

moderately severe winters with average monthly temperatures for nearby Wallowa, OR

ranging from 7.6°C to 29.2°C. Heaviest precipitation occurs generally in winter

months with a secondary maximum, and sometimes principle maximum in May and

June

The study area is grazed by domestic livestock during summer and fall every

year in a deferred rotational grazing system. Current stocking rates are approximately

30% lower than historic rates along with a 15-day shorter season. Individual pastures

are aggregated into ten separate allotments. Table 1 lists the number of pastures, total

area, livestock numbers, stocking rates, and dates of grazing for each allotment.

Table 1. Domestic livestock grazing allotments, allotment area, livestock numbers and dates for each
grazing allotment.

Allotment
Number

of pastures Acres
Livestock
Numbers

Stocking Rate
Acres/AUM

Dates of
Grazing

Smith Mtn. 3 8,010 157 11.13 6/1-10/15
East Grossman 4 11,399 227 11 6/1-10/15
West Grossman 4 20,342 459 9.48 6/1-10/31
Eastside Wallupa 4 4,292 72 11.45 5/16-10/20
Westside Wallupa 3 1,123 34 5.47 4/15-10/15
Howard Butte 3 11,701 252 10.32 6/1-10/15
Wise Creek 3 3,625 75 11.89 6/1-9/30
Middle Point 6 8,978 250 8.29 6/1-10/10
Coal Docks 5 10,289 254 8.29 6/1-10/24
Tea Kettle 7 3,739 122 9.57 5/15-10/15
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Figure 2. Elk and deer population trends for the Sled Springs management area from 1974 to 2003. Y-
axis values represent the number of elk or deer sighted per mile of aerial survey.

The highest elk count was 19.3 elk per mile in 1980 and by 1984 the density was

only 6.8 elk per mile traveled. Elk numbers since have fluctuated less dramatically

within the bounds of the 1984 minimum and the 1980 maximum.
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The study area also supports persistent elk and mule deer populations. Figure 2

shows the number of deer or elk sighted per mile of aerial survey conducted with fixed-

wing or helicopter from 1974 to 2003 within the Sled Springs Wildlife Management

Unit. The number of miles traveled varied among years from 57 to 130. Deer densities

dipped to a low of 5.8 in 1983 and 6.2 in 1992 but then increased to a high of 25.4 in

1998.



Sampling strategy

A stratified random sampling strategy based on four potential natural vegetation

(PNV) forest types and three stocking densities, nested within four timber size class

designations, was used to select BCC forest stands for sampling. Details of this

stratification are presented as a matrix in Table 2. The four general stand size class and

stocking categories were taken directly from the BCC stands GIS coverage. BCC

foresters update stand information records with occular estimates of stocking and size

class categories following harvest events. The database contained no description of a

decision system for classification labeling of stands with mixed stocking and size

classes that were more frequently encountered during sampling than the uniformity

suggested by the database. The classification system was often found to be inaccurate

or vary for any one sampling plot within a stand. Furthermore, the analysis of this study

is based on the conditions measured at each plot rather than the stand. Therefore, the

number of stands that were sampled according to each classfication cell in Table 2

would be inaccurate, misleading, and were therefore not entered into the table.

Table 2. Stratification Matrix used to select forested stands to be sampled
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ize ciass utiri indiles: apllng = 0.5-4 99, Pole = 5.0-8.99, Small Saw = 9.0-15.99. Saw = 16.0 +
Stocking Density: Light = 10-35.9%, Med = 36.0-55 9%, Heavy = 56.0-100%

The four PNV categories were developed by Kelly et al. (in press). Kelly used a

classification tree (CT) model to predict PNV based on two separate, plot-based,

vegetation data sources, topographic variables derived from a 10 m digital elevation

model, and a 1:500,000 scale GIS layer containing soil categories. The first vegetation

data source was National Forest Current Vegetation Surveys (CVS), which contains five

subplots arranged on a regularly spaced grid across northeastern Oregon and

Stand Tree Size and Density Classification
Sapling Pole Small-Saw Saw

Potential
Vegetation

Classification
Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy

Abies grandis Wet
Abies grandis Dry
Doug-fir
Ponderosa pine
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southeastern Washington. Only CVS plots labeled as "late seral," containing at least

one live tree greater than 48 cm dbh, and containing only one plant association were

selected from the complete database. The second data source consisted of plots

considered excellent expressions of potential natural vegetation by an "expert

ecologist." A total of 1249 known PNV points representing 39 plant associations were

used as input to the CT model. After grouping the collection of series into nine

categories the CT model was able to predict six categories with an overall accuracy of

63%. Prediction accuracy for Ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and grand fir series was 38,

48, and 73 %, respectively. The CT model assembled using data from surrounding

National Forest was applied to the BCC study area to produce a PNV layer. Although

prediction accuracy of the CT model, as applied to the BCC study area, is unknown, the

PNV layer was used as stratification information since the CT analysis structure

incorporated slope, aspect, and elevation among other variables that can influence

species composition. This information layer is perhaps the best available tool by which

the variation in vegetation composition across the study area can be partitioned.

Both the PNV and BCC stands layer cover the full extent of the study area and

the categorical criteria from each cell of the 4 by 12 stratification matrix was used to

randomly select four forested stands from the BCC stands layer. However, some matrix

cells contained less than four stands because there was less than four meeting a

particular cell's category combination in the BCC stands layer. This process resulted in

a total of 158 stands for potential sampling. Another BCC GIS database, containing

information for stands harvested between 1995 and 2000, was used to select additional

stands for sampling. The same randomization described above produced 93 stands for

potential sampling.

Four points were randomly placed within each stand boundary using ESRI

Arcview software. Many forested areas identified as individual stands vary

considerably in tree size and spacing as a result of various types and intensities of

timber harvest. Therefore, the number of plots per stand was chosen with the goal to

gather enough information to capture the variation in understory composition and
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abundance at a particular location while maintaining a high number of stands necessary

to capture variation across the landscape.

Field Sampling

The study area was divided into 21 separate regions. Sampling occurred in a

randomly selected (without replacement until each region had been sampled) region

each day during the sampling period. Points were field located using Trimble

GeoExplorer® GPS units. This process resulted in a total of 610 plots sampled between

20 June and 19 August 2002.

Shrubs were identified to the species level and a count of the number of

recognizable individuals for each species was performed in a four-meter radius plot.

For the shrub species Linnaea borealis percent cover was estimated in the same 0.012

acre (50.26 m2) plot. Percent cover was estimated for each grass and forb growing in a

two-meter radius plot with the same center as the 4-rn radius plot used for shrub

sampling.

Height, diameter at breast height (DBH), live crown ratio (LCR), distance, and

direction were recorded for all trees occurring within four meters of the plot center.

Trees greater than one meter and up to four meters in height were recorded as saplings

and those less than one meter as seedlings. Height and LCR were estimated using a

clinometer.

For plots with low tree densities these measurements were also recorded for

trees with distances greater than four meters from plot center in a circular pattern. This

technique for gathering tree information was used to collect information on tree size and

spacing from plot center as a measure of resource competition (Riegel et al. 1991).

Trees were tallied from plot center with a cruise angle using basal area factors five, ten,

twenty, and forty. Slope angle of the greater plot area was measured with a clinometer;

aspect was determined with a compass. The UTM coordinates of each plot center were

determined using Trimble GeoExplorer Ill® GPS units and later differentially corrected

using Pathfinder Office® software. Percent canopy cover was measured with a
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moosehorn coverscope at each plot center and two meters from center in each cardinal

direction.

Analysis

The following analysis first describes specific details ofthe NPMR modeling

process, provides descriptions of predictor variables used to build predictive models,

presents a brief set of diversity measures, and then describes the results of NPMR

modeling for five individual plant species. LR models are also built for two species for

comparison with NPMR. The five species in this analysis include Clintonia unWora

(CLUN), Pinusponderosa (PIPO), Calamagrostis rubescens (CARU), Acer glabrum

(ACGL), and Abies grandis (ABGR). These five species were chosen because each has

been treated as an indicator species for a plant association group of the Blue Mountains

provence.

The following description of the NPMR modeling process includes the

equations for calculating a local mean estimator and a means of evaluating the relative

strength of a set of potential models. The results section includes the outcomes from the

using these equations for the local mean estimator and the sampling data. Equations for

calculating confidence intervals for any one estimate were not used but are introduced.

Hyperniche software does not currently integrate capabilities for modeling the local

variance, however, updated versions are expected to contain these features.

NPMR

Non-parametric multiplicative regression (NPMR) produces probability of

occurrence estimates by parsimoniously modeling a species response to the complex

interactions among several ecological factors multiplicatively, without assuming a

global response throughout the ecological sample space. McCune et al. (2004),

consider an unspecified global model a key advantage of NPMR over other probability

modeling techniques, such as logistic regression (LR), because multiple factors and

their interactions will often result in complex response surfaces that are very difficult to

fit with the parameterized shapes ofmost regression models. Instead, NPMR utilizes a
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local model with predictor variables chosen through a cross-validation process. With a

local model the relationship between every data point and a target point is fit by

weighting non-target points according to their ecological distance from the target point.

The target point is a sample unit for which an estimate is produced by the developing

model and non-target points are the remaining set of sample units. The weighting

function, also known as the "kemal," specifies the manner in which weights vary with

distance from the target point. The rate at which weights diminish with distance is

based on the value of the standard deviation in the Gaussian equation. A local mean

(LM) based on a Gaussian probability density function centered on each target point

was used for the local model in this analysis.

The standard deviation for each variable is determined during the calibration

phase of NPMR, which uses empirical data on species occurrence (0,1) to evaluate the

model's ability to estimate probability of occurrence () from the set of predictor

variables. The calibration phase is used to 1) select the best subset of predictor

variables, 2) choose a value for the standard deviation (also referred to as a "tolerance")

for continuous variables, and, 3) evaluate model performance or confidence.

Tolerances for categorical variables are zero because a sample plot can be assigned to

only one category. Estimated probability ofoccurrence within any particular

subcategory within a categorical variable are simply the relative frequency of

occurrence or the number of occurrences divided by the total number of sample plots

within a subcategory.

In the application phase of NPMR, probability estimates (fl from the set of

selected variables and their tolerances are made for sites where occurrence is unknown

but values for predictor variables are known. These estimates are based on the same

data used in the calibration phase. Success of the application phase depends on the

availability of values for the predictor variables for sites where species occurrence is

unknown. McCune et al. (2004) considered this process of estimating () as

"forecasting" rather than predicting presence/absence.



The ecological modeling procedure of NPMR is completely specified by 1) the

species and ecological data sets used in the calibration phase, 2) a list of one or more

predictor variables, 3) specification of predictor variables as either continuous or

categorical, and 4) a tolerance range for each continuous variable.

Probability of occurrence for each sample unit was calculated using equation 1

below:

n-i Tm

yi I_Jw*u

_i=i \f' )yv (n-i m

[Iw*!j
i=i\j=1 j

where is the estimate of probability of occurrence for a target sample unit, y

is the observed value (0 or 1) at each of the n-i, non-target sample units, and wj is the

univariate weight for a single predictor variablej, at sample unit i, and m is the number

of predictor variables. The univariate weights, wU, are calculated with equation 2

below:

w1 -e

Equation 1

Equation 2

where e is a constant equal to 2.718, the base of natural logarithms, x is the value of a

predictor variablej at sample unit i, v, is the value of the predictor variablej at the

target sample unit, and sj is the value of the standard deviation for predictor variablej.

Calculations for estimates of non-parametric error variance is presented in

Bowman and Azzalini (i997) and one takes the form: var{i(x)} =[wJo.2 , where

i(x1) is a modeled estimator and w represents the known weights. The standard linear

model of the residual sum of squares provides a basis for the nonparametric estimate of
2 2 {y, - I(x, 2

/ dferror. A formula for calculating the local variation might

closely resemble equation 1 using the deviations between observed, presence/absence

32
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values and the modeled estimate for the target sample unit. Determining the appropriate

degrees of freedom for an unbiased estimate of the local variance is more challenging.

The estimate might include subtracting the number of predictor variables in a particular

model from the neighborhood size for the target sample unit (Bruce McCune, personal

communication). Whether such calculation would be unbiased is uncertain but would

in the least provide a method of quantifying the local variation for single sample units.

Planned updates for Hypemiche software are currently focusing on incorporating a

variance estimator for the local mean. Upon completion of the software updates

additional modeling will occur using the same species presented in the following

analysis.

Model Evaluation

The summation in equation 1 includes n-i observations because the process of

estimating excludes target point observation values. Exclusion of species occurrence

at the target sample unit i for estimation of P1 is known as a leave-one-out (LOO)

strategy similar to j acknife (Fielding and Bell, 1997) estimation. Excluding the target

point observation sacrifices information to obtain an estimate of model quality, avoids

overfitting the model, and provides an error of estimation comparable to the application

phase of the selected model.

Model quality was evaluated using Bayes factors. Bayes factors are calculated

as the ratio of the developing NPMR model, or "posterior" model (Mj), to the naïve or

prior model (M2). This prior model is simply the average frequency of the species in

the full data set and therefore "naïve" to covariate information. When equal prior

probability of the two models (Pr(Mj)= Pr(M2)= 0.5) is assumed the likelihood ratio

comparing the models is the same as the "Bayes factor." The likelihood of the observed

value (y yl, Y2, ..., y,) under the posterior model (Mj) to the likelihood of the result

under the naïve model (M2) is given by



Bayes factor = B12 p(y I M1)
p(y jM2)

where

1,

I
M) (1-
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Equation 3

Equation 4
i=1

and j3 is the fitted values for probability ofoccurrence under each model M1, J= 1,2.

Kass and Raftery (1995) describe the Bayes factor as a summary of the evidence

provided by the data in favor of one scientific theory, represented by a statistical model,

as opposed to another. Jeffreys (1961) suggested interpreting B12 in half-units on the

log10 scale as described in Table 3.

The Bayes factor operates on the premise that a good model produces

probability estimates that are higher than the average frequency (naïve) for plots with

the species present and lower than the naïve estimate for plots in which the species does

not occur. The percent improvement is a ratio based on the same premise The

numerator of this ratio is the sum of the number of plots with improvement and the

denominator is the total number of plots. Improvements are those plots with a species

present and an estimate higher than the naïve or the species not present and an estimate

lower than the naïve. Plots without improvement are just the reverse. Basically, the

best model will produce estimates closest to one for plots with occurrence and closest to

zero for plots without occurrence.

Table 3. Guidelines for interpreting Bayes factors.

Log1o(B12) B12 Evidence against naïve model

o - 0.5 1 - 3.2 Not worth mention

0.5 - 1 3.2 - 10 Substantial

1-2 10-100 Strong

>2 > 100 Decisive
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Modeling Process

The NPMR LM modeling process includes a "free search" for the best

combination of predictor variables. The best set of predictor variables maximizes the

improvement over the naïve model as indicated with the highest LogioBayes factor

(Logiof3). A stepwise search option for the best combination of predictor variables was

used in this study. The stepwise search begins by screening all variables for the best

one-variable model with additional variables added in a stepwise fashion with inclusion

dependent upon an improvement criteria: a variable was retained if its inclusion

increased the Bayes factor by at least 5% over the next largest model. The algorithm

looks forward and backward, in that, with the addition ofa given variable, each variable

already in the model is considered for removal or adjustment in tolerance (McCune

2004). Tolerances for continuous variables are adjusted in increments equivalent to 5%

of the range of the predictor variable. Once the best subset of predictor variables, and

the tolerances for each variable that maximizes the Logiof3 value, is found themodel is

then "fine tuned." Fine tuning involves adjusting the tolerance for each continuous

variable by 1% of the range of values for the variable. These finer adjustments occur

within a specified percentage below and above the value of the tolerance in the original

model.

Predictor Variables

North and East UTM

Spatial relationships have been considered in several recent environmental

studies (Carroll and Pearson 2003, Legendre 1993, He et al. 1996, Flather et al. 1997)

that combine spatial coordinates with environmental variables in the mean structure of

models. To account for potential spatial structure of species distributions, values for the

easting and northing UTM coordinates of each plot center were treated as separate

predictor variables.
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Soils

One of seven soil categories was assigned to each plot based on its location

within the BCC GIS litho logy layer. The BCC lithology layer is a modeled revision of

the Oregon USGS 1:500,000 Geology layer (Jenks 2000, unpublished manuscript).

No.
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Figure 3. Soil map of the study area. The table matches the number of sampling plots and amount of
area thr each soil type's symbol/color.

Figure 3 lists the subcategories, number of sampling plots in each type, and amount of

study area comprised of each type. The large disparity in the number of sampling plots

among soil subcategories can be accounted fbr by the difference in amount of area for

each subcategory across the study area and that this variable was not included in the

stratification process. Even though the subcategories with no plots amount to a small

fraction of the landscape, for those species with soil as a powerful predictor, NPMIR will

not calculate probability estimates for unsampled subcategories.
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Elevation, Slope, Aspect

Elevation of sampled plots ranged from approximately 900 to 1330 m asl.

Elevation values for each plot were obtained from the 10 m DEM cell a plot was

associated with. Values for slope ranged from 0 to 30 degrees. Slope values were

obtained from a slope raster layer derived from the 10 m DEM using the surface

analysis slope function in ArcGIS® Spatial Analyst. Aspect values were obtained with

a compass then categorized as flat, north (3 16° to 45°), east (46° to 135°), south (136°

to 225°), and west (226° to 3 15°).

Canopy cover

The amount of light available to understory vegetation has a major influence on

species composition and biomass (Young et al. 1967, Jameson 1967, McConnell and

Smith 1970). Canopy cover was estimated using a moosehom coverscope with a 10°

angle-of-view. The moosehorn has a 5 X 5 line matrix etched in the glass covering on

one end of a sighting tube 21.6 cm long that observers look through and count the

number of line intersections obscured by forest canopy. Each of the 5 counts were

divided by 25 and then averaged for an estimate of percent canopy cover for the plot.

Basal Area and Stand Density Index

Basal area (BA) and stand density index (SDI) are considered measures of stem

crowding within a stocked area (Avery and Burkhart 2002) and therefore serve as

indices to competition for water and light resources (Riegel 1991). Basal area per acre

was estimated with 4 BA factors (5,10, 20, 40) using an angle gauge and then

multiplying the separate tree tallies by the respective BA factor value.

Stand density index (SDI) for each plot was calculated from basal area estimates

and quadratic mean diameter of measured trees. The formula used to calculate SDI was:



PA
SDI=

QMD°395 *0.005454*101605
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Equation 5

where BA is basal area (ft2/acre) and QMD (inches) is diameter of tree of average basal

area or quadratic mean diameter. Four categories of stand density index were used in
the modeling process based on the four tree basal area factor tallies (5, 10, 20, 40).

Integrated Moisture Index

The integrated moisture index (IMI) was used as a relative rating to moisture

availability and was based on three topographic factors (hillshade, flow accumulation,

curvature) derived from the 10 m DEM of the study area (Iverson et al. 1997). The

hillshade GIS layer contributed 50 percent to the IMI and is essentially an index of the

drying effects of differential solar radiation due to variation in slope angle, aspect and

position, and shading from adjacent hills. The hillshade raster was created with the

Hillshade command in Arc/Info Grid (Environ, Sys. Res. Inst. 2002). Landscape

curvature contributed 15 percent to the IMI and represents a measure of convexity and

concavity across the landscape. The curvature raster was created with the Arc/Info

program "Curvature" which assesses the elevation of surrounding cells relative to an

evaluation cell. Cells in the curvature raster with high positive scores represent high

concavity. Flow accumulation contributed 35 percent to the IMI and was basically a

count of the number of cells that potentially send water downslope to an evaluation cell.

The flow accumulation raster was created with the "Flowaccumulafion" Arc/Info

program.

Time Since Disturbance

This variable was created by intersecting each of the sampling plots with BCC

harvest activity GIS layers. Information from the existing BCC GIS information

includes years ranging from 1996 to 2001. Harvest records from 1982 to 1995 were

digitized from archive information consisting of hand-drawn maps of harvest
boundaries.

Nine categories of time since disturbance (TSD) were created by grouping two



The TSD predictor variable can be thought of as a space-for-time substitution

(SF1) that assumes a homology between sequences of spatial zones and temporal

sequences (Drury and Nisbet 1973). Strayer et al. (1986) state that SFT substitutions in

general assume that "important events and processes are independent of space and time.

Although these assumptions are often invalid (McCune and Allen 1985) and in the

absence of landscape-level long-term monitoring information, the SF1 analytical

approach was the best alternative for creating a forest age gradient.

Average Tree Distance and Height

The average distance of the four trees that were closest to the plot center was

assumed to serve as an index to the amount of competition for water and nutrients at

each plot (Riegel et al. 1991). The number of trees included in the average was limited

to four to avoid potential bias because the total number of trees measured varied among

plots. A maximum average tree distance value of 10 m was assigned to plots in

clearcuts.
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categories of harvest type (clearcut, selective cut) with four categories of time since

disturbance with the reference year as 2002. Determining type of harvest was often

difficult and was unknown prior to 1982 therefore the ninth category includes all plots

containing no harvest information.

Table 4. Years since harvest, harvest type designations, and number of sampling plots per
subcategory for the categorical predictor variable Time Since Disturbance (TSD).

Category
Number Harvest Type

Years Since
Harvest

Number
of Plots

1 clearcut 1 to 2 20
2 selective cut 1 to 2 104
3 clearcut 3 to 5 32
4 selective cut 3 to 5 190
5 clearcut 6 to 10 28
6 selective cut 6 to 10 95
7 clearcut 11 to 18 16
8 selective cut 11 to 18 33
9 unknown over 18 96



The average height of all trees measured at a plot was included in the model

selection process. This continuous variable served as a potential indice of available

sunlight and plot developmental stage.

Quadratic Mean Diameter

Quadratic mean diameter (QMD) was also treated as a potential index to the

developmental stage of trees near plot center with higher values representing a patch of

relatively older age. Values for QMD were calculated as the square root of the average

squared diameter of all trees that were measured at a particular plot.

Solar Insolation

Variability in elevation, surface orientation (slope and aspect), and shadows cast

by topographic features create strong local gradients of insolation. This leads to high

spatial and temporal heterogeneity in local energy and water balance, which determines

microenvironmental factors such as air and soil temperature regimes,

evapotranspiration, snow melt patterns, soil moisture, and light available for

photosynthesis. Solar insolation (W/m2) maps were created from a digital elevation

model of the study area integrated over monthly time periods for 2002 using the Solar

Analyst extension in ARC VIEW ESRI software. The Solar Analyst generates an

upward-looking hemispherical viewshed, in essence producing the equivalent of a

hemispherical (fisheye) photograph (Rich 1989) for every location on a DEM. The

hemispherical viewsheds are used to calculate the insolation for each location and

produce an insolation map. It accounts for site latitude and elevation, surface

orientation, shadows cast by surrounding topography, daily and seasonal shifts in solar

angle, and atmospheric attenuation. Solar insolation layers for the first four months of

2002 were included in the variable selection process because the effect of landscape

shading from topographical features is minimized during summer and autunm shading

is similar to spring.

40
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Precipitation

Precipitation values for each plot were obtained by intersecting the sampling

plot coverage with Oregon Climate Services' GIS layer of average annual precipitation

(Daly and Taylor 1998). This layer represents the average annual precipitation for the

climatological period 196 1-90 and is based on the Parameter-Elevation Regressions on

Independent Slopes Model (PRISM). PRISM is an analytical model that uses point data

and a digital elevation model (DEM) to generate gridded estimates of annual, monthly,

and event-based climatic parameters. Annual average precipitation from this layer

ranged from 19 to 31 in. with seven categories. However, the percent of area relative to

the total in the 19 and 31 in. precipitation categories, 1.38 and 0.97 respectively, was

very small. Therefore, grid cells with a value of 19 in. were dissolved into the next

highest category (21 in.), and cells with a value of 31 in. were assigned a value of 29 in.

Modeling Strategy

Predictor Variables

The primary objective was to build simple but reliable, spatially-explicit,

landscape-level probability models based on the best subset of predictor variables. The

predictor variables described above can be separated into two types, stand structural and

physiographic (Table 5). The stand structural variables were created from tree level

information collected at the 610 sampling sites and do not have an associated GIS

Table 5. Physiographic and stand structural predictor variables.

Physiographic

North and East UTM

Soils

Elevation

Slope

Aspect

Integrated Moisture Index (IMI)

Solar Insolation

Precipitation

Stand Structural

Canopy Cover

Basal Area and Stand Density Index

Time Since Disturbance

Average Tree Distance

Average Tree Height

Quadratic Mean Diameter
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raster layer. Each of the physiographic variables does have an associated GIS raster

layer and models constructed exclusively from these variables can be used to produce

GIS probability maps. Therefore, this study approached the modeling process with four

separate strategies.

The first modeling strategy was based on a search through all predictor variables

to find the best subset of stand structural and physiographic variables that influence

probability of occurrence for individual species. These models offer the potential to be

applied in a dynamic context such as when projecting stand structures into the future

with FVS and predicting how changes in stand structure and spatial correlation

influence predictions. Probability estimates at future projection intervals within an

individual stand using the first strategy models could potentially be spatially biased

because either or both UTM coordinates are included as model predictor variables. The

potential bias would be related to the sensitivity of a particular species to overstory

management. Probability estimates at future projection intervals with the second

modeling strategy will be less spatially biased because the UTM coordinates are

excluded from the calibration phase. The purpose of the third and fourth modeling

strategies was to produce GIS probability maps. The fourth strategy excludes the

spatial variables to evaluate the extent to which spatial correlation influences species

occurrence among the set of physiographic variables. The four modeling strategies and
their set of predictor variables are summarized as follows: Model 1) all variables,

Model 2) all variables except east and north UTM, Model 3) all GIS raster variables,

and Model 4) all GIS raster variables except east and north UTM.

Some of the predictor variables used in this analysis are correlated with one or

more other predictor variables. The impact of this collinearityon "least squares" is very

serious if primary interest is in regression coefficients or if the purpose is to identify

important and specific combinations of variables in the process. Estimates of regression

coefficients can differ in value and sign from the parameters they are estimating when

there is collinearity among predictors. The primary reduction in model quality is

manifested in the regression analysis providing little indication of the relative

importance of the independent variables (Rawlings et al. 1998). The use of the
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regression equation for prediction is not seriously affected by collinearity as long as the

correlational structure observed in the sample persists in the prediction populations and

prediction is carefully restricted to the sample X-space. Prediction to a system where

the observed correlation structure is not maintained or for points outside the sample

space can be very misleading. How multicollinearity among predictors affects NPMR

model quality and reliability is uncertain. Nonetheless, this study agrees to the

guidelines for limiting inference of the model to the extent of the study area and within

the sampled range of each predictor. Appendix G contains graphical displays of a

subset of the most correlated predictors.

NPMR Settings

Models with an average neighborhood size less than eight were excluded from

the analysis to establish an acceptable lower limit of model inference. The

neighborhood size represents the amount of data bearing on the estimate of the response

variable at any particular point. Although this value is somewhat arbitrary and may

produce models with lower than adequate inference to unsampled areas, models with

fewer variables also have larger neighborhood sizes and can serve as the best alternative

to the full models.

A variable was allowed to remain in the model if the increase in the value for the

Bayes Factor was at least 5%. The step size in tolerance testing for continuous

variables was set at 5% of the variable's range in sampled values. The step size for fine

tuning was set at 1% of the range of a continuous variable and ± 4% of the tolerance

value from the input model. Data to parameter ratio for binary data is considered the

number of fewest observations for either presences or absences divided by the number

of parameters in the model. A ratio value of 10 was used for all models in the following

analyses as suggested by Harrell et al. (1996). These settings were also used to produce

species probability response curves for each predictor variable. NPMR rescales the

range of values of each continuous variable from 0 to 100 for these probability plots.

Rescaling provides a standardized scale for comparing probability dynamics among
variables.



RESULTS

Diversity Measures

There was a total of 214

species encountered in the 610

sample plots. This total however,

was a minimum estimate because

some individuals could only be

identified to the genus level. The

average number of species per

plot, or alpha diversity, was 21.2

(s.d. = 5.4) with a minimum of

0

0 rE
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Number of Species

seven and a maximum of 36.
Figure 4. Frequency histogram of number of species per plot with(Figure 4). One measure useful descriptive statistics

for gauging the amount of

compositional heterogeneity in a sample is beta diversity which can be calculated as

simply the ratio of the total number of species in the sample to the average number of

species per plot. The beta diversity of the sample in this study was 10.1. McCune and

Grace (2002) state that while this metric does not have any formal units it can be

considered the "number of distinct communities."

Clintonia uniflora

Clintonia unflora (CLUN) also known as queen's cup beadlilly, is distributed

throughout Pacific Northwest forests. This perennial forb is rhizomatous, deciduous,

and is considered an indicator species for the most productive forested sites in the Blue

and Wallowa Mountains (Johnson 1993). Mature forests with understories having

CLUN well distributed throughout a stand are considered part of the Abies grandis wet

plant association group (ABGR Wet PAG) (Johnson and Simon 1987). This indicator

species was locally well established in the study area. It was found in 82 plots for an
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average frequency of 0.134 (Figure 5) and a maximum cover value of 30 percent was

found in a total of four plots.

NPMR

Model 1, All Variables

Under the first modeling

approach north UTM was the

single best predictor variable

(Table 6). A four-variable

model was selected as best and

included the two spatial

variables, east and north UTM,

average tree distance, and

watts/rn2 for March. The

100

1 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 30 40

Percent Cover

neighborhood size represents the Figure 5. Histogram and descriptive statistics for Clintonia
unflora percent cover in the 610 sampling plots.

amount of data bearing on the

estimate of the response variable at any particular point. For the best model, each plot

is associated with a number of fractional weights, one for each variable, and the

products of these weight fractions are added to produce a value for the neighborhood

size. As the number of variables in the model increases, so too does the number of

fractions that get multiplied, which can effectively decrease each plot's weight product.

The average neighborhood size is simply the sum of neighborhood sizes for all plots

divided by the total number of plots. After fine tuning, the average neighborhood size

declined to 12.8 and the Logio value increased to 23.1. A decrease in the average

neighborhood size is typical when new variables are added to the model. Although

models with an average neighborhood size of less than eight were not considered for

evaluation to maintain a minimum level of inference, there were seven sample units

associated with empty neighborhoods. An empty neighborhood for a plot occurs if the

value of one of the weights is very small or equals zero. Sample units with empty
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neighborhoods were not included in model development and did not receive a

probability estimate. When this occurred the naïve estimatewas recalculated with the

remaining set of sample units used to build the model. The loss of information

available for model development doesn't necessarily reduce accuracy in terms of the

Log iof3 value but the scope of inference decreases because estimates for fewer

calculations can be made for sampled and unsampled units.

Additional model evaluations are listed in Table 7. Seven plots fell within

empty neighborhoods and were excluded from model building. For the 82 plots with C.

unflora present, 74 had probability estimates higher than the naïve (improvements) and

eight were lower (not improvements). For plots with the species absent, 169 had

estimates higher than the naïve (not improvements) and 352 were lower

(improvements). With 426 of the 603 plots considered improvements the overall

percent improvement was 70.6.
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Table 6. Clintonia unflora probability models selected as best for the four modeling approaches using
NPMR. Listed are the variables, associated tolerances, and average neighborhood size in increasing order
of Logi3 values. Categorical variable tolerances are zero because a plot can only belong to one category.

IN = noun u I M, J = east UIM, [Si) = Time since disturbance FW=February Watts, JWJanuary Watts
MRW=March Watts, AvgDis = average tree distance, IMI=integrated moisture index, elev=elevation,
Asp=aspect

Number of
Variables LogJ3

Average
Neighb.

Size Variables and Tolerances
Model 1 All variables available for selection

1 12.30 78.6 1249.25-N
2 20.87 33.5 3223.50-B 1249.25-N
3 22.04 24.8 3223.50-B 1249.25-N 11040.6-MRW
4 22.88 15.6 3223.5_E 1249.25-N 1.32-AvgDis 1 1040.6-MRW

Fine Tune 23.10 12.8 3008.60-E 999.4-N 1.41-AvgDis 11040.6-MRW

Model 2 All variables available except north and east UTM
1 7.04 120.8 2l.65-elev
2 23.82 28.7 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD
3 35.17 11.7 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
4 37.53 9.5 0.00-soil 21.65-elev 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
5 37.89 8.5 0.00-soil 64.95-elev 75.00-CanCov 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 37.91 8.4 0.00-soil 64.95-elev 72.00-CanCov 0.00-TSD

Model 3 All raster variables available for selection
1 12.31 78.6 1249.25-N
2 20.87 33.5 3223.50-E 1249.25-N
3 22.04 24.8 3223.50-B 1249.25-N 11040.6-MRW
4 22.28 23.5 2793.70-B 2248.65-N 43.3-elev 1 1040.60-MRW

Fine Tune 22.44 23.5 2793.70-E 2248.65-N 60.62-elev 10304.56-MRW

Model 4 All raster variables available except north and east UTM
1 7.04 120.8 21.65-elev
2 18.28 41.4 0.00-soil 0.00-Precip
3 20.88 11.2 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 0.00-Precip
4 21.41 21.0 0.00-soil 43.3-elev l4720.80-MRW 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 24.03 15.2 0.00-soil 25.98-elev l3984.76-MRW



Table 7. Additional evaluations for the four modeling approaches
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Model 2, East and North UTM Removed

When east and north UTM were removed from the variable selection process

elevation became the single best predictor variable (Table 6). The variables selected as

the best model included soil, elevation, canopy cover, TSD, and precipitation. The

Logio value (37.91) was larger and the average neighborhood size (8.4) was smaller

than Model 1 but the percent improvement (73.4) (Table 7) was the highest among the

four modeling approaches.

The final model was not able to provide estimates for 42 sample units, therefore,

the percent improvement calculation was based on 668 total sample units and 76

occurrences, 52 of which CLUN was present and a had a probability estimate greater

then the naïve estimate of 0.134 (Table 7). There were 417 sample units considered

improvements.

An alternative to using a model with a high number of empty neighborhoods

might be to consider a reduced model with fewer to no empty neighborhoods. The two

variable model might be considered the next best alternative because the logio (23.82)

value was relatively large and the increase in the scope of inference (average

neighborhood size = 28.7) was considerably larger than either the four or three variable

Model 1
Number of lots C. umfiora is... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
With Empty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimated p > naïve p 74 169

70 6 0 136 7Estimated p <naïve p 8 352

Model 2
Estimatedp>naIvep 52 127

73.4 0.134 42Estimated p <naïve p 24 365

Model 3
Estimated p > naïve p 72 195

J

66.3 0.135 2Estimatedp<naIvep 10 331

Model 4
Estimated p > naïve p 68 206

63.3 0.137 10Estimatedp<naIvep 14 312
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models. The two variable model, which includes TSD and soil, had a percent

improvement of 62.5 and ten sample units with empty neighborhoods. In terms of

inference, the two variable model allows calculation ofa higher number of sample units

while maintaining a relatively high degree of predictability and therefore might also

serve as a useful alternative.

While this analysis shows that NPMR was effective at building effective models

with these variables evaluation of each variabl&s response can also serve as a guide to

further subjective refinements. For example, the pattern of probability for the

subcategories in the variable TSD makes the reliability of its use as a predictor variable

suspect. The probability response chart for TSD in Appendix A shows an alternating

pattern of probability of CLUN in each subsequent clearcut category. The selective cut

categories alternate between low and high probability as well. An ecological model

might suggest that as forests develop an increase in the occurrence of this climax

indicator would increase. The apparent alternating pattern of the subcategory values

may also just reflect randomness and entry of the variable into the model may be a

result of chance alone providing little interpretability with respect to the effect of type,

intensity, and time since disturbance on the probability of occurrence for CLUN.

Model 3, All Raster Variables

The best set of predictor variables under the third modeling approach includes

the two spatial variables, elevation, and watts/rn2 for March (Table 6). The final logio

value (22.44) was fractionally lower than Model 1 but had a much higher average

neighborhood size (23.5). A small sacrifice in predictive success was accompanied by

wider applicability with this set of predictors.

There were 72 plots with CLUN present with estimates higher than the naïve

estimate and 331 without the forb and estimates lower than the naïve (Table 7). There

were two plots in empty neighborhoods resulting in a modified naïve estimate of 0.135.

These 403 improvements resulted in an overall percentage improvement of 66.3.

The GIS raster probability map created using Model 3 is shown in Figure 6. The

spatial relationship of this species across the landscape is clearly visible in the map.
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The highest probability estimates were located primarily in the center and west portion

of the study area where elevation is highest. Another pattern of increasing probability

emerged at the northwest corner of the map.

It should be noted that although application to the entire study area using the

raster files for each variable resulted in 216,675 raster cells with empty neighborhoods,

the model only applies to forested areas. Areas with slopes greater than 30 degrees,

meadows, and riparian areas should be considered as exclusions. Therefore, raster cells

meeting any of the exclusionary criteria will be empty resulting in a more fragmented

image than shown in Figure 6.

Model 4, All Raster Variables Except North and East UTM

Removing north and east UTM from the search for the best subset ofraster

variables produced a four-variable model (Table 6). After fine tuning, the logiof3 value

(24.03) was higher than Model 3 but the average neighborhood size was lower (15.2).

The percent improvement was 63.3, there were 10 sample units in empty

neighborhoods, and the naïve estimate was 0.137 (Table 7).

The GIS raster probability map created with Model 4 is also shown in Figure 6.

There were 648,979 grid cells that could not be estimated because they were associated

with empty neighborhoods. Although the general spatial pattern of occurrence was

similar to that from Model 3 the layer was more complex. The highest values of

probability were located west of center; large patches of lower values occupy the north

part of the study area and stretch into the northeastern corner.

The contrast between the raster maps produced by Model 3 and 4 shows the

differences in outcome that can occur between models containing the continuous spatial

variables with those containing primarily categorical variables, respectively. The

Model 4 raster shows a more dissected landscape with a spatial pattern structured

primarily by the subcategory boundary patterns of soil and precipitation. The Model 3

raster shows a more continuous spatial gradient with smooth contours from low to high

probability values.
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Figure 6 GIS application of NPMR raster probability models for Clintonia unflora. Probability classes
divide the 0-1 scale into 10 equal intervals and are accompanied by the number of raster cells belonging
to each probability class. The raster produced by Model 3 is shown on the left and Model 4 on the right
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A desirable property of either raster model is for actual occurrences of CLUN to

be spatially congruent with values of high probability. An overlay of the sampling plot

point coverage with the Model 3 raster is shown in Figure 7. The point coverage shows

strong spatial congruence between regions of high probability values and plots

containing CLUN. Conversely, an undesirable property of these models is to have non-

occurrence plots associated with higher probability estimates.
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Figure 7. NPMR probability of occurrence raster map for C. unfiora from Model 3. Sampling plots with
occurrences are yellow; those with cover greater than 20 percent are blue, and those with no occurrences
are black.

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression (LR) is a probability modeling technique that can be used to

describe the relationship of several independent or predictor variables to a dichotomous

dependent variable such as presence/absence observations. The logistic flinction

describes the mathematical form on which the logistic model is based and takes the

shape of a sigmoid or S-shaped curve. Since the model is designed to describe a

probability, which is always some number between 0 and 1, LR is a direct alternative to

NIPMR. The following analysis uses LR to fit a model to the CLUN occurrence data as

a comparison to modeling capabilities of NPMR.

A four-variable model consisting of north and east UTM, average tree distance

(AvgDis), and March watts (MIRW) was selected as best by NPMR (Model 1, Table 6).

The LR model fitted using these same variables was:

logit(m) = + 3i*east+ 2*noh + 33*AverageDistance + 34*March Watts
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where it is the probability of CLUN occurrence. With the logistic model the overall

relationship between probability of CLUN occurrence and these predictor variables is

described with equation 6 below:

,,2O8.020.000l4(E)+O.000054(N)O.28(AvgDis)_o.000015(MRW)
p(C.unflora)=

1 + 5(MRW) Equation 6

Estimates of the parameter values were significantly different from zero (a=.05) except

the parameter for March watts (Z2 = 27.1, p = 0.22) and rounded to simplify display of

equation 6. The logBayes factor was computed using equations 3 and 4 with the

predicted values produced from the LR model for each sample unit and the average

frequency of occurrence of CLUN as the naïve estimate.

The NPMR logioBayes factor was higher than the LR value by a difference of

11.52 (Table 8). Based on this analysis and the criteria that the preferred modeling

approach will produce a higher Bayes factor value, NPMR outperfonned LR.

Table 8. Comparison of performance for modeling probability of occurrence between NPMR and LR.
Higher values of log10Bayes factor indicate better performance.

To further explore the differences between the two probability modeling

methods, LR was used to fit the raster variables chosen as best by NPMR. Under

Model 3, east and north UTM, elevation, and March watts were selected as the best

subset of raster predictor variables. With the logistic model the relationship between

probability of occurrence and these variables was:

e7S52OOOOl4(E)+0000045(N)+0.0061 6(elev)-O.000028(MRW)
p(C. unflora) =

1 + e1 7S.52O.00014(E)+O.000045(N)+O.00616(elev)_0000028(MRW) Equation 7
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Response Variable Modeling Technique LogoBayes factor
p(CLUN) Logistic Regression 11.52
p(CLUN) NPMR Local Mean 23.10



Each of the variables in equation 7 were significantly different from zero except the

intercept (Z2 = 2.7, p = 0.095). The logioBayes factor for NPMR was higher than that

produced with LR by a difference of 9.8 (Table 9). Again, NPMR performed better
than LR.

Table 9. Comparison of model performance between NPMR and LR with raster variables from Model 3.
Models with higher log1oBayes factor values are considered better.

Higher order and interaction terms were added to the simple model to explore

the possibility of improving its predictability. The square of March Watts was the only

variable from this set that was significantly different from zero and its entry caused its

lower order term to be non-significant. Using the predicted values from this new model

with equations 3 and 4 increased the logioBayes value to 13.83. In comparison, the

logioBayes value using NPMR and the spatial variables alone was 20.87.

The probability map created from applying LR Equation 7 to the raster data for

each variable is shown in Figure 8. The spatial pattern for high and low probabilities

across the study area was considerably different than the pattern produced by NPMR, as

illustrated in Figure 7. The highest probability values using LR were distributed in the

western and northwestern part of the landscape.

To illustrate the magnitude and dissimilarity of the probability value spatial

distributions between LR and Model 3 NPMR, cell values were standardized into eight

categories (see legend in Figure 8) and then subtracted from those shown in Figure 7.

The dissimilarity raster is shown in Figure 9 with blue cells representing areas where

NPMR probability values were greater than those produced by LR and green cells

representing the opposite. A major difference between the two modeling tools for
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Response Variable Modeling Technique LogioBayes factor
CLUN Logistic Regression 12.64

CLUN NPMR Local Mean 22.44
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Figure 8. Probability of occurrence raster map for C. unflora from logistic regression using Model 3
variables. Sampling plots with occurrences are yellow, those with cover at least 20 percent are red, and
those with no occurrences are black

the chosen variables appeared to be in the west central portion of the map where plot

occurrences of CLUN in this region were common and NPMIR estimates were highest.

This area was characterized by the dark blue cells in Figure 9 where LR produced lower

values of probability than NPMR. Based on the higher logio3 values with fewer

variables and better spatial continuity of high estimates with occurrences, NPMR

perfbrmed better than LR fbr this species in this data set.
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Figure 9. GIS raster layer created by subtracting the logistic regression probability raster for CLUN
(Figure 4) from the probability raster produced from NPMR Model 3 (Figure 2).

Pinus ponderosa regeneration
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Figure 10 Histogram and descriptive statistics for PIPO
seedlings and saplings from the 610 plots.

occurs on warm dry sites at lower elevations and at higher intermountain plateau and
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valley locations. It occurs on a broad spectrum of soils and is naturally a type indicator

species for ponderosa pine plant associations. This conifer species is highly valued for

lumber and is used by numerous wildlife species for food and nesting (Johnson 1993).

There were 89 plots containing PIPO seedlings and saplings for an average frequency of

0.146. Figure 10 shows the frequency distribution and descriptive statistics for PIPO

regeneration in all plots.

NPMR

Model 1, All Variables

Improvement to the logio3 value with the spatial variables was not large enough

for them to be selected as part of the best subset. Therefore, Model 1 also serves as the

best subset for Model 2 (Table 10). A five-variable combination consisting of two

stand structural variables (canopy cover, TSD) and three raster variables (soil, slope

precipitation) was selected as the best subset. The logio3 value after fine tuning reached

28.57 with an average neighborhood size of 8.0. The percent improvement was 65.5,

there were 44 plots with empty neighborhoods, and the naïve probability was modified

to 0.14.

Examination of the probability response curves for the variables canopy cover

and basal area (Appendix B) shows a monotonic decrease in probability from the low to

the high end of these gradients. In fact, each of the basal area and stand density index

variables along with elevation produce a similar pattern of response. These variables

should prove useful for fitting a model with the sigmoid curve of LR as explained

below.



- suulu uensuy inuex wim basal area tactor 10, TSD = Time since disturbance, Precip =
precipitation, elev=elevation, Asp=aspect, CanCov = canopy cover.

Table 11. Additional model evaluations for Pinus ponderosa regeneration

Model 3, All Raster Variables

A model with three categorical variables (soil, aspect, precipitation) was

selected as best (Table 10). The logio value reached 26.44 and the average

neighborhood size fell to 11.2. Elevation was the best single-variable but failed to

remain in the final model. The percent improvement was 65.4, there were 44 plots with

empty neighborhoods, and the naïve probability was modified to 0.141 (Table 11).

Since the spatial variables were not among the best subset this model is also the best
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Table 10. Pinus ponderosa regeneration probability models selected as best for the four modeling
approaches using NPMR. Listed are the variables, associated tolerances, and average neighborhood size
in increasing order of Log1of values. Categorical variable tolerances are zero because a plot can only
belong to one category.

Number of
Variables Log1of3

Average
Neighb.

Size Variables and Tolerances
Model 1 and 2 All variables available for selection

1 5.50 134.4 31.95-SDIIO
2 9.49 47.3 63.90-SDI1O 0.00-TSD
3 12.22 18.0 95.85-SDI1O 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
4 27.45 8.9 0.00-soil 45.00-CanCov 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
5 28.41 8.1 0.00-soil 9.25-Slope 60.0-CanCov 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 28.57 8.0 0.00-soil 9.62-Slope 56.0-CanCov 0.00-TSD

Model 3 All raster variables
1 1.66 224.1 43.3-elev
2 10.45 41.4 0.00-soil 0.00-Precip
3 26.44 11.2 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 0.00-PrecipCrrr11___1

Model 1

Number of plots P. ponderosa
regeneration is... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
WithEmpty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimated p > naïve p 52 167

65 5 0 141 44Estimated p <naive p 28 319

Model 3
Estimated p > naïve p 43 160

65.4 0.141 44Estimated p <naïve p 36 327
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subset for Model 4.

The probability raster produced using Model 3 is shown in Figure 11. Although

the UTM coordinates were not part of either model a spatial pattern of probability

values did emerge. Higher probability values occurred primarily in southwestern and

northcentral portions of the study area. The eastcentral portion of the map also contains

cells of high probabilities that were surrounded by cells with zero probability. This

eastcentral area of the map demonstrated that where PIPO regeneration did not occur

among several clusters of plots the NPMIR model produced probability estimates close

to, or exactly zero. In sets of plots both immediately north and south of this zero-

probability area, and where seedlings and saplings were found, probability values

increased accordingly.

Pin us ponderosa
Seedlings and Saplings

Variables
Soil

Aspect
Precipitation

t3Io meters

012 4 6 8

Figure 11. NPMR probability of occurrence raster map for Pinus ponderosa regeneration
from Model 3. Sampling plots with occurrences are yellow and those with more than 4 stems
are red. Plots with no occurrences are black.

0.0-0.1 457375
01-02 833947
0 2-0 3 387860
0.3-0 4 369195
0.4-05 218040
0.6-0.7 58820
0.8-0.9 15648
0.9-1 0 70683

Greater than 4

Greater than 0

Zero
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Logistic Regression

The shape of PIPO regeneration response showed a decrease in probability from

the low to high end of several of predictor variables (Appendix B). These response

curves provided an opportunity to fit the presence/absence data with the sigmoid shape

intrinsic to LR and compare the predictive success to NPMR. The predictor variables

subjectively chosen for modeling with LR included elevation, each of the basal area and

stand density index variables, and canopy cover. The criteria used to select the best

subset from the subjective set was based on the model with the smallest Akaike's

Information Criterion (AIC) value. When a model involving q parameters is fitted to

data, the AIC is defined as Lq + 2q where Lq is the maximized log likelihood. The

logistic model for the best subset was:

logit(ir) = 3.86 O.00391*elev - O.01012*CanCov - 0.000172*SDI1O Equation 8

Table 12 lists the logio values produced using the predicted values from the LR model

(Equation 8) and from NPMR using the same variable set. Both modeling techniques

showed decisive improvement over the naïve model with LR slightly stronger than

NPMR.

Table 12. Comparison of performance for modeling probability of occurrence between NPMR and
logistic regression. Higher values of log1oBayes factor indicate better performance.

Response Log1oBayes factor
Variable Modeling Technique Equation 8 With TSD

PIPO Logistic Regression 8.94 14.42
PIPO NPMRLocalMean 7.17 10.76

Additional LR models were developed using the categorical predictor variables

from NPMR Model 1 (Table 10) to explore any additional strength they might provide

to the existing LR model of Equation 8. All levels of both soil and precipitation were

not significantly different from zero and only two levels (3-5 cc and 11-18 sc) from

TSD were significant. Addition of TSD to the LR model increased the logiof value by
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a difference of 3.66 over that produced by NPMR (Table 12). The percent

improvement with TSD in the LR model increased to 66.1 while it dropped to 58.9 for

NPMR (Table 13). NPMR was unable to calculate estimates for 16 additional plots

when TSD was added to the model.

Table 13. Comparisons of model performance between LR and NPMR with and without TSD.

The usefulness of TSD as a predictor variable for PIPO regeneration dynamics

deserves careful consideration given the probability response pattern generated by

NPMR (Appendix B). The response showed small values of probability for the 1-2 cc

and 1-2 sc subcategories followed by an increase in the 3-5 cc subcategory. This

pattern may reflect an accurate ecological model that predicts a 2 to 3-year lag in post-

clearcutting seedling emergence. However, the pattern showed a decreasing trend in

subsequent subcategories (6-10 cc and 11-18 cc). Stein and Kimberling (2003) reported

the major mortality factors affecting natural and watered PIPO seedlings was failure of

roots to reach the soil, herbivory, dessication, and winterkill. Two species of
lepidopteran larvae killed 28% of natural seedlings in their study. Many small

mammals, such as mice, rats, chipmunks, and ground squirrels, are known to injure or

kill seedlings (Schubert 1974, Evans 1988). Each of the factors they listed may have

played a role in creating the observed pattern of PIPO regeneration found in this study,

LR Equation 8

Number of plots P. ponderosa
regeneration was... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
WithEmpty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimated p > naïve p 66 224

59.5 0.146 0Estimated p <naïve p 23 297
With TSD
Estimatedp>naïvep 62 180

66.1 0.146 0Estimatedp<naIvep 27 341

NPMR Equation 8 Variables
Estimatedp>naIvep 55 216

59.1 0.145Estimatedp<naïvep 33 305
With TSD
Estimatedp>naIvep 59 217

58.9 0.145 17Estimated p <naïve p 27 290



especially herbivory (Johnson 1993), since the study area is grazed by cattle and wild

ungulates. Kingery and Graham (1990) found 25% of the injury and mortality to pine

seedlings was attributed to trampling and browsing of seedlings by deer and elk.

Summer drought and heat stress may also be a factor in seedling mortality in the drier

portions of the study area. The increase in probability of PIPO regeneration in the 11-

18 sc subcategory might be attributed to a germination response from increased light

availability and decreased competition for water resources following removal of nearby

overstory trees.

In terms of the logio3 value alone, NPMR and LR performed comparably with a

small sacrifice in applicability with NPMR since there were plots with empty

neighborhoods for the raster variables model. The fact that NPMR response curves that

appear more or less logistic in form do perform well with LR lends support for the idea
that NPMR is useful as an initial modeling tool for screening predictor variables prior to

fitting a LR model. It is important to note that the logio3 values calculated with the LR

models included every plot whereas NPMR uses the leave-one-out strategy. How this

difference in calculating the logio3 value affects the comparison between modeling

techniques is not determined in this study but one hypothesis is that the value would be

lower if a leave-one-out strategy were applied to the LR analysis.

Calamagrostis Rubescens

This perennial grass is

strongly rhizomatous and occurs

from British Columbia to southern

California and in the Rockies

south to Colorado. In the Blue

Mountains of northeast Oregon C.

rubescens (CARU) is used as an

indicator species for early-seral Abies

grandis communities (Johnson 1993)

N 316
Mean iao

Std. Dev. 21.06
Minurnum 0
Maximum 90

lstquartile 0
Median 1

3rdquartile 20

0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Percent Coer

Figure 12. Histogram and descriptive statistics for
Calamagrostis rubescens percent cover in the 610 sampling
plots.
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and for dry Abies grandis plant associations (ABGR Dry PAG) (Johnson and Simon

1987) and was relatively common throughout the study area. It occurred in over half

(316) of all sampling plots, with 45 having cover values greater than 50% (Figure 13).

The average frequency ofoccurrence was 0.5 18.

Model 1, All Variables

A five variable combination containing both spatial variables and only one stand

structural variable produced the highest Bayes factor (28.14) for CARU during the

calibration phase of NPMR. The average neighborhood size was 13.2 (Table 14), the

percent improvement was 67.9, six plots had empty neighborhoods, and the naïve

probability was 0.523 (Table 15). There were 410 plots considered improvements and

194 unimproved.

The response of CARU to QMD (Appendix C) was unimodal with a sharp drop

to zero at 80% of the gradient. The drop occurred because there were no occurrences in

the plot with the highest QMD, which was 24 cm higher than the plot with the last

occurrence.
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- UU[LI1 U I IVI, r. = east u I M, I SD = lime since disturbance, FW=February Watts, JW=January Watts
MRWMarch Watts, AvgDis = average tree distance, IMI=integrated moisture index, elev=elevation,
Asp=aspect, BalO=Basal area factor 10.
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Table 14. Calamagrostis rubescens probability models selected as best for the four modeling approaches
using NPMR. The variables, associated tolerances, and average neighborhood sizes ordered by Log143
values. Categorical variable tolerances are zero because a plot belongs to one category

Number of
Variables Log103

Average
Neighb.

Size Variables and Tolerances
Model 1 All variables available for selection

1 14.76 87.0 1074.50-E
2 22.85 21.0 1074.50-E 21.65-elev
3 24.70 18.0 1074.50-E 2l.65-elev 13.53-QMD
4 26.37 11.3 859.60-E 21.65-elev 13.53-QMD 0.00-Precip
5 27.81 14.2 2149.0-E 7495.5-N 46.3-elev 13.53-QMD 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 28.14 13.2 1504.3-E 8494.9-N 56.29-elev 13.53-QMD

Model 2 All variables available except north and east UTM
1 5.67 181.9 2.92-AvgHt
2 21.68 31.9 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
3 29.51 11.7 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
4 31.8 9.5 0.00-soil 64.95-elev 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip
5 33.33 8.9 0.00-soil 86.6-elev 128.00-BalO 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 33.68 8.6 0.00-soil 77.94-elev 124.80-BalO 0.00-TSD

1 14.76 87.0 1074.5-E
2 22.85 21.0 l074.5-E 21.65-elev
3 23.45 16.1 l074.5-E 21.65-eley 6454.40-JW

Fine tune 23.88 20.4 859.6-E 34.64-elev 7422.56-JW

Model 4 All raster variables available except north and east UTM
1.11 330.3 10.80-IMI

2 3.36 57.8 7.20-IMI 0.00-Precip
3 3.38 55.9 25.9-Slope 7.20-IMI 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 349 64.4 24.42-Slope 8.64-IMI

Model 3 All r



Table 15. Additional model evaluations for C. rubescens and the four modeling approaches.
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Model 2, East and North UTM Removed

After removing the spatial variables a five-variable model was selected as best

and produced a higher logio3 value (33.68) than Model 1 but the average neighborhood

size (8.6) was smaller. Elevation was common with Model 1 and two stand structural

variables (BA1O, TSD) entered the model. The percent improvement (63.7) was less

than Model 1 and 40 plots had empty neighborhoods resulting in a modified naïve

probability of 0.537.

The response shape (Appendix C) of the first stand structural variable, basal area

factor 10, had two maximums along the range of the variable with one occurring near

the first third of the range and the other at the high end of the range. The increase in

probability at the high end of the basal area gradient was caused by seven plots

containing CARU.

The overall pattern of probability for the second stand structural variable, TSD,

also appeared Gaussian in form with a second maximum at the right end of the gradient.

Probability increased to a local high value in the 3-5 sc subcategory and then decreased

in the next two subcategories. Examination of the clearcut subcategories shows an

Model 1

Number of plots C. rubescens
is... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
WithEmpty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimatedp>naïvep 236 114

679 0523 6Estimated p <naïve p 80 174

Model2
Estimatedp>nalvep 181 82

63.7 0.537 40Estimated p <naïve p 125 182 J

Model 3
Estimatedp>naïvep 234 119

67.3 0.517 4Estimatedp<naIvep 76 174

Model 4
Estimated p > naïve p 173 122

56.6 0.518 0Estimatedp<naïvep 143 172
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increase from the low in the first subcategory to a high in the next two, followed by a

small reduction in the 11-18 cc category. The highest probability occurred in the over

18 subcategory.

Model 3, All Raster Variables

With only the raster variables available for selection east UTM, elevation, and

watts/rn2 for January were selected as the best subset. The logio3 value increased to

23.88 after fine tuning and the average neighborhood size stayed relatively high at 20.4.

This model showed little improvement over the two-variable model, which produced a

comparable logio value of 22.85 (Table 14). After fine tuning the two-variable model

containing east UTM and elevation the logio3 value was (23.25), the average

neighborhood size was 20.5, the percent improvement was 67.3, and there were four

plots with empty neighborhoods. Given the small quantitative differences between the

two and three variables models and the wider applicability of the two-variable model, it

was advanced as the best subset. Evaluations for Model 3 in Table 15 reflect the two-

variable model.

A spatially structured probability map of CARU produced from the application

phase of the two-variable model is shown in Figure 13. Probability values were highest

in the east and central part of the study area and lowest in the northwestern part of the

map. A total of 269,090 cells (26.9 km2), located primarily in unsampled areas with

steep slopes associated with major watercourses, could not be estimated with the model.

Model 4, All Raster Variables Except North and East UTM

A three-variable model with a relatively low logio value (3.49) and a large

average neighborhood size (64.4) resulted from excluding the spatial variables from the

selection process. Entry of the variable slope into the model caused a slight increase in

the logi value over the two-variable model. There were no sample units with empty

neighborhoods and the percent improvement (56.6) was the lowest of the four modeling

approaches.



The GIS application of Model 4 presented in Figure 13 shows a contrast in the

spatial pattern of probability to the layer produced with Model 3. The Model 4 layer

suggests that the probability of CARU was relatively ubiquitous across the study area.

Even though CARU was common, a region in the western portion of the study area

contained no plots with CARU. Indeed, the overlay of the plot point coverage and

actual occurrences of CARU presented in Figure 14 shows more agreement with the

Model 3 spatial pattern of probability where the western region of non-occurrences was

correctly associated with low probability values.

Model I and3

- 09-10 3183

67

Figure 13. GIS application of NPMR raster probability models for Calamagrostis rubescens. Probability
classes divide the 0-1 scale into 10 equal intervals and are accompanied by the number of raster cells for
each probability class. The Model 1 and 3 raster is shown on the left and the Model 4 raster on the right.

as No of CeOs Model 4

<01 491320 aass No ot CoOs
0 1-0 2 470754
02-03 337150
0 3-0.4 443050
0.4-05 583050
05-08 758317
08-07 219642
07-08 46313
08-09 7198
09-l0 928

Variables
East UTM Variables
8eveOon Slope

Moisture Index
Precipitation

269,09.) cells with
empty neighborhoods 59,032 cells with

empty neighborhoods

o 14118
O1 4531

01-02 1 378
0 2-0 3 57853
0 3-04 378472
04-05 1031283
05-06 1340190
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Celemeqrostis rubescens

Figure 14. NPMR probability of occurrence raster map thr Calamagrostis rubescens from Model 3.
Sampling plots with occurrences are yellow and those with percent cover greater than 50 percent are red.
Plots without C. rubescens are black.

Acer glabrum

Also known as Rocky

Mountain maple, is fbund east of

the Cascades in Washington and

Oregon extending east to Idaho

and western Montana. In the Blue

Mountains of northeast Oregon A.

glabrum (ACGL) is considered an

indicator species for sites belonging to

the ABGR Wet PAG. This species is

Model 1 and 3
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Nunt& of Stena
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Figure 15. Histogram and descriptive statistics for Acer
glabrum abundance in the 610 sampling plots

important summer (Orme et al. 1982) and winter (McCulloch 1955) browse for deer
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(Klebenow 1965) and elk (Yeo and Peek 1994) and has been described as heat and

drought tolerant (Wasser 1982). It was relatively uncommon across the study area

occurring in only 47 of all sampling plots for a naïve probability value of 0.077. The

low frequency of occurrence provided a challenge for NPMR's capability of modeling a

rare species.

Model 1, All Variables

A four-variable combination (east UTM, soil, TSD, precipitation) produced the

highest logioBayes factor (28.55) for ACGL during the calibration phase and resulted in

an average neighborhood size of 8.7 (Table 16). The percent improvement was 60.8

and sixteen plots had empty neighborhoods resulting in a modified naïve probability of

0.076 (Table 12).

The response curve for east UTM was complex but roughly bimodal (Appendix

D) with the highest peak occurringnear 70% of the east-west gradient and another peak

near 15% of the gradient. The fine sediments category had the highest probability value

(0.17) among the soil variable subcategories. An increase occurred in the 11-18

subcategories for TSD but the trend was offset by a reduction in probability for the over

18 subcategory. Probability of occurrence increased monotonically with precipitation.
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Table 16. Acer glabrum probability models selected as best for the four modeling approaches using
NPMR. The variables, associated tolerances, and average neighborhood sizes ordered by Log1o3 values.
Categorical variable tolerances are zero because a plot belongs to one category

N north U1M, E = east UTM, TSD = Time since disturbance, FW=February Watts, JW=rJanuary Watts
MRWMarch Watts, AvgDis = average tree distance, IMI=integrated moisture index, elevelevation,
Asp=aspect, Ba 1 0=Basal area factor 10.

Number of
Variables LogO3

Average
Neighb.

Size Variables and Tolerances
Model I All variables available for selection

1 5.73 87.0 l074.50-E
2 8.43 50.4 2149.00-E 0.00-soil
3 20.00 10.5 3223.5-E 0.00-TSD 0.00-AvgHte
4 28.43 9.13 4298.0-E 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 28.55 8.7 5l57.6-E 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD

Model 2 All variables available except north and east UTM
1 2.64 128.4 3.6-IMI
2 15.18 28.7 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD
3 28.72 11.7 0.00-soil 0.00-TSD 0.00-Precip

Model 3 All raster variables
1 5.73 87.0 1074.5-E
2 8.43 50.4 2149.0-E 0.00-soil
3 11.33 15.0 3223.5-E 0.00-Asp 0.00-Precip
4 11.91 14.1 4298.0-E 6246.25-N 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp
5 12.50 11.7 4298.0-E 6246.25-N 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 18.00-IMI

Fine Tune 12.71 11.44 3438.4-E 7245.65-N 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 18.72-IMI

Model 4 All raster variables available except north and east UTM
1 2.64 128.4 3.6-IMI
2 9.19 41.4 0.00-soil 0.00-Preci.
3 23.37 11.2 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 0.00-Precip
4 24.82 8.6 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 14.4-IMI 0.OoPrecip

0.00PrecipFine Tune 24.88 8.8 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp l5.l2-IMI



Table 17. Additional evaluations for the four modeling approaches
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Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 2, East and North UTM Removed

After removing the spatial variables the best model consisted of three of the

same variables as Model 1. Fine-tuning raised the logioBayes value to 28.72 resulting

in an average neighborhood size of 11.7. The percent improvement was 58.9, there

were 36 plots with empty neighborhoods, and the naïve probability was 0.078.

Although it didn't enter the final model IMI was the single best predictor and its

response curve was highly skewed with a peak of 0.38 near the 90% portion of the

gradient followed by a sharp drop (Appendix D). For the variables precipitation, ilvil,

and elevation probability increased near the highest end of these gradients suggesting

that ACGL has persisted across the landscape in relatively moist sites and generally at

higher elevations.

Model 3, All Raster Variables

The full set of raster variables produced a five-variable model. After fine-tuning

the logioBayes factor reached 12.71 and the average neighborhood size was 11.44. The

percent improvement was 63.9 and the highest among all four modeling approaches.

There were 11 plots with empty neighborhoods and the naïve probability was 0.079.

Model 1

Number of plots Acer glabrum
is... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
WithEmpty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimated p > naïve P 22 339

60.8 0.076 16Estimated p <naïve p 23 210

Estimatedp>naIvep 23 214
58.9 0.078 36Estimatedp<naIvep 22 315

Estimatedp>naIvep 34 203
63.9 0.079 11Estimatedp<naïvep 13 349

Estimated p > naïve p 25 220 H 576 0.079 44Estimated p <naïve p 20 301
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Although the response curve for north UTM (Appendix D) was relatively flat a

unimodal peak of 0.12 occurred near the 65% portion of the gradient. For aspect, the

highest probability value (0.1) occurred for the north and east subcategories. Since

north-facing slopes receive less solar insolation the response of ACGL to aspect

supports the assertion made above regarding this species persisting in moist sites.

Based on these results, the highest probability of occurrence for the solar insolation

variables should occur in the lowest portion of the gradients. Examination of the

response curves for January, February, and March Watts I m indeed shows highest

probability values near the lower portions of the gradients. However, when considered

multiplicatively among other variables the solar insolation variables did not enter the

final model.

Despite the relatively complex spatial pattern of probability values from the GIS

application of Model 3 (Figure 16) there were areas of concentration where probability

values were greater than 0.2 especially in the north-central portion of the study area.

There were also patchy areas of highest probability in the northwest and west-central

portion of the map.

Model 4, All Raster Variables Except North and East UTM

The best model contained four variables all of which were also selected by the

other modeling approaches. The logioBayes factor (24.88) was higher than Model 3 but

the average neighborhood size (8.8) was lower. This modeling approach had the lowest

percent improvement (57.6), the largest number of plots with empty neighborhoods

(44), and the naïve probability (0.079) was the same as Model 3.

The overall spatial pattern of probability values produced with Model 4 was

similar to Model 3 but the locations of higher values differed considerably especially in

the northwest section of the map (Figure 16). There was a high number cells that

estimates could not be calculated (empty neighborhoods) primarily in the southernmost

and northeastern portions of the map.

The overlay of sampling plots with the raster layer (Figure 17) produced by the

application phase of Model 3 showed that occurrences were generally associated with
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the pattern of higher probability values. The choice of using the Model 3 rather than

Model 4 raster for the overlay was based on the higher percent improvement, larger

average neighborhood size and associated fewer plots with empty neighborhoods.

Although ACGL occurred in only 47 plots NPMR did produce useful predictive

models for this species. The logioBayes factor among the modeling approaches was

similar in the range of values for the CLUN and CARU models and sometimes better.

Moreover, when considering the spatial continuity of occurrences and probability

values (Figure 17) at the scale of the study area's extent, NPMR performed relatively

well.

Acer alabn,m flbdeI 3 Acer alabaim deI 4

0.6-07 10511
0.7-08 3682
08-09 1 - 0 8-0 9 697

Veithles
East UTM

Variables

North UTM
Soil

Soil
spect

Aspect
Moisture lnx

Moisture Inx
Precipitation

228205 cells with 727238 cells with
empty neighrhoods empty neighborhds

012 4 6 6

Figure 16. GIS application of NPMR raster probability models for Acer glabrum. Probability classes
divide the 0-1 scale into 10 equal intervals and are accompanied by the number of raster cells for each
probability class. The Model 3 raster is shown on the left and the Model 4 raster on the right.

ass No. of Cells
00-01 1560667
01-02 713790
0,2-0 3 147436
0 3-0.4 98395
04-05 21985
0.5-06 10876

as No of CeDs
o o-o 1 585884
o i-o 2 790304
0 2-0 3 85235
0 3-0.4 45673
04-05 8530
05-0 6 4776
0.6-0 7 5670
07-08 6225



Acer glebta, Model 3
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Figure 17. NPMR probability of occurrence raster map for Acer glabrum from Model 3. Sampling plots
with occurrences are yellow and those with number of stems greater than 5 are red. Other plots are black.
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Abies Grandis Regeneration

Abies grandis (ABGR) occurs from British Columbia to the Bay Area of

California on the west side of the Cascade Mountains and from southeastern British

Columbia in the Rocky Mountains

to northcentral Idaho and western

Montana. ABGR tends to

dominate moderately moist

habitats and is iridicative of sites

with high productivity, species

richness, and biomass (Steele and

Geier-Hayes 1987, Johnson 1993).

A total of 241 plots contained

ABGR regeneration with 11

containing at least 15 individuals.

Figure 17 shows the frequency distribution and descriptive statistics for ABGR

seedlings and saplings in the 610 sampling plots across the study area. The average

frequency of occurrence of ABGR regeneration, seedlings and saplings combined,

across the study area was 0.395.

Model 1, All Variables

A five-variable model was selected as best and contained three raster variables

and two stand structural variables (Table 18). After fine tuning the logio3 value reached

38.78 and the average neighborhood size was reduced to the lower limit of 8.0. The

spatial variables alone produced a logiof value of 32.51 indicating a strong spatial

structure for the occurrence of ABGR regeneration across the study area. The percent

improvement for Model 1 was 70.7 and there were 9 plots with empty neighborhoods

resulting in a modified naïve probability of 0.398 (Table 19).

Improvement in predictability was small with the addition ofaverage tree

distance and the flat response in probability (Appendix E) with increasing distance

brings the usefulness and interpretability of this variable into question. There was little

4 6 10 20

Number of lndi4duaIs

seedlings

EJ saplings

30 50

Figure 18. Histogram and descriptive statistics for ABGR
seedlings and saplings from the 610 plots.
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Seed Sap
N 116 169
mean 0.97 0.91
Std. Dev. 3.67 2.85
minimum 0.0 0.0
maximum 58 30
jst quartile 0 0
Median 0 0
3rd quartile
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dynamics in the response for watts/rn2 for April and the response curve for canopy

cover dropped in probability near the middle portion of the gradient. Therefore, the

increase in predictability with additional variables beyond north and east UTM and

canopy cover, could be incidental.

Model 2, East and North UTM Removed

A five variable model was selected as best and contained three raster variables

and two stand structural variables (Table 18). Canopy cover was the only variable

common with Model 1. After fine tuning the logio3 value reached 40.23 with an

average neighborhood size of 8.3. The percent improvement was 66.1 and there were

38 plots with empty neighborhoods resulting in a slightly modified naïve probability of

0.397.

The probability response profile for elevation was bimodal with a relatively

narrow peak near 20% of the gradient and a broader peak near 85% (Appendix E).

Probability varied between 0.3 and 0.5 in the lower subcategories of TSD and the

highest peak occurred in the 11-18 cc subcategory with a probability value of 0.625.

Model 3, All Raster Variables

A three-variable model comprised of north and east UTM and elevation was

selected as best. After fine tuning the logio3 value reached 34.66 and the average

neighborhood size stabilized at 12.9. The percent improvement (67.8) was close in

value to both Model 1 and Model 2 and there were only two plots with empty

neighborhoods giving this model wider applicability and comparable predictive ability.

The raster layer produced from the application phase is shown in Figure 19 and

Figure 20. There were no raster cells with probability values exceeding 0.9 and

relatively few cells with values between 0.8 and 0.9 (2971). Regions of high

probability, represented by darker shading, emerged primarily in five separate areas

across the central portion of the study area with a smaller area in the northwest. Areas
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Table 18. Abies grandis regeneration probability models selected as best for the four modeling
approaches using NPMR. Listed are the variables, associated tolerances, and average neighborhood size
in increasing order of Log1o3 values. Categorical variable tolerances are zero because a plot can only
belong to one category

N = north UTM, E = east UTM, TSD = Time since disturbance, AvgDis = average tree distance, Precip =
precipitation, elev=elevation, Asp=aspect

Number of
Variables Log10

Average
Neighb.

Size Variables and Tolerances
Model 1 All variab es available for selection

1 19.10 78.6 1249.25-N
2 32.51 16.4 1074.50-E 1249.25-N
3 34.49 11.7 1074.50-E 1249.25-N 40.0-CanCov
4 36.74 11.4 1074.50-E 1249.25-N 40.0-CanCov 6935.6-AW
5 37.49 9.4 1074.50-E 1249.25-N 35.0-CanCov 3.09-AvgDis 6935.6-AW

Fine Tune 38.78 8.0 1934.10-E 999.40-N 34.0-CanCov 3.09-AvgDis 8322.72-AW

Model 2 All variables available except north and east UTM
1 17.89 142.3 0.0-Precip
2 26.68 41.4 0.0-soil 0.0-Precip
3 36.96 11.7 0.0-soil 0.0-TSD 0.0-Precip
4 39.12 9.3 0.0-soil 50.0-CanCov 0.0-TSD 0.0-Precip
5 40.17 8.5 0.0-soil 108.25-elev 50.0-CanCov 0.0-TSD 0.0-Precip

0.0-PrecipFine Tune 40.23 8.3 0.0-soil 116.9 1-elev 46.0-CanCov 0.0-TSD

Model 3 All raster variables available for selection
1 19.10 78.6 1249.25-N
2 32.51 16.4 l074.5-E 1249.25-N
3 33.94 16.3 2l49.0-E 1249.25-N 43.3-elev

Fine Tune 34.66 12.9 1504.3-E 999.4-N 51.96-elev

Model 4 All raster variables available except north and east UTM
1 2.64 128.4 0.00-Precip
2 9.19 41.4 0.00-soil 0.00-Precip
3 23.37 11.2 0.00-soil 0.00-Asp 0.00-Precip
4 24.82 8.6 0.00-soil 86.6-elev 0.00-Asp 0.00-Precip

0.00-PrecipFine Tune 30.53 9.8 0.00-soil 99.59-elev 0.00-Asp



Table 19. Additional model evaluations for Abies grandis regeneration.

of lowest probability of occurrence were distinct and located across the southern and

northwestern region.

The overlay of sampling plots (Figure 20) showed strong congruence between

the occurrence of ABGR regeneration and higher values of probability. Similarly,

regions of low probability (lighter shading) were accurately dominated by plots without

ABGR regeneration.

Model 4, All Raster Variables Except North and East UTM

Precipitation was the single best predictor variable and was included in the final

four-variable model along with two other categorical variables. Elevation was the only

continuous variable in the model. The logio3 value climbed to 30.53 after fine tuning.

Inference with the full model was relatively low with an average neighborhood size of

9.8. The percent improvement was 66.4, slightly less than Model 2, there were 48 plots

with empty neighborhoods, and the naïve probability was modified to 0.413 (Table 19).

The raster layer produced from Model 4 is shown on the right side of Figure 19.

The low average neighborhood size was reflected in the high number of cells that

probability estimates could not be calculated (776,265). The overall spatial pattern of
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Model 1

Number of plots Abies grandis
regeneration is... Percent

Improvement
Naïve

Probability

Plots
WithEmpty

NeighborhoodsPresent Absent
Estimatedp>naivep 206 143

707 0398 9Estimated p <naïve p 33 219

Model 2
Estimated p > naïve p 165 132

66.1 0.397 38Estimatedp<naivep 62 213

Model 3
Estimated p > naïve p 203 158

67.8 0.396 2Estimatedp<naïvep 38 209

Model 4
Estimated p > naïve p 164 121

66.4 0.4 13 48Estimated p <naïve p 68 209
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Figure 19. GIS application of NPMR raster probability models for Abies grandis regeneration.
Probability classes divide the 0-1 scale into 10 equal intervals and are accompanied by the number of
raster cells for each probability class. The Model 3 raster is shown on the left and the Model 4 raster on
the right
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probability categories was similar to the pattern produced with Model 3 but strongly

categorical. Higher probability values were located across the central portion of the

landscape and lower values in the southern and northern region. However one major

difference was the larger number of cells with probability values above 0.9 (74,054) in

the Model 4 raster
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Abies Grandis
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Number Seedlings
and Saplings 4m
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Greater than 14

Figure 20. NPMR probability of occurrence raster map for Abies grandis regeneration from Model 3.
Sampling plots with occurrences are yellow and those with number of stems greater than 14 are red.
Other plots are black
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DISCUSSION

NPMR effectively modeled probability of occurrence for five individual plant

species and produced probability profiles for examining the response of each species to

every predictor variable. The North and east UTM predictor variables were influential

in predicting the occurrence for several of these species except PIPO and CARU. For

CLUN the predictor variables selected as best by NPMR for a particular model

produced different results when they were fit to the data with the sigmoid function of
LR. However, it was shown with PIPO regeneration that the predictive power of

NPMR was comparable to LR when the response to predictor variables was sigmoid or

showed a definite trend along the variable. NPMR was also effective at modeling

probability of occurrence for the uncommon species ACGL but the scope of inference

was smaller given the high number of plots with empty neighborhoods. The common

occurrence of ABGR regeneration showed distinct patterns of high and low probability

across the study area. The spatial pattern of high probability values produced from the

third modeling approach for PIPO and ABGR regeneration were non-overlapping, and

could be expected given the different physiological tolerances of these two species.

McCune et al. (2003) suggested that LR models will probably not be useful for

modeling landscape species occurrences because many species can be assumed to have

irregular distributions or multiple response maximums on environmental gradients.

They maintained that simple response surfaces, such as the sigmoid response curve that

LR is based on, are unrealistic for most multifactor habitat problems. However, as this

study has shown, where predictor variables do conform to a sigmoid response for

certain species, LR performs comparably with those predictors.

With NPMR, fitting a species response to multiple predictors is flexible because

prior examination of the relationship of any species to each predictor for evaluation of

potential fit is not as critical as with LR. Moreover, NPMR parsimoniously models

responses to interactions among predictors without increasing model complexity. In

contrast with parametric regression models interactions and higher order terms must be

consciously and sparingly introduced in a hierarchically well formulated manner

(Kleinbaum 1994). NPMR models are only as complex as the number of predictor
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variables, continuous or categorical. However, with multiple categorical variables in a

particular NPMR model the number of empty neighborhoods can potentially increase

thus reducing a particular model's scope of inference. Setting a larger average

neighborhood size can safegaurd against models that result in a high number of empty

neighborhoods but the tradeoff is usually less predictive power.

The application of NPMR models to GIS raster layers provides a modeling tool

that produces the landscape level spatial distribution ofprobability for a particular

species. Raster layers for individual species provide both a visual representation of the

spatial distribution of probability values and quantitative information for studying the

autecology in relation to wildlife distributions, biodiversity assessments, estimating

ungulate carrying capacity, estimating vegetation biomass, timber harvest patterns, or

other management activities.

One potential application of the NPMR modeling process will be to perform

overlays of the GIS probability rasters for species that have been identified as indicators

of a particular habitat type or Plant Association Group (PAG) (Johnson and Simon

1987). These overlays would result in continuous probability surfaces and be a major

improvement over discrete habitat type maps currently available. They would also

prove valuable in aiding ecologists that rely on habitat types when investigating

nutritional and biomass production analyses within the study area. Values from these

PAG layers can also serve as predictor variables for subsequent modeling efforts such

as creating LR equations that can be incorporated into a new FVS COVER extension

for the Blue Mountains Variant.

These species raster overlays might also prove valuable in quantifying the

amount of land area that. . ."does not fit neatly into any classification system such as

intergrades or transitional areas" (Pfister and Arno 1980). Indeed, Gleason (1926)

advanced the idea of "community continuitycomnunities which occur along

continuous environmental gradients usually intergrade continuously, with gradual

changes in population levels of species along the gradient." R.H. Whittaker (1948,

1956) tested the community-unit theory and the individualistic hypothesis in the Great

Smoky Mountains of Tennessee and found results that supported Gleason's ideas.
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Therefore, based on the community-unit theory, results of Whittaker, and the

continuous species probability rasters produced by NPMR and presence/absence data,

the integration of rasters for multiple indicator species should also produce continuous

surfaces for each predefined community unit or habitat type. Subsequent overlays of

two or more habitat type layers will facilitate quantification of the intergrade of the

different types.

The NPMR modeling process might also be effective in vegetation change

detection as a result of resource extraction or fire and subsequent forest succession,

changes in grazing intensity, or the recent increases in atmospheric CO2 and correlated

increase in average global temperature. Spatially consistent monitoring data

representing before and after disturbance inventories could be modeled by building

separate species models for each inventory. The difference between the two temporal

layers, on a species by species basis, could provide an index to the relative amount of

change in species distributions across a landscape. These change detection indices

could also include estimates of land area effected for each integer value of change.

Bricker and Ruggiero (1998) argued that so little is known about the natural

environment that we cannot predict what effects human activities are having on the

environment in the short term, or how those activities will impact the sustainability of

environmental systems in the long term. Despite investments in annual monitoring we

currently do not know the full extent or condition of our natural resources on a national

basis and often regional and local inventories lack practical, easy-to-repeat, analytical

systems for similar quantification. NPMR could provide the parsimonious, analytical

link between inventory and monitoring data and assessments of resource change.

Predictive layers for individual species or combinations of species could be treated as

indicators for performing biodiversity assessments within an ecosystem.

NPMR provides a reliable and repeatable analysis technique that produces

intuitive information for scientists, policy decision-makers, resource managers, and

resource users. The stand structural modeling approach and the probability surfaces

produced with NPMR provide the quantitative information essential for evaluating

forest sustainability, the current forest understory vegetation composition and
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distribution, and is an essential first-step in predicting future vegetation composition.

With this information the effects of human activity upon a given landscape, with respect

to vegetation composition changes can be more easily and accurately quantified and

communicated graphically.
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CHAPTER 3. A PROBABILITYBASED VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION

SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Vegetation classification systems help organize the variation ofcommunities on

the various landforms into groupings that can be more easily comprehended (Pfister and

Arno 1980; Johnson and Simon 1987). Whittaker (1978) described the various

historical traditions and approaches taken to develop classification systems. In the U.S.

the theoretical basis upon which classifications should be developed have polarized

ecologists between the community unit theory (Clements 1905) and the individualistic

concept (Gleason 1926).

Whittaker (1967) drew attention to two central ideas that Gleason (1926) based

his dissent from the community-unit theory on. The theory, as described by Whittaker,

"takes for granted that vegetation consisted of the community types into which it was

classified. These community types were assumed to be well-defined natural units

which were part of the structure of vegetation (and not simply part of the structure of a

classification) and which generally contacted one another along narrow boundaries

called ecotones. It was thought that research methods had, ofnecessity, to be based on

these units of which vegetation consisted."

The first idea of Gleason's (1926) dissent was the principle of species

individualityeach species is distributed in relation to the total range of environmental

factors (including effects of other species) it encounters according to its own genetic

structure, physiological characteristics and population dynamics No two species are

alike in these characteristics, consequently, with few exceptions, no two species have

the same distributions. The second idea of Gleason's dissent was based on the principle

of community continuitycommunities which occur along continuous environmental

gradients usually intergrade continuously, with gradual changes in population levels of

species along the gradient.

Ecologists (Daubenmire 1976, Pfister and Arno 1980, Johnson and Simon 1987)

have used the occurrence of individual plant species, and in some cases abundance, to

assess forest land productivity and develop provincialscale habitat type classification
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systems. Whether these systems are based on current or potential climax vegetation

they require any particular site to be discretely categorized. Pfisterand Arno (1980)

"realized that not all units of land will fit neatly into any classification system-

intergrades or transitional areas will be encountered." These authors wrote that "such

intergrades will normally occupy only a small percentage of the landscape but if large

areas of intergrade are encountered they can be mapped as such or can be treated as

candidates for revision of the classification taxonomy."

Johnson and Simon (1987) created a vegetation classification system for the

Wallowa-Snake River Province in which habitat types and groups of closely related

habitat types were nested within forest series. Their groupings, or "plant association

groups" (PAG) consider the environmental conditions and synecological relationships

that influenced the dominant vegetation to grow in a similar, predictable, and repetitive

fashion and relate to a classification approach developed in Finland (Cajander and

Ilvessalo 1921). This approach considered the undergrowth of northern forests as

largely independent of the species of the canopy dominant. They identified most of the

forested stands in their sample as "seral," reflecting plant communities influenced

primarily by fire and grazing. Therefore, their guide to the plant associations of the

Province used data consisting of forest developmental stages that began with "late seral"

since climax vegetation was so infrequently found in their reconnaissance survey.

Nonetheless, the guide included descriptions of each plant association and dichotomous

keys for classifying sites with a particular association label.

The Johnson and Simon (1987) dichotomous key was modified to produce an

abbreviated key to the plant association groups in the Sled Springs Management Area

which includes the extent of the study area described in Chapter 2. The abbreviated key

groups associations into three main overstory series: grand fir, Douglas fir, and

ponderosa pine. The grand fir and Douglas fir categories are further separated into wet

and dry plant associations based on the presence of certain indicator species. For

instance, a site can be keyed to the wet grand fir PAG if grand fir is present and

reproducing at greater than 5% of tree understory and Clintonia unflora is present

throughout the stand. A site can also be keyed to this PAG if either Taxus brevfolia,
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Acer glabrum or Alnus sitchensis is merely present in combination with Abies grandis

regeneration. Thus, keying to a wet PAG within the grand fir series first involves

assignment of the series, only then followed by assignment ofan understory association.

Predictive vegetation mapping for individual species has been effectively

demonstrated for the study area using Non-Parametric Multiplicative Regression

(NPMR), the combination of presence absence data from a large stratified random

sample, and physiographic predictor variables for which GIS raster layers were

available (see Chapter 2). The process of applying an NPMR model to produce a

spatial distribution of probability values for an individual species across a landscape has

been referred to as "forecasting" by McCune (2004). The "forecast" or landscape

distribution of probability values might also be considered the relative potential

distribution of a particular species. By combining these potential landscape

distributions according to the Johnson and Simon (1987) dichotomous key, in a GIS

context, a continuous vegetation classification system can be developed.

Advantages of a continuous classification are the (1) the ability to quantify the

relative magnitude of any particular category for a given location, (2) identify areas that

can be considered an intergrade between two or more classification categories, (3) use

relative values of each category for each plot as predictor variables in subsequent

species predictive modeling, and (4) use relative values of each category for testing

hypotheses related to tree productivity, understory biomass and nutritional content,

ungulate carrying capacity, and wildlife distributions.

The specific objectives of the following analysis were:

Objective 7) Integrate individual species GIS probability maps to produce plant

association group (PAG) maps of the study area.

Objective 8) Integrate PAG GIS maps to identify areas of intergrade between PAG's.
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METHODS

The process of creating probability rasters for individual species using non-

parametric multiplicative regression (NPMR) was described in Chapter 2. The

following analysis is based on the premise that the highest probability classes for the

probability raster layers produced by NPMR represent areas most likely to contain an

abundance of a particular species that meets the minimum requirements for a particular

PAG according to the abbreviated Johnson and Simon (1987) key. Support for the

premise lies primarily in the spatial agreement between occurrence and probability

estimates for the selected models and secondarily on the positive (although sometimes

weak) correlations between probability values and plot abundance (e.g. CLTJN, R2 =

0.08; CARU, R2 0.14; ABGR, R2 0.13).

When cells from the ABGR regeneration raster containing values for the highest

probability categories are multiplied by overlapping cells from the CLUN raster layer

containing values for the highest categories the product represents areas most likely to

belong to the ABGR Wet PAG. In other words, the union of highest probability

categories from the two layers is the best approximation of areas belonging to the

ABGR Wet PAG. Conversely, low product values indicate cells with a low likelihood

of belonging to the PAG.

The first step in the union process was to select a boundary within the

probability class frequency distributions for each species whereby raster cells with

values equal to and greater than the boundary value were included in the union and cells

with values below the boundary were ignored. One consideration when setting a

boundary was if a larger PAG extent was desired, a lower probability class boundary

was required for one or both input layers. Mother consideration was that evaluating

alternative extents necessitated a flexible lower boundary. Rasters of species with

localized distributions and relatively few cells belonging to higher probability classes,

such as CLUN, would require setting a relatively low boundary. Species considered

late seral, shade-tolerant, indicators with relatively low abundance in fransitional forests

might have potentially larger spatial distributions (if young forested stands were

allowed to mature) than the actual distributions encountered. Indeed, with space as the
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indirect gradient in this case, the fundamental niche may be larger than the realized

niche (Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974). Therefore, a larger spatial extent with a

lower class boundary would be appropriate. The consequence of a boundary set too low

was a product raster that potentially overestimated the spatial distribution of the PAG.

On the other hand, rasters for species with larger spatial distributions and a relatively

large number of cells in higher probability classes, such as ABGR regeneration, permit

setting a higher relative boundary. The consequence of setting the boundary too high

would be underestimation of the PAG's spatial distribution. An alternative to the

arbitrary selection of the boundary was to use the naïve probability for each species as a

reference from which results of subsequent boundary selections might be compared.

Therefore, the initial boundary selection for each species in this study was based on the

average frequency of occurrence.

Creation of the ABGR Wet PAG consisted of multiplying cells from the CLUN

probability raster (Figure 6, Chapter 2) with a value of at least two, by overlapping cells

from the ABGR regeneration probability raster (Figure 19, Chapter 2) with a value of at

least five. The average frequency ofoccurrence of CLUN was 0.13, which belongs to

raster category two. The average frequency of ABGR regeneration was 0.395 and,

when rounded up slightly, belongs to raster category five. The distribution of cell

values for the resulting (ABGR*CLUN) product raster was reclassified from 1 to 10.

This process was repeated for the ACGL (Figure 16, Chapter 2) and the ABGR

probability rasters. The final ABGR Wet PAG raster was then created from the sum of

the ABGR*CLUN and the ABGR*ACGL product rasters:

(ABGR*CLUN) + (ABGR*ACGL) = ABGR Wet PAG

All raster calculations were carried out using the Spatial Analyst in ARCGIS®. Since

Taxus brevfolia and Alnus sitchensis were not observed during the study, models and

rasters for these species, although alternative indicators for the wet grand fir PAG,

could not be developed and were therefore not included as subcomponents of the

ABGR Wet PAG GIS raster.
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The ABGR Dry PAG raster was created by multiplying the ABGR probability

raster by the probability rasters for each of seven species listed as part of the Dry Grand

Fir PAG in the Johnson and Simon dichotomous key (Calamagrostis rubescens CARU,

Bromus vulgaris BRVU, Carex geyeri CAGE, Spiraea betu4folia SPBE, Linnea

borealis LIBO, Vaccinium membraneceum VAME, Arnica cordfolia ARCO). These

seven probability rasters were created with NPIvIIR and the physiographic predictor

variables as described in Chapter 2 (see Appendix F for variables and tolerances). The

lower boundary for cells to include in the multiplication with the ABGR regeneration

raster were set to the respective raster category to which a species average frequency

was associated. Cell values for each of the seven resulting product rasters were then

reclassified from 1 to 10. An initial ABGR Dry raster was then created by adding the

seven reclassified product rasters together. Since the Johnson and Simon key

distinguishes between the Dry and Wet PAG by the presence of CLUN and ACGL the

ABGR Wet PAG was subtracted from the initial ABGR Dry raster to produce the final

raster for the ABGR Dry PAG. The equation below shows the order of operations to

produce the ABGR Dry PAG raster.

(ABGR* CARU) + (ABGR*BRVU) + (ABGR*CAGE) + (ABGR*SPBE) +

(ABGR*LIBO) + (ABGR* VAME) + (ABGR*ARCO) - (ABGR Wet) = (ABGR Dry)

The spatial overlap between the ABGR Wet and ABGR Dry PAG layers was

transferred to a new raster in the form of their product. This new raster was defined as

the quantification of the continuous intergrade between these two habitat types

discussed by Whittaker (1967) and Pfister and Arno (1980).

The Johnson and Simon (1987) dichotomous key includes indicator species used

for classifying sites as belonging to the Douglas fir (PSME) Wet and Dry PAG's.

However, examination of the probability distributions for the ubiquitous shrub species

Spiraea betu4folia and Symphoricarpos spp., indicators for the Wet PAG, with the

probability distributions of species indicators for the Dry PAG (Carex geyeri,

Calamagrostis rubescens) showed nearly complete spatial overlap among high
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probability values. Consequently, distinguishing between the Dry and Wet PAG with

the method used for ABGR would show nearly identical spatial distributions.

Therefore, only one raster was created for the PSME PAG.

The dichotomous key instructs users to classify sites as PSME PAG based on

Douglas fir present and reproducing at greater than 5%. However, reducing the number

of plots with occurrences to meet the 5% regeneration criteria reduced model

predictability below an acceptable limit. Therefore, the PSME PAG raster was created

from the NPMR model built with the combined response matrix of PSME overstory

trees and regeneration. Any plot with PSME regeneration was considered an

occurrence plot. The predictor matrix contained all physiographic variables.

The dichotomous key's criteria for classifying sites to the PIPO PAG is based on

sites containing PIPO overstory trees and if regeneration was greater than 1% cover.

Following the convention for the PSME PAG, the ponderosa pine (PIPO) PAG was

created from the NPMR model built with the combined response matrix of PIPO

overstory trees and regeneration. Any plot with PIPO regeneration was considered an

occurrence plot and the predictor matrix contained all physiographic variables.

A subsample of the 610 sampling plots were field-assigned a discrete PAG

classification by an independent observer during Summer 2003. This subsample of

plots was selected randomly from a frame of all plots with a value for the BA factor 20

within the range beginning with the average value and 80% of the maximum. These

plots were used as point overlays to subjectively evaluate the visual pattern of spatial

congruity of their classification with the PAG layer value categories.

RESULTS

Abies Grandis Wet Plant Association Group

The product raster in Figure 21 is the landscape representation of the

approximate ABGR Wet PAG spatial distribution for the study area based on the union

of CLUN and ABGR regeneration probability rasters. Values for the product raster

ranged from 10 to 64 and were reclassified into ten bins as shown. This method
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assumed the product values listed in the frequency distribution of Figure 21 were

proportional to the level of certainty assigned to the PAG classification values. As

expected the spatial distribution of higher certainty values for this PAG closely matched

the pattern of higher classes for the CLIJN probability raster (Figure 6 & 7, Chapter 2).

Figure 22 represents the approximate ABGR Wet PAG spatial distribution for

the study area based on the union ofACGL and ABGR regeneration probability rasters.

The low frequency (47 plots) with which ACGL occurred in the sample was reflected in

the sparse spatial distribution of higher PAG values. Nevertheless, the spatial

distribution across the landscape was similar to the ABGR-CLUN PAG layer (Figure

211).

Pi,t Association Group

Lower Bound = 2
ABGR Model 3

Lower Bound 5
012 4

Figure 21. Approximation of ABGR wet PAG from multiplication of CLLTN and ABGR probability
rasters. Input raster cells with values smaller than the lower bound were excluded from the calculation.
Colored points represent field-classified sampling plots.
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Figure 22. Approximation of ABGR wet PAG from multiplication of ACGL and ABGR probability
rasters. Input raster cells with values smaller than the lower bound were excluded from the calculation.
Colored points represent field-classified sampling plots.

ABGR Wet PAG raster (Figure 23) shows strong consistency between the subjective

field classification with PAG raster values. Very few of the ABGR Wet subjectively

classified plots fell outside of the general distribution represented in the ABGR Wet
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The final ABGR Wet PAG layer, produced by adding the ABGRJCLUN and

ABGRJACGL product rasters, is shown in Figure 23. The frequency distribution of cell

values decreased from a high of 584,137 cells in class one to 2411 cells in class ten.

The area representation of each cell (100 m2) should only be considered an approximate

estimate of the amount of land base for the PAG. The summation of cells for any

particular value category should be viewed as a relative estimate of the certainty to

which the forested land base might be classified as ABGR Wet PAG. Visual inspection

of the point/raster overlay between the PAG classified subsampled plots with the
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PAG raster. There was also some distributional overlap among points field classified as

ABGR Dry with raster cells with ABGR Wet designations. This overlap is consistent

with the second part of Gleason's dissent from the community unit theory, namely that

community types intergrade.

PIt Association Group

Kilometers

0 1 2 6 8

Figure 23. Approximation of ABGR wet PAG from addition of ABGR!ACGL and ABGR'CLUN
product rasters. Colored points represent field-classified sampling plots.

Abies grandis Dry Plant Association Group

The approximate spatial distribution of certainty values for the ABGR Dry PAG

is shown in Figure 24. The difference between this layer and the ABGR Wet PAG

layer was primarily in the high certainty values in the eastern portion of the study area.

However, there was a large amount of overlap in the middle and northwest portions of

the map. The result of subtraction of the ABGR Wet PAG values from the Dry PAG

Class No of CeQs
1 584137
2 261504
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4 238428
5 88209
6 17456
7 11639
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9 4979
10 2411
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Figure 24. Approximation of ABGR Dry PAG from addition of ABGRJCARU, ABGRJBRVU,
ABGRJCAGE, ABGRJSPBE, ABGRILIBO, ABGR1VAME, and ABGRJARCO product rasters. Colored
points represent field-classified sampling plots.

Layer is shown in Figure 25. Subtraction of the Wet PAG layer was necessary to stay

consistent with the Johnson and Simon key (1987), which distinguishes between the

Dry and Wet PAG by the presence of CLUN and ACGL. The fmal ABGR Dry PAG

layer (Figure 25) shows the expected reduction in certainty values in the northwest and

middle portions of the map. High certainty values remained in the eastern and north-

central portions. Another large band of values stretches east-west just south of the

center portion of the map. The overlay of discretely classified plots on the Dry PAG

layer shows their spatial distribution was similar to the spatial distribution of cell values

for the Dry PAG.
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Figure 25. Final ABGR Dry PAG created by subtracting the ABGR Wet PAG layer from the raster
displayed in Figure 24. Colored points represent field-classified sampling plots.

The distribution of the cell value products from the multiplication of the ABGR

Wet with the Dry PAG layer is shown in Figure 26. This study considered the overlap

between PAG layers as intergrade between the two habitat types. Pfister and Arno

(1980) suggested that not all units of land will fit neatly into any classification system

but that if such intergrades are encountered on a local basis they can be recognized and

mapped as such. A considerable amount of area emerged as intergrade between these

two habitat type groups and was concentrated primarily in the west central portion of

the map. The distribution of cell values extended into the northwest and northcentral

sections but were rather irregular and of lower value.
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Figure 26. Intergrade raster created from the multiplication of the ABGRJWet and ABGR/Dry PAG
raster layers. Cell values were reclassified from 1 to 10. Points represent field-classified plots.

Pseudotsuga menziesil Plant Association Group

The raster representing the approximate spatial distribution of certainty values

for the PSME PAG is shown in Figure 27. There was considerable difference between

the pattern of cell values from this PAG raster and both the ABGR Wet and Dry PAG

rasters (Figure 23 and Figure 25, respectively). Higher cell values were primarily

distributed locally in the northeast, southeast, and southwest portions of the study area.
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Figure 27. PSME PAG created from the NPMR model for PSME regeneration and overstory. Colored
points represent field-classified sampling plots.

A thin area of higher probability values extended north-south in the northwest portion

of the map. The point overlay in Figure 27 showed strong spatial congruence of the

PSMIE Wet and Dry classified plots with the pattern of higher probability categories.

The point overlay also revealed several ABGR Dry classified plots falling within areas

with high values of PSME PAG indicating potential intergrade regions.
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Figure 28. Intergrade raster created from the product of ABGR Dry PAG with PSME PAG. Colored
points represent field-classified plots.

The approximate intergrade between the PSME and ABGR Dry PAG's is shown

in Figure 28. The spatial pattern of cell values was similar to the spatial pattern for the

ABGR Dry PAG. Regions of highest intergrade were located in the middle and eastern

portion of the map along with another smaller region near the middle and western

portion.

Ponderosa pine Plant Association Group

The PIPO PAG raster shown in Figure 29 reveals a spatial pattern of cell values

similar to the PSME PAG with the exception of empty cells in the southwestern portion

of the map. Lowest cell values for the PIPO PAG appear to coincide with the highest

values of the ABGR Wet PAG (Figure 23). The point overlay indicated some areas of

high PIPO PAG probability were field classified as belonging the PSME or ABGR Dry

PAG. The few points labeled PIPO coincide well with high PIPO PAG values. The

continuous intergrade between the PSMIE and PIPO PAG rasters is shown in Figure 30.
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Areas of strongest intergrade were located in the northeast, southeast and southwestern

sections of the study area. The middle and northwestern section of the map resulted in

the lowest values of intergrade between the two PAG rasters. It wasn't surprising that

the overlay points in these low intergrade regions were also classified as ABGR Wet.

Ponderosa Pine
Piat Association Groi.

10 182901

Input Matrices
PIPO overstoiy and
P1 P0 regeneration

Figure 29. PIPO PAG created from the NPMR model for Ponderosa pine regeneration and overstory.
Colored points represent field-classified plots.
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Figure 30. Intergrade raster created with the product of the PIPO and PSME PAG rasters. Colored points
represent field classified sampling plots.
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DISCUSSION

This study assumed that certainty in PAG prediction for the product rasters was

proportional to the actual cell values with equal weighting for each ofthe individual

species rasters used for predicting a PAG. The largest cell values potentially hold the

highest certainty since they represent the union of the highest probability values from

the input layers. However, these PAG rasters should be considered quantitative

approximations for the continuous spatial distribution of the plant associations listed in

Johnson and Simon (1987) key. These surfaces ignore the presence of meadows that

were scattered throughout the forested regions of the study area and slopes greater than

30 degrees. Categorical removal of meadow-classified polygons and areas with slopes

greater than 30 degrees will produce a more fractured surface than those displayed

above.

Multiplication of two separate PAG rasters provided the ability to identify areas

that might be considered intergrade between two or more PAG's (Gleason 1926,

Whittaker 1967, Pfister and Arno 1980). A potential intergrade not considered in this

analysis is the product between the ABGR Dry, PSME, and PIPO PAG's. Visual

inspection of these PAG rasters (Figures 25, 27, and 29) revealed that a significant

number of cells would emerge from their union. Another set of potential intergrades

might emerge with the product of ABGR Wet raster with either the PSMB or PIPO

PAG rasters. It is likely that the ABGR Wet/PIPO intergrade would contain fewer

high-value cells than any other considered above. Intergrade rasters represent the

product of two separate PAG's utilizing the full range of values. Future intergrade

analysis might utilize setting limits on the range of values to include in the raster

multiplication. This would essentially reduce the amount of area that could be

designated as intergrade.

The NPMR probability modeling system for individual plant species and

subsequent PAG analysis described in this study provides a potential tool for studying

forest succession. With each cell area of a landscape having a list of probability values

for each species of vegetation, changes in probability values with time and development

of forested, and for that matter, unforested areas, can be calculated. Of course this
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implies subsequent species inventories be conducted from established sampling plots

and models rebuilt with the same variables. Difference rasters among inventories for

individual species, and PAG, might be the primary tool for quantifying and evaluating

the relative magnitude of vegetation change through time.

This type of vegetation change analysis can be conducted at various spatial

scales from the stand level to the watershed scale characteristic of this study. Stand-

level analyses might be accomplished by including only the plots located within

individual sets of stands. Reliability of NPMR estimates increases with increased

sampling and therefore intra-stand plot density would need to be increased over the

density established by this study. Nevertheless, analysis of changes in continuous

probability surfaces would allow ecologists and resource planners to quantify and

follow trends in species composition through time at various scales. Such time-series

analyses might serve as a working model of approximate forest succession.

The temporal NPMR-PAG analysis might also provide a means of correlating

spatial changes in vegetation composition with further increases in atmospheric CO2

composition and consequent increases in average annual, maximum, or minimum

temperature. The current consensus is that global warming will affect the

ecophysiological processes of plant systems (Leitonen et al., 1997; Thomley et al.,

1997; Wayne et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 2000) leading to complex ecological interactions.

For instance, shifts in the distribution of plant species have repeatedly been predicted or

reported as direct or indirect consequences of such ecophysiological changes, most of

these investigations demonstrated the advance of thermophilic species and the retreat of

cryophilic taxa (Shaw et al., 2000; Hilbert et al., 2000). Similarly, Sanz-Elorza et al

(2003) quantified the advance of shrub species towards higher altitudes in the Spanish

Central Range in the Iberian Peninsula over the last three decades. If annual

temperatures do indeed increase as predicted the spatial distribution of probability

values for species of vegetation indicative of lower elevation areas would show

increases at higher elevations of the study area. One hypothetical change in species

distribution might be the increase in spatial extent of higher probability values for

ponderosa pine while the spatial extent of Clintonia unflora decreases.
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The PAG layers also provide a tool for correlating and predicting wild ungulate

movement patterns, predicting future locations, and quantifying carrying capacity.

Correlations of spatially-explicit point data for animal relocations, aerial counts and

other wildlife-related monitoring information with each PAG layer might provide

insight into wildlife-habitat relationships within the study area. This type of analysis

need not be limited to just the PAG layers created from the NPMR models and the

Johnson and Simon key. Any single or set of vegetation species shown to be correlated

with observations would be valuable (Daubenmire 1976). Correlations of PAG layers

with biomass and nutritional assay data might also help identify areas of important

nutritional value for wildlife. Integration of dietary selection and nutritional content

(Cook 2003) studies with the GIS PAG layers or important vegetation species would

provide a spatially-explicit, quantitative basis for estimating ungulate carrying capacity

(Riggs 2003 unpublished manuscript).

Spatial scale considerations addressed by Wisdom (2004 unpublished

manuscript) in regard to integration of resource selection and nutritional studies of elk

on the study area can now move from the decision of spatial grain selection to a method

of integrating the continuous PAG layers with the Coe (2003) and Cook (2003)

investigations. The Coe (2003) study will attempt to validate spring-fall elk resource

selection models derived from 30 m pixel data depicting the Starky Experimental Forest

and Range (Johnson et al. 2000) to the finer-grained 10 m pixel size available for the

study area. The Cook (2003) study is designed to assess the nutritional value of forage

consumed by elk in a variety of common habitats during spring and summer, and to

relate these results to the resource selection results from the Coe (2003) study. The

integration of results from the two studies would allow elk scientists to understand, for

the first time, the nutritional benefits derived by elk in relation to the landscape choices

made by the species. Wisdom (2003 unpublished manuscript), argued that any one elk

grazing pen, used for the dietary and nutritional study, will contain multiple habitat

types rather one or a dominant type. With incorporation of the GIS PAG rasters or

individual species rasters, each 10 m pixel within any one grazing pen can now be

perceived as containing a multi-ratio list of habitat types or vegetation species. The



prediction space need not be limited to a grain size equal to the extent of the grazing

pen, rather, it can now be consistent at the 10 m pixel size. This effectively will

eliminate the need for inference of the resource selection estimates derived by Coe

(2003) to be generalized to a spatial grain equal to the pen size.
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR

UNDERSTORY VEGETATION USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION

INTRODUCTION

The idea that knowledge of current forest conditions and growth dynamics can

be used to predict future forest conditions is reflected in the United States Department

of Agriculture's (USDA) Forest Service's Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) (Dixon

2002). The computational core of FVS is based on the individual-tree, distant-

independent Prognosis Model for Stand Development growth simulator developed for

forests of the Inland Empire (Stage 1973). FVS is actually semi-distant-independent

because certain parts of the model localize competition and site variables to a point

basis within a stand (Dixon 2002). The framework of the Prognosis Model has been

used to develop variants for 21 forested regions in the United States and Canada. These

variants give forest managers across the country regionally specific tools for projecting

the effects of various silvicultural treatments on stand development, growth, and yield

(Teck et al. 1996). FVS integrates knowledge about tree growth in response to natural

succession, imposed disturbances, and proposed management actions in addition to

producing simulations and reports useful to resource managers.

The FVS architecture accommodates development of modules that extend the

program's projection capabilities beyond mere volumes of merchantable timber

sequences. For example the COVER extension (Moeur 1985) models the development

of tree crowns and understory shrub vegetation following stand initiation and various

silviculture actions. The understory portion of COVER includes models that predict

probability of occurrence, height, and cover of 30 individual shrub species between

three and 40 years following stand disturbance.

Predictions for the probability that any shrub cover exists, given the described

stand conditions, are computed from a logistic regression model developed by Laursen

(1984). The prediction values express the proportion of 1/300 acre plots on which

shrub cover is expected to be greater than zero. Multiple logistic regression equations

for probability of occurrence for the individual species were taken from Scharosch

(1984). These equations used many of the same continuous and categorical variables as
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Laursen (1984). Forest understory data used to develop the logistic regression

equations come from measurements on 10,000 plots located in 500 stands in Douglas-

fir; subalpine fir, grand fir, cedar, and hemlock dominated forest ecosystems.

Moeur (1985) described how information produced by the cover extension can

be used in a broader resource planning context such as wildlife habitat applications,

effects on watersheds from vegetation changes, and successional modeling. She points

out, however, that the understory models comprising COVER are specific to a limited

number of species and conditions prevalent in the Northern Rocky Mountains during

the time period in which measurements were taken. She concludes that COVER is a

general system that can incorporate new relationships as data on species from other

areas and habitat types become available. There is currently only one COVER

extension that was constructed with models built from understory data collected in north

Idaho.

Since models comprising COVER are parameterized with data collected in

forests of the Northern Rocky Mountains the applicability of results to areas outside of

this region can be expected to be less than reliable. Moreover, the extension computes

statistics for a limited number of shrubs (26) and species grouped as ferns, Carex, and

other shrubs. FVS variants for tree growth and yield have been developed for 21

forested regions across the United States but the development of corresponding COVER

extensions with models parameterized for these regions has not kept pace. The COVER

extension is integrated with nine other FVS variants but it has not been calibrated for

any of them Qersonal communication, Forest Management Service Center). Therefore

new predictive models must be developed that are capable of producing reliable

estimates of understory vegetation composition in regionally specific areas and for a

larger number of species.

The purpose of this study was to develop probability ofoccurrence equations

using logistic regression for forest understory species on an industrially managed forest

landscape in Northeast Oregon. These predictive models are intended for integration

with the Blue Mountains variant of FVS, which encompasses the study area. The goal

of the integration is to build the capability to simulate forest understory development in



ize class Dlii-! inches: Sapling = 0.5-4.99, Pole = 5.0-8.99, Small Saw = 9.0-15.99. Saw = 16.0 +
Stocking Density: Light = 10-35.9%, Med = 36.0-55 9%, Heavy = 56.0-100%

inaccurate or vary for any one sampling plot within a stand. Furthermore, the analysis

of this study is based on the conditions measured at each plot rather than the stand.
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concert with that for coniferous overstories as a function of various forest-management

strategies. The specific objective was:

Objective 9) Use Logistic Regression (LR) to build probability of occurrence models

for individual plant species

METHODS

Sampling Strategy

A stratified random sampling strategy based on four potential natural vegetation

(PNV) forest types and three stocking densities nested within four timber size class

designations was used to select BCC forest stands for sampling. Details of this

stratification are presented as a matrix in Table 20. The four general stand size class

and stocking categories were taken directly from the BCC stands GIS coverage. BCC

foresters update stand information records with occular estimates of stocking and size

class categories following harvest events. The database contained no description of a

decision system for classification labeling of stands with mixed stocking and size

classes that were more frequently encountered during sampling than the uniformity

suggested by the database. The classification system was often found to be

Table 20. Stratification Matrix used to select forested stands to be sampled

Stand Tree Size and Density Classification
Sapling Pole Small-Saw Saw

Potential
Vegetation

Classification
Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy Light Med Heavy

Abies grandis Wet
Abies grandis Dry
Dougfir
Ponderosa pine
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Therefore, the number of stands that were sampled according to each classfication cell

in Table 2 would be inaccurate, misleading, and were therefore not entered into the

table.

The four PNV categories were developed by Kelly et al. (in press). Kelly used a

Classification Tree model based on two separate vegetation data sources, topographic

variables derived from a 10 m digital elevation model, and a 1:500,000 scale GIS layer

containing soil categories. A total of 1249 known PNV points representing 39 plant

associations were used as input to the CT model. Overall classification accuracy for

specific types, goups, and series with models varied from poor to very good.

Nevertheless, the CT model assembled using National Forest data was applied to the

BCC study area to produce a PNV layer. Although prediction accuracy of the CT

model as applied to the BCC study area is unknown, the PNV layer was used as the

stratification information since the analysis structure incorporated slope, aspect, and

elevation among other variables that can influence species composition. Furthermore,

this information layer is perhaps the best available tool by which the variation in

vegetation composition across the study area could be partitioned.

Both the PNV and BCC stands layer cover the full extent of the study area and

the categorical criteria from each cell of the 4 by 12 stratification matrix was used to

randomly select four forested stands from the BCC stands layer. Some matrix cells

contained less than four stands because there was less than four meeting a particular

cell's category combination in the BCC stands layer. This process resulted in a total of

158 stands for potential sampling. Another BCC GIS database containing information

for stands harvested between 1995 and 2000 was used to select additional stands for

sampling. The same randomization described above produced 93 stands for potential

sampling.

Four points were randomly placed in each stand using ESRI Arcview sofiware.

Many forested areas identified as individual stands vary considerably in tree size and

spacing as a result of various types and intensities of timber harvest. Therefore, the

number of plots per stand was chosen with the goal to gather enough information to

capture the variation in understory composition and abundance at a particular location



while maintaining a high number of stands necessary to capture variation across the

landscape.

Field Sampling

The study area was divided into 21 separate regions. Sampling occurred in a

randomly selected region each day during the sampling period. Points were field

located using Trimble GeoExplorer® GPS units. This process resulted in a total of 610

plots sampled between 20 June and 19 August, 2002.

Shrubs were identified to the species level and a count of the number of

individuals for each species was perfonned in a four meter radius plot (50.26 m2, 0.0 12

acre,). For the shrub species Linnaea borealis percent cover was estimated in the plot.

Percent cover was estimated for each grass and forb growing in a nested, two-meter

radius plot and identified to the species level when possible.

Height, diameter at breast height (DBH), live crown ratio (LCR), distance, and

direction were recorded for all trees occurring within four meters of the plot center.

Trees greater than 1 meter and up to 4 meters in height were recorded as saplings and

those less than 1 meter as seedlings. Planted seedlings were not encountered during

sampling. Height and LCR were estimated using a clinometer.

For plots with low tree densities these measurements were also recorded for

trees with distances greater than four meters from plot center in a circular pattern. This

technique for gathering tree information was used to collect information on tree size and

spacing from plot center as a measure of resource competition (Riegal 1989). Trees

were tallied from plot center with a cruise angle using basal area factors five, ten,

twenty, and forty. Slope angle of the greater plot area was measured with a clinometer;

aspect was determined with a compass. The UTM coordinates of each plot center were

obtained using Trimble GeoExplorer Ill® GPS units and later differentially corrected

using Pathfinder Office® software. Percent canopy cover was measured with a

moosehorn coverscope at each plot center and two meters from center in each cardinal

direction.
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This study design did not take into account the effects of herbivory or fire

history. The study area is grazed by deer, elk, and domestic ungulates and fire is

suppressed. The variation in the data that might hypothetically be traced to one or other

of these factors, their interactions, or their interactions with timber harvest and stand

growth, can not be evaluated here.

Predictor Variables

Elevation, Slope, Aspect

Sampled elevation ranged from approximately 900 to 1330 m asl. Elevation

values for each plot were obtained from the 10 m DEM cells that contained each plot.

Slope values were obtained using a clinometer by sighting five meters upslope from

plot center, a vertical transit marked at eye level, that was held at five meters downslope

from plot center. Slope values represent degrees from horizontal and range from 0 to 30

degrees. For unsampled areas slope values were obtained using a slope raster layer

derived from the 10 m DEM created with the surface analysis slope function in

ArcGIS® Spatial Analyst.

Aspect of slope values for each plot were obtained with a compass. Sine and

Cosine of aspect in addition to the interaction of these two variables with Slope were

also used as predictor variables

Canopy cover

Canopy cover was estimated using a moosehom coverscope with a 100 angle-of-

view. The moosehom has a 5 X 5 line matrix etched in the glass covering on one end of

a sighting tube 21.6 cm long that observers look through and count the number of line

intersections obscured by forest canopy. Each of the 5 counts were divided by 25 and

then averaged for an estimate of percent canopy cover for the plot.



SDI- BA

QMD°395 * 0.005454*101.605 Equation 5

where BA is basal area and QMD is diameter of tree of average basal area or quadratic

mean diameter.

Time Since Disturbance

This was the only categorical variable used in the modeling process and was

created by intersecting each of the sampling plots with BCC harvest activity GIS layers.

Information from the existing BCC GIS information includes years ranging from 1996

to 2001. Harvest records from 1982 to 1995 were digitized from archive information

consisting of hand-drawn maps of harvest boundaries and brief harvest prescriptions.

Nine categories of time since disturbance (TSD) were created by grouping two

categories of harvest type (clearcut, selective cut) with four categories of time since

disturbance with the reference year as 2002. Type of harvest is often ambiguous and

was unknown prior to 1982 therefore the ninth category includes all plots containing no

harvest information but containing mid-seral and older trees. Neither herbicide nor fire

disturbance agents were operative on any of the sites in the design, and that no site-

specific quantification or indexing of herbivory regime was conducted or practical.
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Basal Area and Stand Density Index

Basal area per acre was estimated with 4 BA factors (5,10, 20, 40) using an

angle gauge and then multiplying the separate tree tallies by the respective BA factor

value. BA factor 10 was used for this analysis because larger BA factor tallies had

higher frequencies of plots with BA values ofzero and BA factor 5 tallies included

distant trees considered to have little influence on the plot.

Stand Density Index (SDI) for each plot was calculated from basal area factor 10

estimates and quadratic mean diameter of measured trees using equation 5 below:



Table 21. Years since harvest and harvest type designations for the categorical predictor variable
Time Since Disturbance

The TSD predictor variable is considered a space-for-time substitution (SFT)

that assumes a homology between sequences of spatial zones and temporal sequences

(Drury and Nisbet 1973). Strayer et al. (1986) state that SFT substitutions in general

assume that "important events and processes are independent of space and time."

Although these assumptions are often invalid (McCune and Allen 1985) and in the

absence of landscape-level long-term monitoring information, a SFT analytical

approach is the best alternative for creating a stand age gradient.

Average Tree Distance and Height

The average distance of the four trees closest to plot center was assumed to

serve as an indice to the amount of competition for water and nutrients at each plot

(Riegel et al. 1989). The number of trees included in the average was limited to four in

order to avoid potential bias because the total number of trees measured varied among

plots. A maximum average tree distance value of 10 m was assigned to plots in

clearcuts.

The average height of all trees measured at a plot was included in the model

selection process as a potential indice of available sunlight and plot developmental

stage. Values for average height ranged from 0, for plots with no trees, to 40.5 meters.

Quadratic Mean Diameter
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Quadratic mean diameter (QMD) is also a potential indice to the developmental

Category
Number Harvest Type

Years Since
Harvest

Number
of Plots

1 clearcut 1 to 2 20
2 selective cut 1 to 2 104
3 clearcut 3 to 5 32
4 selective cut 3 to 5 190
5 clearcut 6 to 10 28
6 selective cut 6 to 10 95
7 clearcut 11 to 18 16
8 selective cut 11 to 18 33
9 unknown over 18 96
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stage of trees near plot center with higher values representing larger and older age trees.

Values for QMD were calculated as the square root of the average squared diameter of

all trees measured at a particular plot.

Habitat Type

Four habitat type or Plant Association Group (PAG) information layers were

used as continuous predictor variables and they included grand fir wet and dry, Douglas

fir, and Ponderosa pine. The four PAG layers were created by combining GIS

probability rasters for the indicator species of each PAG. The GIS probability rasters

for each indicator species were created with the application ofNon-Parametric

Multiplicative Regression (NPMR) models. These NPMR models were built from a set

of predictor variables that a representative GIS raster layer was available (see Chapters

2 and 3).

Analysis

Logistic Regression

FQrward stepwise selection was used to determine the set of variables significant

at predicting probability of occurrence for each species. Model building operations

were carried out using STATISTICA software (StatSofl 2003). The Forward stepwise

option, at each step, simultaneously considers the addition or removal of a variable

based on specifications of the p-value settings to enter and remove.

In forward stepwise selection, the score statistic is used to select new

(significant) effects; while the Wald statistic is used during backward steps. The score

statistic uses the derivative (slope) of the log-likelihood function evaluated at the null

hypothesis value of the parameter (parameter = 0.0). While this test is not as accurate as

explicit likelihood-ratio test statistics based on the ratio of the likelihood of the model

that includes the parameter of interest, over the likelihood of the model that does not, its

computation is usually much faster (StatSoft 2003). It is therefore the preferred method

for evaluating the statistical significance of parameter estimates in stepwise model
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building methods. The Wald statistic is the squared quotient of the parameter estimate

and its standard error. It is a test of significance of the regression coefficient and is

based on the asymptotic normality property of maximum likelihood estimates. The

Wald statistic is approximately a chi-square statistic with one degree of freedom. The

likelihood ratio statistic and its corresponding Wald statistic give approximately the

same value in large samples.

The p-value to enter was set at 0.1 and to remove at 0.2. A a-value of 0.1 was

used to guard against type II errors, that is, failing to detect an effect when one indeed

exists. Preliminary model building demonstrated that using a lower a-value resulted in

many species with only one significant predictor variable, therefore, a higher a-value

was selected to balance over and under fitting. The a-value to remove was set higher to

retain predictor variables determined significant at a previous step. Separate intercepts

models were developed for those species with TSD significant.

The useof LR assumes a sigmoid response of predictor variables to binary

outcome data. This study relied on the entry of a variable into the model as indication

of agreement with the assumption. Subsequent study will examine the response of each

species, recognized as important for wild ungulate forage, with each predictor variable

to refine the models constructed from this study. With respect to the assumption of
homogeneity of variance there is no explicit variance parameter in the logistic

regression model because the Bernoulli model automatically specifies a relationship

between the mean and the variance.

The Predictive power of each model was assessed by calculating the

Log1oBayesFactor using equation 3 and 4 from Chapter 2. Predictive power of LR is

low when the presence/absence ratio is both small and large. In fact, when the

Log1oBayesFactors are plotted as a function of the presence/absence ratio for an ideal

data set an inverted U shape power function is produced. In other words, on average,

the predictive power for both common and rare species is low but highest for species

with a presence/absence ratio of 0.5. Therefore, LR models were not constructed for

species with less than 40 occurrences. A second order polynomial regression was fit to

the Log ioBayes Factors plotted as a function of each species average frequency of
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occurrence to determine the shape of the power function for this data set.

Some of the predictor variables used in this analysis are correlated with one or

more other predictor variables. The impact of this collinearity on "least squares" is very

serious if primary interest is in regression coefficients or if the purpose is to identify

important and specific combinations of variables in the process. Estimates of regression

coefficients can differ in value and sign from the parameters they are estimating when

there is collinearity among predictors. The primary reduction in model quality is

manifested in the regression analysis providing little indication of the relative

importance of the independent variables (Rawlings et al. 1998). These cautions can

also be applied to LR parameter coefficient estimates. These authors state however,

that the use of the regression equation for prediction is not seriously affected by

collinearity as long as the correlational structure observed in the sample persists in the

prediction populations and prediction is carefully restricted to the sample X-space.

Prediction to a system where the observed correlation structure is not maintained or for

points outside the sample space can be very misleading. Bivariate relationships for a set

of the most correlated predictor variables are displayed graphically in Appendix G. As

expected basal area and stand density index predictors were highly correlated.

Similarly, quadratic mean diameter and average height were also highly correlated

which agrees with the expected relationship between these tree components.



RESULTS

The number of

predictor variables per model

for all species ranged from

two to nine and averaged 5.3.

Figure 31 shows the frequency

histogram for the number of

variables among all models.

The final models for the 70

most frequently occurring

grass, forb, and shrub

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Variables

Figure 31. Frequency distribution for the number of variables in the
77 Logistic Regression models.
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species are listed in Table 22. Conifer regeneration models are listed in Table 23. The

left-most column in the two tables contain labels for the naïve estimate, the Log1 oBayes

Factor value produced by the model, and the codes used for each of the 17 predictor

variables. Values for parameter coefficients in the table are aligned horizontally from

the predictor variable label. Models with separate intercepts were produced for species

with TSD significant and are represented by eight indicator subcategory labels. The

model represented by the ninth subcategory contains each of its predictor variables and

excludes a label for TSD, that is, each of the eight indicator variables for TSD are

multiplied by zero.

Variation in Log10Bayes Factor values produced by all of the models ranged

from 2.4 for Festuca occidentalis to 52.6 for Smilacena stellata and averaged 18.9. The

frequency histogram (Figure 32) for these values was skewed to the right with values

between 10 and 15 occurring with highest frequency.

The second order polynomial function of the LR models is shown in Figure 33.

Although variation in the data was high this function shows that the average predictive

power of the LR models was low for uncommon species, increased to a maximum for

species with a presence absence ratio of 0.5, and then decreased for common species.
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Figure 33. Relative performance curve produced by plotting the Log 1oBayesFactors from
the 70 LR models against their average frequency ofoccurrence in the data set.



Table 22. Logistic Regression models for the 70 most frequently occurring grasses, forbs, and shrubs. Each model is accompanied by its average
frequency of occuirence (Naïve estimate), Log1oBayesFactor value, and list of parameter coefficients.

CosAsp = cosine of aspect, SiuAsp = sine of aspect, CosAspXSlope=interaction between cosine ofaspect and slope,
CanCov=canopy cover, BA1O=basal area factor 10, SDI1O=stand density index, AvgDis=average distance, AvgHt = average
height, QMD = quadratic mean diameter, PipoHT=Ponderosa pine habitat type, PsmeHT = Douglas fir habitat type,
AbgrWetHT=grand fir wet habitat type, AbgrDryHT=grand fir dry habitat type, TSD1-8 = Time since disturbance.

SYMPH. Spp. ROSGYM SPIBET FRAVES ANEPIP THAOCC CALRUB ACHMIL
Naïve estimate 0.8032787 0.7344262 0.7262295 0.6672131 0.5655738 0.5278689 0.5 196721 0.508 1967
Log10BayesFactor 9.1795494 7.4899082 25.777276 14.9784428 26.3580646 49.5583886 24.4898108 33.7457968
Intercept 6.028 1677 -4.6657443
Elevation -0.0043877 -0.0016856 0.0013549 0.0039294 -0.0015381
Slope 0.0577453 0.0487927
CosAsp 0.3271103 0.4977925
SinAsp 0.3551089 0.3310005 0.4587945
CosAspXSlop -0.088142 0.0417169 0.0255406 0.0299344 -0.0297065 -0.0295779
SineAspXSlop 0.0213644
CanCov 0.0104398 -0.01 19831 -0.0072571
BA1O 0.0084749 -0.0264145
SDI1O -0.0016567 0.0101474
AvgDis 0.167582
Avgllt
QMD
PipoHT 0.1543131 0.1583077 -0.1969776 -0.1745615 -0.256891 0.1021977 0.2272022
PsmeHT 0.1064831 0.3472609 0.2468155
AbgrWetllT 0.2660884 -0.1092897
AbgrDryllT 0.1901898 0.0768676 0.2420204 0.2623951
TSD1 -0.0429848 -0.3506632 -1.3190689
TSD2 0.6413497 0.6999222 0.3315145
TSD4 -0.0090411 -0.8383823 -0.2187292
TSD5 0.2388708 -0.3484072 0.4560833
TSD6 -0.4846624 -0.6663725 -0.1410928
TSD7 0.1007445 0.5916197 0.3551137
TSD8 -0.9295183 0.9421899 -0.7203881



Table 22. Continued...

AMEALN VACMEM ARNICA CARGEY FRAVIR HIEALBIF OSMCHI SMISTE
Naïve estimate 0.4934426 0.4459016 0.4344262 0.4245902 0.4213115 0.4163934 0.404918 0.352459
Log1oBayesFactor 6.0181386 25.4716836 29.979292 41.724255 36.1593324 21.1115306 21.9785885 52.6509495
Intercept -3.4333632 -1.2519411 -0.9730299 -0.3057288
Elevation 0.0003812 -0.0013 178
Slope -0.1001527 0.0460783
CosAsp 0.3657466 -0.3 192338
SinAsp
CosAspXSlop 0.0460099
SineAspXSlop 0.0280226
CanCov -0.009088 -0.0 198834 0.0148771
BA1O 0.003095 0.0071756 0.0145628
SDI 10 -0.0016893 0.0028 67 -0.005 0208
AvgDis -0.088936 1 -0.2456444
AvgHt 0.0783558 0.0440044 -0.02684
QMD
PipoHT 0.2863621 0.343248 -0.1421503 -0.1855189 -0.1312858
PsmeHT 0.2152133 0.2209739 -0.1307911 -0.3910517
AbgrWetHT 0.1630289 -0.4875946 -0.2889526 0.4549298
AbgrDryllT 0.2153018 0.1180339 0.2031942 0.194722 0.1603135 0.0776605 -0.1981906
TSD1 -0.4807386 0.2042704 0.2676829 0.7230633
TSD2 -0.4469778 0.4206257 0.8074368 0.0079537
TSD4 0.3735026 -0.8 198979 -0.5525024 -0.0037747
TSD5 0.2997737 -0.1226396 0.3848449 -0.6797921
TSD6 -0.1832291 -0.7967895 0.5591497 0.0136388
TSD7 0.0727487 0.5930085 -0.5005484 -0.0122186
TSD8 0.4174648 0.0666613 -0.5889881 1.1561 134



Table 22. Continued...

VIOLA ADEBIC THEMON LINBOR BERREP LATNEV RIB VIS HOLDIS
Naïve estimate 0.34754 1 0.3229508 0.3098361 0.2786885 0.2754098 0.2688525 0.2278689 0.2278689
Log1oBayesFactor 15.3236229 39.2820844 46.5879456 52.5287065 23.534965 24.11648 12.3809548 23.99925 14
Intercept -8.5972586 1.4700336
Elevation -0.0010845 0.0077911 -0.0024515 -0.0009534 0.0007337 -0.0010775
Slope 0.0595623
CosAsp 0.3894693 0.5029088
SinAsp 0.68258 18
CosAspXSlop 0.0348838 -0.0765432 0.02824 14
SineAspXSlop -0.0283 892
CanCov 0.008643 -0.0101489
BA1O 0.0072134
SDI1O
AvgDis -0.2433812
AvgHt 0.0293055 -0.0423204 0.0574035 0.08965
QMD -0.0497676 -0.0349992 -0.0334006 0.0 17723
PipoHT -0.3392964 -0.2065809 -0.3755153 -0.1218218
PsmeHT -0.2511499 -0.2405736 -0.1960624 0.172571 0.1284182 -0.4489894
AbgrWetllT 0.1092054 0.1124253 -0.118432 0.2685001 0.2258214
AbgrDryllT 0.1365299 0.189597 0.1859042 -0.3684602 -0.0760433 -0.1635049
TSD 1 0.2930654 -0.5290466 -3.6721838 0.8364415 0.5900585 -0.5882902
TSD2 -0.74787 0.246735 0.0643764 -0.4764236 -0.32106 0.0825686
TSD4 0.5637286 1.0605869 0.3294986 -2.0390148 0.7707385 -1.551657
TSD5 -0.196427 0.3104313 1.1511678 -0.0508392 -0.34418 -0.4366795
TSD6 -0.102898 -0.8588977 -0.2574229 0.1383892 0.3726619 1.0442545
TSD7 0.4407134 0.0088919 1.0971386 0.0656968 -0.3807948 0.0721782
TSD8 0.2922746 -1.3076738 0.3960935 0.359813 -0.4852587 0.3063722



Table 22. Continued...

STIPA TRILON GALTRI PACMYR FESOCC CEAVEL ELYGLA HIEALRT
Naïve estimate 0.2245902 0.2032787 0.2 0.1934426 0.1885246 0.1819672 0.1770492 0.1721311
Log10BayesFactor 11.9957703 11.282001 15.6393269 19.5747675 2.4410011 16.2864912 10.9797218 12.4352949
Intercept -5.1585197 -2.7747097
Elevation -0.0040591 -0.0021422 -0.0008404 0.0026649 -0.0006763
Slope -0.0380629 0.0436658 0.0506852 0.0447153 -0.0430445
CosAsp 0.4197625 -0.654655
SinAsp -0.7873984
CosAspXSlop 0.0786572
SineAspXSlop 0.0873935
CanCov -0.0 164354 -0.0 145055
BA1O 0.0049675 -0.0104739
SDI1O
AvgDis 0.1738199
AvgHt -0.0380218 0.0445087
QMD -0.0115616
PipoHT -0.1421455 -0.222628 -0.1625108 0.3176738
PsmeHT 0.1189673 -0.2486636 -0.2714778 -0.1587034
AbgrWetHT
AbgrDryllT 0.1141598 0.1598154
TSD1 -37.0338936 -0.8167585 1.0958135 -0.736134 0.0983807 -0.8562061
TSD2 4.828002 0.7930867 0.3476062 -0.7758166 -0.5895253 0.0613682
TSD4 4.7669716 0.3043478 0.2811287 0.9118133 -0.071256 0.8136531
TSD5 5.0055857 -0.2920796 -0.2951009 -0.3022328 -0.7917989 0.2546606
TSD6 5.0074997 0.5887543 -0.0362959 0.4668409 0.8943159 -0.3296198
TSD7 4.6221061 0.3736188 -0.6966612 -0.0186499 -0.4588378 0.5973393
TSD8 4.1859684 0.0130947 0.3958578 1.2167799 1.0432775 -0.6646529



Table 22. Continued...

RUBPAR ANAMAR PEDRAC GALAPA BROVUL CYNOFF CH1UMB LONUTA
Naïve estimate 0.1721311 0.1688525 0.1639344 0.1639344 0.1639344 0.1606557 0.157377 0.1557377
Log10BayesFactor 27.094741 26.0882313 28.9404976 21.1244287 24.9386296 15.7918843 24.98341 24.190875
Intercept -0.9136273 5.212615 -12.8674831
Elevation -0.0039089 -0.0018585 0.0078005 -0.0012274
Slope 0.0402034 0.0395323 -0.0574916
CosAsp 0.944843
SinAsp
CosAspXSlop 0.0381905 -0.0793281 0.0357106
SineAspXSlop 0.0344444 0.0371781
CanCov -0.0178468 -0.007573 8 -0.0069926
BAIO 0.0069787 0.004738
SDI1O 0.0024678 0.00358 1
AvgDis
AvgHt -0.070399 1 -0.1105655 0.0967356 -0.029424 0.0938872
QMD -0.048587 -0.0327218
PipoHT -0.4511304 -0.3416232 -0.1612745 -0.1477866 -0.1848396
PsmeHT -0.6604769 -0.2749519 -0.2529487 -0.2890374
AbgrWetHT 0.1958776 0.2469519 0.19539 0.3925397 0.1383385 0.2283535
AbgrDryHT -0.1729548 0.1209387
TSD1 0.6204974 0.0147076 -1.7600622 0.6345606 0.3856347
TSD2 -0.2709963 -0.6088109 0.801451 -0.5680925 0.6296236
TSD4 0.5425174 1.4608305 0.2351002 0.9405931 0.8763306
TSD5 -0.8010494 -0.1892697 -0.0106735 -0.4952723 -0.2309873
TSD6 0.6122084 0.9025495 0.4140166 0.5234109 0.145199
TSD7 -0.0733256 -0.1164263 -0.2453302 -0.0236197 -0.6056122
TSD8 0.813989 -0.5470859 0.5117338 0.6197531 -0.5069699



Table 22. Continued...

SALIX LONCIL POTGRA CARCON TRIO VA MELICA CLIUM HYPPER
Naïve estimate 0.1491803 0.1491803 0.142623 0.142623 0.1409836 0.1393443 0.1344262 0.1295082
Log10BayesFactor 19.138444 15.3304161 25.2808738 3.9991124 9.9769614 6.5477146 32.9743042 13.1909665
Intercept -3.0475621 - 1.4284364 - 1.4797163 -2.2703805
Elevation -0.0008161 -0.0032822
Slope 0.0342813 -0.1006107 0.0084894
CosAsp -0.4318723
SinAsp 0.4977334
CosAspXSlop
SineAspXSlop 0.0451297 -0.0405905 0.0312949
CanCov 0.0092151 0.0103334 -0.0169061
BA1O -0.0479092 -0.0093545 0.0031968 0.005632
SDI1O 0.017541 -0.0022686
AvgDis -0.1593394
AvgHt -0.1024277
QMD -0.0215296 0.0285859
PipoHT -0.0792615 0.3566016 -0.1659935 -0.2509033 -0.2278958 0.1183613
PsmeHT 0.1850044 0.1762253 -0.3320848
AbgrWetHT 0.2986695 0.6338659
AbgrDryHT -0.2317456 0.1272418 -0.2105988
TSD1 0.7948787 -1.2743841 1.4425106 0.2219328
TSD2 -0.8389059 0.70381 19 -0.5827149 -1.5013435
TSD4 -0.8990654 0.1352643 -0.1044725 -0.2884124
TSD5 -0.7126886 0.228764 -0.3906783 -0.649706
TSD6 0.5419601 -0.7857012 0.0876418 0.8659613
TSD7 0.2935293 -0.894404 1 -0.2505443 0.063536 1
TSD8 -0.5096737 1.0658433 0.3247361 1.5345446



Table 22. Continued...

CIRSIUM TARAX LUPCAU LUPSER PHYMAL ASTCAN AREMAC VICTET
Naïve estimate 0.1278689 0.1229508 0.1180328 0.1147541 0.1147541 0.1114754 0.1114754 0.0983607
Log 1oBayesFactor 12.7716283 8.7927468 6.967872 1 25.4297412 3 1.6668809 10.2009903 6.0615434 8.1590377
Intercept -4.5165992 -3.767080 1 -0.7706383
Elevation -0.00 16915 -0.0139635 -0.0008983
Slope -0.1047367 -0.0826018 0.0462633
CosAsp 0.3808234 -1.0270422
SinAsp
CosAspXSlop -0.0944092 0.1616184
SineAspXSlop 0.0487657
CanCov -0.0243096 -0.020952 -0.01 17821 -0.0098896 0.0121296
BA 10 -0.0354028 -0.0091125 -0.0052775 0.0261986 -0.0102417
SDI 10 0.0137012 -0.0120079
AvgDis -0.2778975
Avgllt -0. 1362878 0.0696866
QMD 0.0662635 0.0226341 -0.0287647
PipoHT -0. 196573 1 0.4786393
PsmeHT 0.4285652 -0.2465159 0.1306687 -0.4219452
AbgrWetllT -0. 1402 183 -0.3826314 0.1792917 0.2601557
AbgrDryHT 0.3833143
TSD 1 0.0928516 -0.6590033 -0.2677521 -110.8927689 -0.3496957
TSD2 0.0014734 -0.2125534 -0.0223383 14.285553 0.3116048
TSD4 1.5572908 -1.1788768 -1.1048613 12.883995 1 0.8 126952
TSD5 -0.1060133 -0.6445551 -0.0744285 13.0777473 0.850 194
TSD6 -0.4494493 0.8448358 0.344595 1 14.8043537 -0. 19 19807
TSD7 -0.2361388 0.5386717 0.2413666 14 .3 879452 0.3120109
TSD8 -0.2090607 1.0562625 -0.2085525 14.55 12924 1. 1903861



Table 22. Continued...

BROCOM LATHBIJ AQUFOR CASM1N ARCUVA RIBLAC PTEAQU SORSCO
Naïve estimate 0.0983607 0.095082 0.0885246 0.0885246 0.0852459 0.0852459 0.0836066 0.0836066
Log10BayesFactor 6.1334305 13.5464298 11.4803976 12.2318541 21.6806091 13.7921004 13.3746395 11.2000441
Intercept -0.5577462 -11.1850805 -6.4817405 -11.5512934
Elevation -0.0022258 0.0098616 0.0044504 0.0070499
Slope -0.1886631 0.0853452 0.0495311
CosAsp -0.5024796
SinAsp
CosAspXSlop 0.0399936
SineAspXSlop 0.0642963
CanCov -0.008491 -0.0 175962
BA1O -0.0116916 0.0046182
SDI1O -0.0040155
AvgDis -0.2954844 -0.2201474
AvgHt -0.066 1284 -0.0557095
QMD
PipoHT -0.2835883 -0.1696763 -0.2932548
PsmeHT -0.1879416 -0.2909024 -0.5289551 -0.372295
AbgrWetHT -0.2957366 -0.1155333 -0.8006155 0.219423
AbgrDryHT -0.3709248 0.1857035 -0.1623213
TSD1 -1.8398867 0.3320324 -0.1841927 -3.6196449
TSD2 0.6074556 0.7884191 0.0911195 -0.0906523
TSD4 -3.112797 0.1371261 -1.646881 1.0981703
TSD5 1.3807982 0.4973287 -0.4633284 0.5974797
TSD6 0.5624508 1.3804853 -0.2682129 0.8921624
TSD7 1.3741899 0.6922845 0.8085741 -0.8634956
TSD8 -2.0906193 -4.9396024 1.0226846 0.6500486



Table 22. Continued...

ROS WOO ACEGLA MITPEN GEUTRI RUDOCC SMIRAC
Naïve estimate 0.0819672 0.0770492 0.0721311 0.0688525 0.0672131 0.0655738
Log1oBayesFactor 4.6401491 11.4753399 11.8508245 13.8415178 13.1048543 3.7970468
Intercept -1.6325119 -12.9261618 7.0753636 -10.7975426 -5.6219969 -3.076211
Elevation 0.0071099 -0.0076406 0.0062594 0.0046584
Slope 0.0584536 -0.0888017 0.0716445
CosAsp 0.66333 12
SinAsp -0.4 180353 0.4437596
CosAspXSlop 0.0651031
SineAspXSlop
CanCov
BA1O 0.0044962
SDI 10
AvgDis
AvgHt -0.045577
QMD -0.0300526
PipoHT -0.473590 1 0.322693
PsmeHT 0.3054752 -0.948966 0.1582177
AbgrWetHT -0.3950289 0.5534086 -0.4550758
AbgrDryHT -0.2501482
TSD 1
TSD2
TSD4
TSD5
TSD6
TSD7
TSD8



Table 23. Logistic Regression models for conifer regeneration separated into seedlings and saplings. Ponderosa pine and Larix
occidentalis were combined into one regeneration outcome variable.

PsmeSeed PsmeSap AbgrSeed AbgrSap PipoRegen PienSeed LaOccRegen
Naïve estimate 0.1672131 0.1885246 0.2770492 0.0819672 0.0918033 0.0327869 0.0442623
Log10BayesFactor 8.5039742 23.4003934 34.3572334 7.3086807 5.268005 8.3602276 9.0200482
Intercept -1.077786 -2.8720002 -2.2744162 -15.2891836
Elevation 0.011355
Slope
CosAsp
SinAsp
CosAspXSlop
SineAspXSlop
CanCov -0.01 18285 -0.0154455 -0.0136174 -0.0210868
BA1O -0.0195036 -0.01012 -0.0142942
SDI1O 0.0069524 -0.0054622 -0.0094271
AvgDis -0.1632917
AvgHt -0.0715808 0.0510707
QMD
PipoHT -0.2937407 -0.1479191 0.2432953 0.1648057 -0.3354227
PsmeHT 0.1507214 -0.1413466 -0.7046604
AbgrWetHT -0.2411694 0.2195509
AbgrDryllT 0.1608506 0.2961307 0.186957
TSD1 -0.1462814 -0.2931132 -0.2902182
TSD2 0.2858791 0.4078846 0.3946149
TSD4 -0.9261903 0.0171798 -2.0339746
TSD5 -0.2855262 -0.1854289 -0.17669
TSD6 0.3094808 -1.7995843 -0.9804884
TSD7 0.5389938 0.3411211 1.6248562
TSD8 -0.7885827 0.0743879 0.0093496
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Figure 34. Probability response as a function of elevation for Acer glabrum, Calamagrostis rubescens,
Thalictrum occidentale, Lathyrus nevadensis, and Chimaphila umbellata. Other predictor variables were
held constant at their average value.

The increase in probability along the Percent Canopy Cover gradient was nearly

linear for T occidentale (0.41 to 0.66), S. stellata (0.19 to 0.51), and A. bicolor (0.16 to

0.3) (Figure 35). The decrease in probability response for C. rubescens (0.6 to 0.3) was
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The characteristic monotonic increase or decrease in probability that LR

produces is apparent in Figure 34 which shows the response in probability for five

species as a function of elevation. Predictor variables comprising the LR models for

these species, other than elevation, were held constant at their average value among the

610 sample units. Acer glabrum (0.077) (average frequency of occurrence in the

sample in parentheses) increased slightly in probability from 0.01 to 0.11 as elevation

increased. A similar probability response curve was produced by Chimaphila umbellata

(0.15), which increased from 0.01 to 0.21 with elevation. The increase in probability

estimates for Thalictrum occidentalis was nearly linear along the elevation gradient

from about 0.3 to 0.7. Probability estimates for Calamagrostis rubescens decreased

from about 0.58 to 0.4 and Lathyrus nevadensis decreased in probability along the

elevation gradient from about 0.3 to 0.2.



nearly linear and slightly curvilinear for C. velutinus (0.36 to 0.1) as Canopy Cover

increased from 0 to 100 percent.
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Figure 35. Probability response as a function of Percent Canopy Cover for Thalictrum occidentale,
Calamagrostis rubescens, Smilacena stellata, Adenocaulon bicolor, and Ceanothus velutinus. Other
predictor variables were held constant at their average value

Figure 36 shows the probability response curves produced by the LR models for

five different species as a function of SDI. The probability of Amelanchier aln?folia

decreased along the length of the measured gradient but remained between 0.4 and 0.6.

Osmorhiza chilensis probability decreased from about 0.6 to slightly above 0.2 as SDI

increased. The increase in probability of V. membranaceum with SDI, similar to the

previous two species, was effectively linear from approximately 0.3 to 0.5. The

response curves for Abies grandis seedlings (0.06 to 0.39) and Salix spp. show a

curvilinear increase as a function of SDI. Salix spp. produced the greatest change from

0.0 to slightly above 0.6.

Figure 37 shows the response curves for five species as a function of PIPO

PAG. Probability values were binned into 10 categories and were calculated using

NPMR. Spiraea betulifolia occurred with a sampling frequency of 0.72 and the

modeled probability increased from 0.58 to 0.86 along the gradient.
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Figure 36. Probability response as a function of Stand Density Index for Amelanchier alnfolia,
Vaccinium membranaceum, Osmorhiza chilensis, Abies grandis seedlings, and Salix spp.. Other
predictor variables were held constant at their average value
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Figure 37. Probability response as a function of Ponderosa pine PAG for Spiraea betu4folia,
Symphoricarpos spp., Carex geyeri, Smilacena stellata, and Clintonia unflora. Higher values for the
x-axis represent greater probability of Ponderosa pine regeneration. Other predictor variables were held
constant at their average value.



Shrubs of the genus Symphoricarpos had the highest average frequency of

occurrence (0.8) in the sample and the modeled probability increased from 0.73 to 0.91

as PIPO PAG increased. Carex geyeri occurred with an average frequency of 0.42 in

the sample and increased from 0.18 to 0.75. Smilacena stellata decreased in probability

from 0.44 to 0.21 and occurred with an average frequency of 0.35. The average

frequency of occurrence for Clintonia uniflora was 0.13 and also decreased in

probability from 0.10 to 0.Olas PIPO PAG increased

Figure 38 shows the response curves for five species as a function of Abies

Grandis Wet PAG. The probability response for Achillea millefolium (0.51) was

virtually flat along the gradient. Vaccinium membranaceum (0.44) increased from 0.27

to 0.59 as did Smilacena stellata (0.35) with a sigmoid shape from 0.20 to 0.93. Carex

geyeri (0.42) decreased from 0.50 to 0.07 along with Arnica cordifolia (0.43) from 0.55

to 0.01.
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Figure 38. Probability response as a function of Abies Grandis Wet habitat type for Achillea millefolium,
Vaccinium membranaceum, Arnica spp, Carex geyeri, and Smilacena stellata. Higher values for the
x-axis represent greater probability of species comprising the Abies Grandis Wet Plant Association
Group. Other predictor variables were held constant at their average value
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DISCUSSION

The FVS COVER extension is a general vegetation prediction system that can

incorporate new relationships as data on species from other areas and habitat types

become available. The ecological relationships inherent in the Logistic Regression

models listed above are intended for integration with COVER and the Blue Mountains

Variant of FVS. This new set of models includes separate equations for 70 species of
grasses, forbs and shrubs. It also includes six predictive equations for conifer

regeneration. Since these models were parameterized with data collected on the

industrial forestlands of Northeast Oregon the applicability of results to areas outside of

this region can be expected to decrease with distance and management intensity.

The structure of Logistic Regression equations provides an advantage over other

probability modeling techniques such as Non-Parametric Multiplicative Regression

(NPMR) in that the equations, once parameterized, can be used independently from the

data from which they were derived. However, the intended use of the models only

applies to the study area. The mathematical equations can be easily utilized by

simulation routines such as FVS without having to access the original sampling data to

estimate probability for a given set of predictor variables or grid cell location.

Additionally, estimating probability of occurrence of species for areas outside the extent

of sampling, but within the range of ecological distance, can be calculated without

additional sampling.

The disadvantages of using LR have been discussed by McCune et al. (2003)

and centered on the assumption that species will have variously hump-shaped or

irregular distributions on environmental gradients. Simple response surfaces, such as

the sigmoid response shape produced by the logistic function, are unrealistic for most

multifactor habitat problems. Although McCune Ct al. (2003) found a good fit of the

lichen species Lobaria oregana to elevation using logistic regression, the results could

not be extrapolated to lower elevations in the Cascades because the species becomes

less frequent. The broader response to elevation was hump-shaped rather than sigmoid

and hence inappropriate for a broader span of elevations extending below the extent of

their data set.
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Higher order and transformations of predictor variables are possible to fit the

logistic function to presence/absence data that are not sigmoid distributed but the result

is models with higher complexity. Interactions among predictor variables can increase

a model's predictive capability but also introduces more complexity to model structure.

Burnham and Anderson (2002) maintain that the motivation for model selection is

ultimately derived from the principle of parsimony or "the concept that a model should

be as simple as possible concerning the included variables, model structure, and number

of parameters." A model that is not very parsimonious will capture relatively much of

the idiosyncratic information (i.e. noise) in the data. Such a model might provide an

excellent fit to the data but because its parameter estimates are quite variable the model

generalizes poorly to novel data sets. Inference from complex, over-fitted models is

hazardous and should be avoided. Under-fitted models are also not well-suited for

inference, ideally therefore, inference should be based on simple models that describe

the data well.

The models listed in Tables 22 and 23 were constructed on a parsimonious basis

with respect to the number of transformations and interactions of predictor variables

except for Slope and the trigonometric functions for Aspect. The four PAG predictor

variables added a modeling dimension that contains the multiplicative interactions that

emerged from the NPMR modeling process. Model complexity was controlled in part

by the p-value to enter and p-value to remove which effectively limited the number of

predictor variables comprising a final model. Adjusting these values would effectively

change the average number of variables and associated frequency distribution (Figure

31) for the species presented in this analysis. These models represent the fundamental

relationships among predictor variables and species occurrence expressed through the

sigmoid response shape of the logistic function. The monotonic increase or decrease in

probability that resulted from the use of the logistic regression equations for several

species to five predictor variables was demonstrated.



CHAPTER 5. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated two alternative methodologies for probability modeling

and predictive mapping individual species of vegetation. NPMR provides an effective

method for producing models without assuming a predefined statistical distribution

through the complete data set. Rather, it finds the most powerful Guassian distribution

through a local ecological neighborhood defined by the values of the predictor variables

associated with a target sample unit. NPMR' s flexible fitting of variables allowed

integration and testing of a variety of predictor variables without assuming a predefined

response profile. This study took four different approaches to model any particular

species to examine the influence of spatial structure, stand structure, and GIS modeling

with physiographic variables. NPMR accommodated the spatial coordinates for each

plot into the modeling process with ease and was effective at revealing a strong spatial

structure for many species.

Application of the NPMR models constructed from physiographic variables to

corresponding GIS raster data was effective at producing predictive vegetation maps for

individual species. Predictive layers for indicator species of regional plant associations

(PAG) were combined to produce maps of these associations across the study area.

These fine-scale PAG maps are improvements over existing vector coverages because

they are continuous in nature and can be used to identify and quantify the amount of

area where two or more PAG's overlap, referred to as intergrade by Gleason (1926),

Whittaker (1967), and Pfister and Arno (1980). A full set of raster layers for a larger

list of species also forms a data set from which a vector of species probabilities can be

extracted from any 100 m2 area of forest landscape. The PAG layers also served as

predictor variables (significant for many species) for constructing probability models

for individual species with Logistic regression.

Logistic regression (LR), in contrast to NPMR, assumes a monotonic increase or

decrease in probability along any particular gradient to fit a sigmoid response and

provides us with mathematical equations that can be easily integrated within other

analysis systems at the source code level, such as FVS. Computation time for
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producing models with LR is much less than for what it takes NPMR to search through

thousands of possible variable combinations and multiple tolerance adjustments for

each variable to find the best model as reflected in the highest Bayes Factor value.

The Bayes Factor evaluation proved useful for both modeling alternatives as a

conmion tool to compare the improvement of the constructed models over the average

frequency of occurrence. It also proved useful for demonstrating the inverted U shape

of predictive power as a function of species occurrence frequency. Both LR and NPMR

methodologies have their advantages and disadvantages but with a set of species models

from both methods in hand, researchers interested in the continuous, ongoing ecological

relationships and dynamics of this forested landscape in northeast Oregon have a solid

foundation of vegetation information to base current and future work.

One valuable aspect of this study is that species vegetation maps form the basis

of predicting and quantifying potential wildlife habitat. Important elements of the

habitat of an animal often are provided by the vegetation in an area. Changes in

vegetation can, therefore, alter habitat conditions. Understanding how the structure and

composition of vegetation influence habitat quality is central to understanding the

distribution and abundance of animals (Morrison et al. 1998). Since vegetation also

forms the basis of trophic interactions, the models and predictive layers representing

species distributions and community composition should serve as the raw information

materials from which to begin creating landscape models of potential wildlife

distributions. In one such study McComb et al. (2001) used predictive vegetation maps

ranging in detail from nest sites to home ranges as a basis for developing habitat

capability models for northern spotted owls. The vegetation maps were derived from

information integrated from regional grids of ground-based vegetation sampling,

mapped environmental variable data, and Landsat Thematic Mapper Imagery using

Gradient Nearest Neighbor (GNN). The NPMR vegetation layers produced from this

study could form the basis of similar habitat capability modeling for the study area.

These layers should also prove instrumental in ongoing research designed to

clarify the relationship between forage resources and ungulate carrying capacity. Since

individual species of vegetation provide nutrition and energy resources for deer, elk,
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and cattle populations, having a quantitative landscape representation for each forage

species could serve as the information foundation of an envisioned nutrition layer.

These vegetation layers will also prove useful in developing spatially explicit resource

selection functions (RSF) that predict the distribution and intensity of elk use across

forest landscapes over extended time periods (Riggs unpublished manuscript).

During extended time periods on an industrially managed forest landscape

timber extraction and stand management activities will occur. The Forest Vegetation

Simulator (FVS) has been described in this study as a principle tool in projecting forest

growth and yield with capabilities of simulating numerous management prescriptions.

The FVS COVER extension has seen no additional development since its creation for

the original northern Idaho variant. With the NPMR species vegetation layers and LR

models produced from this study now available there is great potential for expanding

COVER or creating a species composition projection system with FVS output and post-

processing routines.

There are probably many ways to incorporate FVS output with NPMR

probability modeling for individual species. The basic methodology for one example

consists of performing projections on an individual stand basis, creating a predictor

matrix with values extracted from the FVS Summary Statistics Table, and then run

NPMR for a species model. A unique identifier can be assigned to each stand so that

physiographic variables can be correctly assigned and linked to the predictor matrix. A

typical forest inventory consists of many stands representing a predefined forested area,

however. For these data sets a computer algorithm must be created that is capable of

extracting forest inventory database information on a stand by stand basis from which to

create FVS input files, running FVS, creating an NPMR predictor matrix from FVS

output, accessing a species response matrix, running NPMR, and finally producing a

stand-level output database and/or GIS file of species probability estimates. This

process is illustrated as a five-step flow diagram in Figure 39. A regional

computational projection system such as this could provide the framework for such an

algorithm referred to as the Forest Landscape Proj ection System (FLPS). Subroutines

could be coded with the FVS Event Monitor to simulate a wide variety of management
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Figure 39. Simplified information flow for a potential five-step forest projection and understory
species modeling system. SQL is structured query language for accessing database information.

prescriptions. These subroutines would add information to a keyword file for

controlling the timing and type of thinning, harvesting or planting.

The general process of extracting stand and tree list file information from an

inventory database and the call to FVS comprise steps 1-3 of Figure 39. Step 4 would

contain the process of accessing FVS output to fill a predictor matrix with the stand

structural values for predictor variables and running NPMR with models for each

species in the response matrix. It may be more efficient to incorporate individual

subroutines taken from the Hypemiche source code rather than making a separate call to

Hyperniche to complete this portion of the computational system. Step 5 would contain

the process of creating output files of abundance or probability estimates for each stand

and species selected by a user or contained in the input files. A GIS option could be

implemented that produces grid-based estimates contingent on availability of a raster

file for each stand structural predictor variable. The results of this process would

include an approximation of the most likely community composition at various stages
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of forest development or under specific conditions defined by the predictor variables at

any particular site of interest or the complete inventoried forest area.

However, the LR equations would be easier to integrate within the FVS analysis

system at a source code level. Since the COVER extension already contains a structure

for incorporating mathematical equations the LR equations produced from this study

could be incorporated in a similar fashion. The integration process would include

creating algorithms for creating predictor variables from FVS output that correspond

with the predictors used in this study. One goal of integrating the LR models within

FVS would be to build the capability to produce an approximation of community

composition at various stages of forest development or under specific conditions

defined by the values of the predictor variables. At any projection interval tree-level

information is available to subroutines that can create forest structural predictor

variables that correspond to those upon which the LR models were constructed. Site-

level physiographic information would have to be supplied by an end user for single site

predictions or a database for multi-stand processing. Community composition

information would be created by looping the predictor variable information through the

LR equations for each species and then made available in the form ofa vector of species

probabilities for any given unit surface of forest landscape.

The application phase of NPMR can also be used to produce an approximation

of community composition for sites with known values ofpredictor variables.

Hypemiche software (McCune 2004) has the capability of producing probability

estimates for sites with predictor variable information from an existing model, a species

response matrix, and a predictor matrix. Once the NPMR models are produced for the

desired set of species, software modification could include a routine to loop through the

species models, response matrices, and possibly a database of new site predictor

information. This functionality would be the means from which a vector of species

probabilities for new sites could be estimated. The new sites could represent early seral

or other ecological conditions.

Although there is evidence in this data set ofresponse trends for some species as

a function of predictor variables representing stand development or size class and
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stocking density, these signals represent the modeling of data collected within a space

for time substitution framework. Therefore, the goal of achieving the most accurate

forest succession composition modeling system from a synthesis of the models

produced by this study is compromised in that regard. Nonetheless, they do fonn a

strong foundation upon which to refine, enhance, and continue the fine-scale, species

modeling process. A fundamental refinement to this dataset for succession composition

modeling with NPMR must include the strategic placement of additional, and iterative,

sampling in areas of most recent harvest, and more importantly, areas scheduled for

harvest. Pre- and post-harvest sampling would be the most effective way to model the

change in species composition that would occur from timber harvesting and subsequent

development of conifer overstory. Iterative sampling thereafter would provide the

information from which NPMR succession models could be created. A stratification of
plot selection could now be based on either the highest values in the PAG layers or

perhaps the highest values in raster layers for certain species or combinations of species

found important for wildlife forage from other investigations such as Cook et al. (2003).

One method of succession modeling with NPMR might involve constructing

predictive layers for each individual species from which raster cell-based composition

vectors could be created for any particular stand, for each sampling occasion. Success

of this approach depends on sample size, consistent plot locations, and the use of

predictor variables that would not change from one sampling occasion to another such

as the plot spatial coordinates. In fact, unless other significant unchanging ecosystem

features are present within a particular stand from which predictor variables could be

measured, the spatial variables would form the basis of the predictor matrix. The

product of this modeling would be a set of spatially-explicit, fine-scale probability maps

for each species within an area of successional development. Since the predictor

variables and plot locations would remain constant between sampling occasions

differences in probability between modeled layers for any given species would be

information from which to gauge and map the magnitude of compositional change

through time. This of course assumes accurate and consistent species identification

among sampling occasions. NPMR models could include those based on abundance
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estimates alone, presence/absence from abundance cutoffs, or simply presence/absence.

Models based on abundance cutoffs could be used to detect compositional change

attributable to changes in abundance rather than elimination which would most likely

occur on a longer time scale and thus undetectable with presence/absence alone until

complete disappearance from a plot.

This type of approach to succession modeling could also be used to quantif'

conifer productivity as a function of habitat type (Daubenmire 1976). Information

collected at each sampling occasion would naturally have to include measurements of

conifer growth. Models of conifer growth as a function of the magnitude of habitat type

expression, represented by the PAG layers created from this study, might be used to

refine FVS growth equations, site index, and maximum stand density index values for

the Blue Mountains Variant. Currently, the Blue Mountains variant only uses habitat

type to set the maximum stand density index and default site index values and does not

use it directly in the growth equations. Models of conifer growth created from this type

of succession modeling could incorporate a continuous habitat type variable represented

by the PAG layers directly in the growth equations. However, any succession modeling

based on future monitoring data should consider the implications of predicted future

changes in climate.

The close link between climate and the distribution of vegetation has raised

concerns about hypothesized, and recent evidence of, climatic changes as a result of

atmospheric increases in CO2 (Shugart et al. 2003) from anthropogenic use of carbon-

rich sources of energy. Given the correlation among climate variables and vegetation

patterns, changes in climate are expected to cause changes in forest composition. This

expectation is reinforced by responses of forests to climatic change, inferred from

paleoecological reconstructions (Davis 1981; Webb 1988), which show independent

movements of the ranges of tree species, the formation of new combinations of species

to form novel ecosystems, and the disappearance of some types of forest communities.

That these significant continental scale changes occurred in response to what is thought

to have been a 2°C warming over several millennia is an indication that there will be

significant changes in forests caused by future climate change. Current predictions
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suggest that average global mean temperatures could increase 1.5-5.8 °C within this

century alone (Shugart et al. 2003). Therefore, compositional changes in stands

selected and sampled for successional monitoring and modeling must consider changes

that can be attributed to macroclimatic dynamics in addition to overstory development.

This study has shown that NPMR can be used to predictively model and map

species distributions with constant spatial and physiographic variables. Used within a

monitoring framework a spatial hierarchical modeling approach that simultaneously

considers stand and forest-level scales could be used to help detect, quantify, and

distinguish compositional changes caused by macroclimatic changes from those related

to overstory development. The spatial extent of the full dataset from this study and

possibly combined with additional sampling in nearby forested areas would be

considered the forest-level scale. Dynamics among temporally-explicit NPMR

predictive layers for any particular species would form the basis of quantifying and

evaluating the extent to which that species increases or decreases across the sampled

landscape. Evaluations of intra-stand successional changes could then take into account

compositional changes occurring at the larger spatial scale in a process of distinguishing

the two.

Much of the forested landscape sampled during this study has been considered

transitional (Sheehy 1999) or in an early or mid-seral successional state. Therefore, a

certain amount of change should be expected at the forest-level scale for some species

among sampling occasions simply due to changes brought about by growth or other

changes in overstory. Nonetheless, increases or decreases in the range of particular

species might be indicative of climatic changes. For instance an increase in the

distribution of high probability values for ponderosa pine regeneration around the

margins of its current distribution towards the center of the study area might be an

indication that significant climatic warming is affecting vegetation distributions.

Similarly, a decrease in the range of high probability values for Clintonia unflora

among temporal sampling and modeling efforts might also be indicative ofa warmer

climate.
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This study tested the effectiveness NPMR at building mathematical models to

estimate the probability of occurrence for individual species of vegetation from plot-

based sampling data. Its flexibility in fitting predictor variables to presence/absence

data without assuming predefined statistical distributions proved valuable for

determining spatial coordinates as powerful predictors for many species. The capability

to apply these models to GIS information led to the separation of predictor variables

into a category that included stand structural information and another category with

physiographic information that GIS information was available. The Application of the

physiographic models to GIS raster information was successful at creating species

probability maps that were integrated to construct continuous GIS maps of the major

PAG's that occur across the study area. Areas of continuous intergrade were then

quantified from GIS intersections of the PAG rasters. Raster values from these PAG

layers were assigned to each sampling plot from the particular cell in which they were

located thus allowing creation of four new continuous PAG variables that often proved

significant in building LR models. The LR models can be easily integrated within the

existing COVER extension of FVS but post-processing routines might also be created

that utilize FVS output with NPMR models. This study also described a process by

which either or both modeling techniques could be used to produce an approximation of

community composition for early seral or other ecological conditions at sites with

known values of predictor variables. With intensive before and after sampling in stands

scheduled for harvesting followed by subsequent iterative sampling, NPMR could be

used to build quantitative models of forest succession. Finally, NPMR modeling will

prove valuable in detecting changes in species distributions that might occur from

changes in climate that are expected to occur from continued increases in atmospheric

CO2.




































































